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jl PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR . 
Coverage 120 s -900 Kc s- ^- 'A 
300 Ks -900 Kc's's. 900 Kt" s- , "_,,. -. G 
2.75 Mas. 2.75 Mcfs -8.5 Mc s. 
8 Mc,a -28 Mc's. 16 Mca -56 
Mc:s, 24 Mc's -84 Mc!s. Metal !, 
case 10in. x 61in. x 4lin. 
Size of scale, 61ín. x 31in. 2 s 
valves and rectifier. A.C. r / ̂ \ 

i 
mains ion? of v. Intetoal i l f 

depth 
per cent., 

to 
depth of 30 per cent., modo - 
laced or unmodulated R.F. 
output continuously variable 
100 milli -volts. C.W. and 
mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter. 
Black 25- inus 2 %. £4.19.6 or 34/- 

case 
eposit and :1 monthlycpaymentts 

plus 

P. & P. 46 extra. 

SIGNAL & PATTERN 
, 

GENERATOR 
Coverage 7 Mo s -210 Mc's / 
in five bands. all on funda- í-1i'{ -- I 

mantels. slow -motion tun- - 
ìng, audio output. 8 vertical 
and horizontal bars, logging -- , 

scale. In grey hammer 
finished case with carrying - - -. 
candle. Accuracy x 1 %. £6.19.6 Or £3 deposit and 

mains 200-250 v. P. & P. 5 6 3 payments of 30: -. 

('IIMNII:R('IAI. TELEVISION 
CONVERTER SUITABLE ANY 

TA. (except Ph1HPs) .- 
ALL 

NO AI:1'LL (I ANS S SIa , i `' 
Complete with built -in power supply ,I 

It 
230 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish 
case 511n. long, 3 ;in. wide. 41ín. high 
Incorporating gain control and band - 
switch. Illustrated with cover re. 
moved. , tlll l '1 

Ight' 'I 

19 . 6 Plus P. & P. 26 - 

FAMOUS MAKE 

TURRET "TELETUNER" 
Covers all Channels, Bands 1 and 3. Valves used : PCC84. 
R.F. double triode, cascode R.F. amplifier. PCF80, triode 
pentode f.c. and mixer. I.F. output 33 -38 Mes. Easily modified 
to other I.F. outputs. Full instructions and circuit 
diagram supplied. Complete with 12 Coil Sets. 99 in 

post 
Knobs. 3'6. 26 

BATTERY CHARGER 
6 or 12 v. 4 amp. 

A.C. Mains 200 -250 v. Fitted ammeter, selector switch, fuses, 
battery clips, indicator lamp. Incorporating O.E.C. Metal 
Rectifier. Ready for use. In grey hammer e ec P. & P. 
wish case. Wall fixing. 59¡ 3'6 

A.C. /D.C. 
MULTI -METER KIT 

Comprising 2ín. moving roil meter 
scale calibrated in A.C.'D.C. volts, 
ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range 
A.C. D.C. 0 -10, 0 -100 and 0 -500. Milli- 
amps 0 -10. 0-100. Ohms 0- 1,000 and 

" - 0- 10,000. Front panel, range switch, 
wire wound pot. (for ohms zero set- 
ting) two toggle switches. 19/6 
resistors and meter recti- 
fier. Complete in case, grey Plus 
hammer finish. P. & P. 1.6 

Point to point wiring diagram I!- free with Kit. 

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD. 

23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3 
whore post and packing charge is not staled, please add 1,6 up to 10 -, 

2 - up to £1 and 2'6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each 
Goods not despatched outside U.K. 

April, 1957 

MAKE SOUND JOINTS SIMPLY 

BY USING m i' 
ERSIN MULTICORE 

Contains 5 cores of 
extra -active, non -corrosive 

Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation 
and cleans surface oxides. 

SIZE 1 CARTON 

u ti 

5L 

u ti core 
Wherever precision soldering 
is essential, manufacturers, 
engineers and handymen rely 
on MULTICORE. Theresa 
MULTICORE SOLDER just made 
for the job you have in hand. 
Here are some of them. 

ARAX MULTICORE 
jlr ti,; I 

HANDYMAN'S Imltí 

CARTON 
Suitable for 200 

RA average joints. 

HOME CONSTRUCTORS 
216 PACK 

In addition to the well -known 
Home Constructors Pack (con- 
taining 19ft. of 18 s.w.g. 
60/40 alloy) a similar 
pack is now avail- 
able containing 
40ft. of 22 s.w.g. 
60/40 alloy 
especially suitable 
for printed circuits. 

L. oft 

FOR METAL FABRICATION 
(Not wire -to -tag oint c) 

Contains 2 cores 
of Arax flux. Flux 
residue is easily 
removed with 
water. 
SIZE 8 CARTON 

51- Hand mans Carton 6d 

BIB WIRE STRIPPER 

AND CUTTER 

Strips insulation 
without nicking wire, 
cuts wire cleanly, 
wilts extruded 
(Ie.r 316 each 

1Ry^fi1 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., 
MULTILORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (BOXMOOR 56361 

BAND III AERIALS 
OR 

FITTINGS 
Whether you are contemplating the con- 
struction of a Band III aerial or purchasing 
one complete it will be well worth your 
while to write to us who, as manufacturers, 

can offer you real 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF 
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPRE- 
HENSIVE CATALOGUE. 

* IO Element Band III Aerial, 77/6. 
* 8 Element Band III Aerial, 62/6. 
* 6 Element Band Ill Aerial, 47/6. 

FITTINGS 
* Universal Band Ill Clamp -on Fitting. 
* Band Ill Insulator, complete with folded dipole. 
* Director and Reflector Rod Holders for 

Bands I, II, and Ill. 
* Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes). 
* Chimney and Wall Brackets. Alloy Tubing, 

etc. etc. 
Send 1/- P.O. for the NEW MULTI -PAGE illustrated 
Catalogue (together with element and boom 
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor) 

to : 

FRINGEIIISION LTD. 
MARLBOROU6G /8 WILTS. 
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April, 1957 PRACTICAL TELEVISION 401 

FOR 

VALVES 
GUARANTEED ALL 

TESTED /i11) BEFORE DISPATCH 
07.4 5/8 6X4 7/8 ECC85 10/- 
1A3 3,18 6 X5r 7/8 EC'C9I 9/- 
1A50T 8/- 6XCUT 78 ECF80 14/8 
1A7 1218 7116 11/- ECFIe2 15/- 
102 9)8 7B7 8/8 EC113511I8 
1H50T 10/8 7t:1 8/- ECH42 10/8 
1L4 8/8 7C'6 8/- ECHBI 11/- 
1LD5 8/8 7117 9/. ECL80 10/8 
1N5 10/8 7Q7 9/- EFBo 10/- 
1105 8,1- 7R7 9/- EF22 9/8 
11,5 7/8 7S7 9/8 EF40 12/8 
1T4 7/8 71'4 818 F:F41 11,1- 
2X2 4/8 71 11!8 10,55 8/- 
3A9 7/- 77 8/- EF'85 
3116 5/- Ss 9,1- F.F86 12/8 
:4Q4 9/8 so 8/8 EF89 12/6 
3Q5 9/8 807 8/8 EF9 2 8/8 
3S4 818 8D2 2/9 1iL32 818 
3V4 9/- 01i2 3/9 I:L41. 10/8 
41)1 3/- 9001 16 IsL42 11/8 
42 8/- 90r3 5/8 E1.84 11/- 
51141IY 918 9004 5$ E5134 10/- 
5U40 8/- 90a6 5:8 EM80 11/- 
OY;}ll 8/- 954 2.- EY51 11/8 
5Y&IT 8,1- 955 419 EV86 12/- 
6Z40 10/6 9511 3/6 EY91 8/- 
6.A7 13/- 10F1 12/8 EZ4O 10/- 
6A84i 10/e 10E-9 111 l':Z41 11/- 
6A('7 8/8 12A6 88 E7,60 101- 
6A05 5/8 12A117 8'- E 114 2/_ 
6.AK5 8/8 12A Rs 118 1+7.32 12/6 
6AK7' 12AT7 9:- Hau 5/- 

6A(:7 9/. I2.A1:7 9.8 11L1320 4/- 
6AL:1 8/8 12A X7 10.- HP410l 6/- 
BAN:' 7/6 1211A6 9- HR'210 4/I 
6AM6 9- ,12BE6 10'- KBC32 8/- 
6AQ5 7I8 121'8 K Fsa 8/- 
6AT6 8'8 12H6 3.- KK:c! 8/- 
6B4 5'- 1'2J5 48 K135 6/6 
6B8 4'- 12.17 12,8 i:"I`21 4118 

8BÁ6 7/8 L"1( 7 9'- K'F2 5/- 
6BE6 81- 12Kx 13,- KT3:;1' 101- 
613.16 9;- 12Q7 9'6 KT66 16/- 
6B67 11/8 12K'7 2.8 K'IVV61 
6BM'6 8/8 I2c,:; 713 IICTM'82) 
BW7 10/- 120117 5.8 81- 

6(:4 I29J7 8/- 6"1'(V63 8:6 
6C5(:T 8i8 I2SK7 8'- i:'l'7.-11 8' 
6C6 88 1291.7 91- 1.1 __n 5 
6C) 10/8 12SQ7 8 8 1111 7.6 
6116 61- 12567 7;8 357 13 - 
61,60 7/6 1497 1311 N7 116 
6F6M 718 15112 7,9 3::: .. 15- 
GPI J 14/- 201.1 12'8 3:9 
6F15 14/- 201'5 111 "-L-, 311 
606,! 4!6 2:71,6nT 9'8 '1:3^_. 5- 
6116 2/8 211,5 9'8 'EN 0! 7'- 
6.150 5/- 2:7V51: 91 '6Y_!II:1 
6J5UT 5/8 272411 9.- 
6J.-,M 8/8 2525 9 '1:3:1415- 
636 6/- 2526,:'1' 8r8 3, I 10,- 
637C 8t_ 351!11:T 018 
fK61: 7'- 35 W4 9'- '('l+r2 12/8 
6670 5/9 352411T 8/8 'C1,83 12/8 
6K7.M 6/9 3525 91- '1.82 10/- 
6Kfr. 8/9 5111.6uT 8/8 'Ls:t 12)_ 
6Ks1:T 9/6 Atti, l'EN 'l'_':1.7 3/11 
61,iI: ) 91_ 818 v, 101- 
6L7 7/8 ATTI 318 'V,I 10/- 
637 7/- DAI'!e: 108 
6Q71.T 9/- 11F':16 101 '1's:'. 12- 
667 9/- UHi::N '32:1 15'- 
6SA71/ T 8/- 10'- JI`II 7.6 
69117 7/8 DKIe6 10 8 x1"220 3 11 
69117 8/- ULM 10:8 Io 10- 
69K7 8/- DM70 8,8 
691.7 8'- EAIl('so 2, 13'8 
6037 8/ - 10'- 15;- 
6xQ: 913 EA( hi 7/8 IU: 8/6 
6S=7 8/- 1331'12 128 -l04 11/8 
61'4,T 15!- E 041 9,- '.AF-1211/8 
61'3 8/8 E1tC41 10I- 'Itü 9/8 
61'5,: 8I8 E11F00 11/- B(41 HR- 
MN: 8/8 El'01 9/8 -Bra! 11'- 
6Y6C 7/_ i I1r1 126 'Bpso 12'8 
6V6D'i' 7/8 Flrr-I 126 'IL1212 8 

PACK 1 NO AND PU81'AG E dd., per vad vc. 

PUBLICATIONS ETC. 
each 

No, 134. 6.51. Tuner Con- 
struction 2/6 

No. 138. 1100 to make aerials 
for T.V. (Bande 1 and 3) and 
V.H.F.l Band 21 2/8 

N...135. All -dry battery Port- 
able Construction 2,16 

O,. 100. A comprehensive 
volve guide, Book No. 1 0/- 

1... 1.21. A comprehensive 
Ive guide. Book No. 2 6/- 

N...103. Rail iofolder"A" 1/6 
N.1. 114. Radiofolder "E" 2/6 
3... 126. Practical Transistors 

and 'Transistor Circuits 3/8 
No. 130. l'rac t teal F.M. C 

enite for the Home Con- 
structor 9/- 

3o. 140. T.V. Servicing for 
Beginners 418 

3o. 142. Modern T.V. Cir- 
cuitry and (toners. Fault 
Finding l; aide 4/6 

Servicing the Modern Radio 
Receiver 1/6 

" Loudspeakers," by G. A 
Briggs. The why and how of 
good reproduction 7/6 

Mollard '5 /10 Amplifier 
Books' 2/6 

17 nl In,) "High Quality 11e- 
led0rt ion " 3/8 

" \Verrue Manual of the Tape 
Deck " 3/6 

(Please include 411. postage per 
copy.) 

1WO HIGHLY INFORMATIVE 
PUBLICATIONS 

'he (I.E.C. nine- one -two l'llw, 4, -, 
The P.51. phis Timer for the nine - 
o,"40'o, 21. 

T.S.L. HIGH STABILITY FM 'VHF 
TONER with visual taming indicator. 
6 valves. Send for full descriptive 
!collet. 217.10.0. 
Belling Lee cross -over bo:es- 
Dipleners, 13 - each. 
spencer M'est Pattern Remover, 
15/- each. 
Aerialite 1511 outlet box. 4/6 each. 
:inch Patelin Duodecal C.E. Tube 
lockets, 9d. 510.h. 

.YLDON TURRET TUNER run., 
version to I.P. (no patterning) N /ic 
versions r ing three major 1.6. 
lards, 10 1 S. 16 r 118 

and 3 valve heater supIliee (6.3 v 
100 MCA, an, I 400 St Al. Seo,) for 
'till descriptive leaflet. 27.7.0 each 

l,841 10/- V'I110:/'3O 
,'1,41 11.'- 818 
IIV41 10/- VF'118 4/- v 02 2,9 V813)1 8/- 
V(S:; VR137 5/6 
(EF:1) 8/6 V"81511/38 

\'Ri4 8/- 
(EB341 21- V"P23 8/8 

V6i5 VP41 8'8 
11:80:13) 7/8 V970 
V 656 Vl'5,2 

(FIF36) 81- (EL:21 6/6 
y1157 V'P501 5/- 
,1:K:721 81- 111311 

VIt6;. (M1II2(14) 
nr6n 3'- 8/9 

\ ltd., ( V1764 
sill / 3r- (l'12) 9/- 

VIt,d: vl'tlt 2/8 
1p61, 31 W61 8/- 

410 W77 88 
lll'501 18/- 

V6"1 R66 11,'8 

si lvanln X79 11/8 
Y63 8'8 

\II'''_ 2::59 15/- 
,I:A.7o118 2759 15/- 

,1m 1: 11(1, xl'I'1'ICl' 

MT1 
Primary: 200.220-240 c 
9econdary6 : 250 -0- -250 v., 851 51 /A. 0.0.3 v. 4 amp. 0.4 v. 2.5106. both tapi.co 

at 4 v., each 19;6 
MTS 
Primary: 200. 220ß40 v. 
iecohdarys : 550 -0 -3570 v. 80 MIA. 0-6.3 v. 4 amp. 0-5 v. 2 amp. both tapped 

at 4 v. each 19/6 
MT3 
Primary : 200-220-246 v. 
Secondary i 30 v. 2 amp. taps at 3 v., 4 v., 6 v., 0 v., 9 v., IO v., 15 v., 18 v., 

21/ v.. 24 v., each 19/8 
2!- Packing and Post on above Transformers. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
3 -way Mounting Type 

0851OR COIL PACKS. Type HO, 52/8, 
Type 18.T.9. 52,'8. H.F. stages for 
above, ell- each. Circuits, etc.. err', 
plied with each unit. 

JACKSON BROS. TYPE 0101/55 
CONDENSERS. Split Stators a 

( 

ail - 
able, 3/10 pl', 3.8.27 pF, 4 -35 pF, 
4-43 pF, 10!9 each. 

TOI. Loerno LPH 65 Treble Speakers 
38,8 each. 

ELSTONE MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 
All to Tull Specification. 
MT '351 for Nullard 3 watt Amplifier, 

35 -. 
MTS In for Nullard 5/10 Amplifier, 

38 -. 
MT 'MC for Mallard 9//ld Amplifier, 

vv -ith FM tuner and Pre. Amp., 42,6. 
MT 911 for (:EC Amplifier 012 Plus, 

MT, /912 AFM for (1E(' F. M. or .A.M. 
'l'on . units, 29 6. 

ELSTONE OUTPUT TRANSFORM- 
ERS. OT/3: for Mu l la rd 11 watt 
Amplifier, 21.-. 
OT/6 for Mullarvl 6/10 Amplifier 

low loading, 45;- each. 
OT/8 for Mullar.I 5,'10 Amplifier 

normal loading 45/- each. 
OT,1112 for (:11C 012 ('Ins Amplifier. 

46,1_ each. 
MT/M1 for 18E P.M. Tuner Unit, 

29!8 each. 

MAINS TRANSFORMER TE8, 221111: 

2S41 voll.. Secondary 250 v., 4o 51 A, 
8.3 V. 1.5 a., 15/- each. 

3 WATT AMPLIFIER. -A.C. Mains 
-- 3e:. Feed Bock. 'l'ove and Vol. 
(',mill).. Fully wired and ready 
for use, 82.'6 each. 

TYANA SOLDERING IRON. -4 0 
Heats up in 3 mi s 2ou'_ 0 volts 
or 259(250 volta, 16.'9 cm I,. 

PIFCO ALL IN ONE RADIO METER 
A.C. or D.C. 1,.'l'. 151,11 H.T. Tests 
-N;_A Teste. Many uses, 32:8 each. 

COSMOCORD MICROPHONES. - 
Type MI1:33 -1, 50,- each. 
Type MIC35 -I, 25:- each. 

SOLON SOLDERING IRONS, 61 
watts, (val Rit. All Voltages, 29 / -, 65 
watts, Pencil Rit. All Voltages, 80/8. 
All spares for these irons available 
frt. stock, 2 5 watts instrument 
iron, 24- each. 

JUST RECEIVED 
The new ".4t a (Moue' valve 
equivalent hoot. (ver 5,1,01, vu,v,. 
listed, 5/- (':,c',. Post 411. 

RECTIFIERS 
RIM 181. RMI 48, RS12 5 /C, 
11511. 7,8. 

RESISTOR - ASSORTED 
1. } and 1 watt 1216 per inn, 

brand new. Portable rinses 9l in. v 

n }in. 4110., c 
( 

omileto with ohaesi 
dial, ele.. 33' -t c . post 2!6. .A 
above else Il /in.o 81ín. x 41in. 
25 - oa., poet 11,6. 2 gnou eondensen, 
mininpuo. 7 :8. 1.F. Tmu.fottucr:. 
9;- pair. 

METAL RECTIFIERS 
New stock, loll wave, 12 volt I >51n1 

5 8 : 12 -I I 11 anlp. 8.6 : 12 wilt 
4 amp. 15:8. 

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS 
each 

DIRE. 1 -1 -16.1 9l- 
1f1R,A. 1- 1 -16 -1 10/8 
1 _ 8. A. 1.1 -8.1 41 
1411. 6. 12 -8-3 
1 i ),",,, 191 
14A.97 - 23:8 
14-Á.111u 25,,- 

14 .6.12.1 27!6 
1411.130 31 /8 

LW7 23'9 
6"X6 ' 3/8 

THESE AND MANY OTHER 
COMPONENTS ARE LISTED IN 
OUR CURRENT CATALOGUE 
SEND A 1- FOR YOUR COPY.t 

LOUD SPEAKERS 
All PM Types less Transformers 

each 
It ATE RTIOUSE gin. Cult 17/6 
('L89918 V iì } in. :'nit 1816 
R. ,h A. 6íh. Unit 19/8 
61.ESSEY 1.2111. Unit 35/_ 
I. ECTRUNA Sin. 1:01 17'8 
(1000MANS Olin. Unit 18'8 
GOODMAN$ Sin. :'nit 199 
OOODMANO 4in. n Sin. Unit 191 
It. A A.6 }'m. :'nit Mains Energised 600 ohms field 17/8 
PLESSEY Oit,. Unit. Mains ICnerg /sed 608 owns field 21,- 
GOODMANS or LE('TRONA 8in. with Output 

'transformer 21/8 
Ell ipt ical Speaker I Oin. x 6iu 25:- 
BAKER SELHI'RST 12in. heavy duty unit, 

13 ohms speech coil 20 watts, 25.5.0. 

5 /6VINCES CHAMBERS 

VICTORIA SQUARE 

LEEDS I. 

TERMS : Cash with order or 
C.O.D. Postage and Packing 
charges extra, as follows : 
Orders value I0 /- add IF : 
20/- add 1/6 ; 40/- add 2/. ; E5 
add 3/- unless otherwise stated. 
Minimum C.O.D. fee and 
postage 3,'-. All single valves 

postage 6d. 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 
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BRAND NEW AND PERFECT 

1ß" METAL CONE C.R.T. 

AT ENORMOUS 
PRICE -SAVING 

TURRET 

TV TUNERS 
Complete with 12 4.0,1 _ct,. 
Covers all Channels Band I and III 
London and Birmingham. Valves 
u'ed :.PCC8 -1, R.F. double triode, 
casoode R.F. amplifier, PCF8O. 
n'iode pentode t.c. and miser. 
I.F. output 33 -38 Mc's, easily 
modified to other I.F. outputs. 
With full instructions and circuit 
dhi'ram. 00 IA, 
Knobs. 3,1i. Lost 2 6. 

Brief specification : 6.3 V. heater, 
on trap. 14 kV. E.H.T. wide angle 

70 degrees, standard 38 mm. neck, duodecal 
base. magnetic Focus and deflection. Length 
17 I1116M. Gives large black and white picture 

I I x 14in. Unused in original cartons. GUARANTEED BY 
US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, connections and suggested 
time bases supplied with every Tube, 

p c 
LISTED AT £23.9.10. LASKY'S PRICE Z8 . 9 . 6 

Carr. & lawn. 22 8 extra. 
V1.1--kn, Anti-Co: ono, Noses and loo Ft at < available. 

SPECIAL OFFER OF 

46 STIRLING" 
BAND III CONVERTERS 

Complete with own power supplies for 200 -250 v. A.C. 
Covers all Channels Bands i and III and suitable for ary TV 
set. Size : 7 x 37 x tin. approx. Metal case brówn crackle 
finish. Absolutely complete. Full instructions supplied. 

LASKY'S PRICE 6 Gns Post free. 

L:fSH3`'K (HA t1108- *WALD) 1:111- 
Bo'71 Addresses Olxn All Do:, ..",urdus. Ear-IN C7n. ': , .. .. 

4:?, 'l'O'1"l'hN11A\I COURT ROAD, 11.1. 370.IIARIIHW Itt/ \I1. I'.V1)111\I. 10\. n1.4 
Telephmle: diGSeun12805. LADbru7re d!i;.l 'mù e2-.1`ninnln:l- 

MAKERS' SURPLUS 
COMPONENT BARGAINS 

1\ 111E ANGLE 38 
Line E.H.T. trans.. Ferros- 

cube core. 9-18 kV .251- 
Scanning Coils, low imp 

line and frame 25'- 
Perron -cube cored Scanning 

Coils and Line Output 
Trans.. 10-15 kV. EY51 
winding Line Trans. in- 
corporates width nd 
linearity Control. m- 
piete with circuit la- 
gram, the pair 50 /- 

Frame Output Transformer 6!6 
Scanning Coi a low imp. line 

and frame 17,6 
Frame or line block osa 

transformer 418 
Focus Magnets Ferros -dure 19 

Focus Magnets. Iron 
Cored 19'6 

Duomeg Fooalisers 2238 
300 ma. Smoothing chokes 15/- 
Electromagnetic focus coil, 

with combined scan culls 25,- 
STANDARD 35 nun. 

Line Output Transformers, 
No E.H.T. 12/8 

Line Output Transformer,, 
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 s. 
winding. Ferros -nube 19 :8 

Scanning coils. Low imp 
line and frame 12/8 

Ditto by Igranic . 14'8 
Frame or line blocking 

oscillator -transformer 44 
Frame output:transformer 718 
Focus Magnets ' 

Without Vernier 1218 
With Vernier 174 

Focus coils, Electromag 12/8 
200 m a Smoothing Chokes 1013 

All :Idail Orders is 
Harrow Road, please. 

SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST 
enclosing 3d. In stamps. 

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS 

EXPRESS SERVICE : ' 

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER 38, C H A LCOT RD., LONDON, N.W 
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED pRlmrose 9090 SAME AFTERNOON. 

UNIQUE OFFER 
ANY PARCEL INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE 
IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 8d. EXTRA. SAVES 

TIME IN CLAIMS AND WORRY I 

'11,4 8.- 6 51 7 

sa 3.- c5ua 
55 6:- '155:7 
57 12:8 6.A.1-. 
1`1 9 -.'I16a 
16 88'15*' 
11.5 11- 6I1.1 
IA 8'8 ': 111:1 

1.05 5- 1111 
L\ .-i 5 - 'LUl:, 
\:5 11 1, 
IW B 8 l'' 

$ 6151 

r.i 1117 

1 :5 "- 6 14.11 

21:3 I26 61;I1 
2,26 

46'Ir1:' 
:144 
.155 61111 ': 

::117 86 n1;117 
::11¡ 5'- nit\'I 
:aJi 9- ,1157 
,t¡.ar:l 9 8 85 

ri4 , 6 
::14 88 
,14 8- 
:,1'4 10- 

1,1:1 7 8 
-57 10- ':let 
:1/,:; 128 'II1 
7,7.4 8 8 
41 10-':F7 
d 1117 8 - 41'c 

111q 10- 61'12 

88 aria 12 8 66 7 6 ¢115'r 
66'IF1I 9/8'''I%1-1 126 76':I311 

126'II'17 12/6''7:. 12e ,6'll11P'r 
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N N© 
QIfiED WOMEN 

;.ova. ... 
OUR BACKGROUND 

! 

Industry & Commerce offer their best posts to those with the necessary qualifications -such posts that will bring personal satisfaction, happiness, 
good money and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have skilled knowledge of what is required in industry to -day and the best means of training per- sonnel for its present day and future requirements. We specialise also in teaching for hobbies, new interests or part -time occupations in any of the subjects listed below. Make your own choice and write to us to -day for further information. There is no obligation of any kind. 

Part of 
The E.M.I. 
Factories at Hayes, 
England, occupying over ISO acres. 

PERSONAL & INDIVICUAL TRAINING IN- 
Accountancy Customs Officer Advertising Draughtsmanship 
Aeronautical Eng. Economics 
A.R.B. Licences Electrical Eng. Art (Fashion, Illus- Electrical 
tracing, Humorous) Installations Automobile Eng. Electronics 
Banking Electronic 
Book -keeping Draughtsmanship 
Building Eng. Drawing 
Business - Export 

Management Heating & Carpentry Ventilation Eng. 
Chemistry High Speed City & Guilds Oil Engines 

Exams Industrial Admin. Civil Service Jig & Tool Design Commercial Journalism 
Subjects 

Commercial 
Art & Drawing 

Languages 
Management 
Maintenance Eng. 
Mathematics 
M.G.A. Licences 
Mechanical Eng. 
Metallurgy 
Motor Eng. 
Painting & 

Decorating 
Photography 
P.M.G. Certs. 
Police 
Production Eng. 
Production 

Planning 
Radar 
Radio Amateurs 

(C &G) Licence 
Radio & Tele- 

vision Servicing 

Refrigeration 
Sales Management 
Sanitary 

Engineering 
Salesmanship 
Secretaryship 
Shorthand & Typing 
Short Story Writing 
Short Wave Radio 
Sound Recording 

& Reproduction 
Telecommuni- 

cations 
Television 
Time & Motion 

Study 
Tracing 
Welding 
Workshop Practice 
Works Mgement 
and many others 

Also courses for CENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, A.M.I.H. &V.E., 
A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.1.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A. M.I. M.1., A.F.R.Ae.S., 
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.PA., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A., City & Guilds Examinations. R.T.E.B. Serv. Cert., R.S.A. Certificates, etc. 

The only Home Study College 

operated by a world -wide 

manufacturing organisation 

INSTITUTES 

Courses with 
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT 

in RADIO TELEVISION MECHANICS 
CHEMISTRY ELECTRICITY 
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP PHOTOGRAPHY (te., etc. 

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH 

POST THIS TODAY 
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 130K, London, W.4. 

NAME AGE 
(if under 21) 

ADDRESS....._....__.._._............___....__....__..._.....-_..._ _ ..............__._._....__.... 

Subject(s) wich!wichouc equipment 

.. 
AF R/5 We shall rot worry you ,. air personal its 

CAPS 
PLEASE 

IC 92 
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BRmAR 6T8 
The Brimar 6T8 is a triple- diode -triode in which 
one diode has a separate cathode. The triode 
section has a high amplification factor making 
the valve suitable for use in AM /FM receivers in 
the demodulation and first stage audio circuits. 
The diodes may be used in series shunt limiter 
circuits, for example, in the audio sections of 

television and 
communica- 
tions receivers, 
followed again 
by the triode 
section for A.F. 
amplification. 
Near Equivalent 
EABC80 DH719 

6AK8 

E 

z4 
á 
ú 
u 3 o 
0 
á 

o 

April, 1957 

NNW011 111011111111W A/0 
i BRIMAR 6T8 n p %: % 3 

; i Ah I 
ir MOW r G 

WWI 
NW= 
% / r/ I I.I IIW % GIy >- i 

IOO 200 
ANODE VOLTAGE -Va 

ie 

_1 ' 
300 400 S 1, 

Typical Triode Operating Characteristics as an R.G. coupled amplifier. 
Anode Supply Voltage 
Anode Load Resistor 
Grid Resistor . 

Cathode Bias Resistor 
Peak Output Voltage ... 
Stage Gain (for 24 V peak to peak output) 
Distortion (for 24 V peak to peak output) 
Keep this for further reference or write 
for a data sheet. 

250 250 volts 
0.25 0.25 megohms 
1.0 10 megohms 
3 0 kilohms 
43 40 volts 
42 42 

1 5° ,'o 

to the Publicity Department 

5liyU4:J7d T'/c/7/n7nc. Cn7dCables; LinriMd FOOTSCRAY SIDCUP KENT Footscray 3333 

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY 
OPEN TILL 

6 P.M. SATURDAYS 

(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD. 

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 

SAFETY FIRST 
Build these PREMIER TELEVISORS 

WHICH. GIVE 

COMPLETE SAFETY 

TO THE CONSTRUCTOR 

These Televisors use a double wound 
transformer which gives you complete 
from contact with the mains supply 
handling the chassis or controls. 

* BBC & I.T.A. (WITH 
NEW TURRET TUNER) 

* BBC (ALL CHANNELS) 
CONSOLE CABINETS with full length doors for 14in., 
16in. and 17in, tubes. PRICE E14.14.0. H.P. Terms : Deposit 
£7.7.6 and 9 monthly payments of 18/6. CONSOLE 
CABINETS, half door, still available at £12.12.0. H.P. Terms : 

Deposit £6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18¡3. 
On above cabinets add 21/- for pkg. and carr. 

mains 
safety 
when 

Telephone : 

AMBASSADOR 4033 
PADDINGTON 3271 

x;r 

DESIGN NO. 1. 
MAY BE BUILT FOR £33.7.11 OF C.R.T. 

DESIG 
MAY BE 

N NO. 2 
BUILT FOR 

BUILD IN 5 EASY S 

DETAILS AVAILABLE. 
INCLUDES BOTH DES 

SEND 2!.d. STAMP 

£27.9.4 PLUS COST 
OF C.R.T. 

TAGES. FULL CONSTRUCTION 
INSTRUCTION BOOK 3/6 POST FREE 

IGNS. 

FOR OUR 1457 CATALOGUE 
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Editor : F. J. CAMM 

Vol. 7 No. 81 EVERY MONTH 
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APRIL, 1957 

Editorial and Advertisement Offices : 
PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. 
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2. 

Phone : Temple Bar 4363. 
Telegrams : Newnes. Rand. London. 
Registered at the G.P.O. for trans- 
mission by Canadian Magazine Post. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
including postage for one year 

Inland - - 17s. 6d. per annum 
Abroad - - 16s. 6d. per annum 
Canada - - - 16s. per annum 

CONTENTS : 

Page 
Editorial ... ... 405 
A Multi -range Test Meter 406 
An R.F. EDT Unit ... ... 410 
More About Aerials ... 413 
Beginner's Guide to TV 416 
Servicing the Pye V14 and 

1,14C, etc. .. 418 
The Amplification of Light 423 
A Televisor From indicator 

Unit 62 . ... 425 T 
P.T. Data Sheet (Cossor, 

Model 947) ... 430 d 
Telenews ... 433 
Underneath the Dipole ... 437 
Correspondence ... 441 
Your Problems Solved ... 442 T 
News from the Trade ... 449 

4. The Editor will be pleased Is consider 
articles of a practical nature suitable 

S 

Ihr publication in "Practical Television." 
written 4- Such articles should be written m: one 

side of the paper only. and .should con- 
!, min the name and address of the sender. 

Whilst the Editor does not hold himself 
resnmtsible for manuscripts. every effort 

7 

will he made to return them it a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All 
correspondence intended for the Editor 
should he addressed to : The Editor, 
" Practical Tele l isio,,. ' George Ne w,res, 

t Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, 
Strand, W.C.2. 

4 Owing to the rapid progress in One 

ÿdesign of radio apparatus and to our 
efforts to keep our readers in touch with 

JF, the latest developments, we gire no 
warranty that apparatus described in 

4- our columns is not the subject ol'- letters 
patent. 

Copyright in all drawings, photo- 
- graphs and articles published in 

"Practical Television" is ,specihcolly 1s 

reserved throughout the countries 
signatory to the Berne Convention and s 

the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations .S 

4 of oar of these are therefore expressly 
.- t forbidden. 

; 
L, 

la 

TELE VIE WS 
BBC TV RECEIVED IN AUSTRALIA 

NE of our Australian readers, Mr. Norman Burton, 
resident in New South Wales, reports that he has 
received the London BBC TV signals on a number of 

occasions during the past few months. His experiments com- 
menced last October and met with rapid success. Signals were 
received from the sound channel 16 times up to December 22nd. 
The vision channel was only heard three times but on one 
occasion these signals were so strong that they would have 
given pictures on a standard 405 receiver. At first the signals 
were difficult to identify, but my reader was able to supply to 
the BBC data of titles of music heard at the correct times. The 
BBC has verified this by letter. This reception is thus a world 
record for the overseas reception of the BBC TV service, and it 
opens out immense possibilities. This reader has also heard 
signals from the French TV service. He used a two -element 
beam aerial of English manufacture, mounted horizontally for 
lower noise level from auto interference, and it is installed 
at a height of one wavelength above earth. 

THREE -D TV 

IUNDERSTAND that three- dimensional or stereoscopic 
television was successfully demonstrated recently. 

A camera with two lenses is employed and the images which 
are picked up are relayed to two standard monitors. The two 
images are combined optically, and the operator of a remote - 
controlled device then views the two images through spectacles 
and thus obtains a stereoscopic view of the object being con- 
trolled. it was developed primarily for use at Harwell where 
tongs are operated remotely to avoid the operator coming within 
a dangerous field. The apparatus would not, of course, be of 
much use for, mass viewing, but is yet another development of 
the many uses to which television has been put commercially. 

TV IN AMERICA 

THE U.S. has 496 commercial TV stations, whereas seven years 
ago it had 69. This means that nearly 300 communities 

have at least one station and 90 per cent. of the American people 
are within viewing range. There are 128 applications for new 
stations on hand. Television in America, however, has not 
overawed sound radio to the same extent as it has over here, for 
there are 2,896 commercial A.M. stations and more than twice 
as many as in pre -TV days. Commercial F.M. stations have 
however, dropped to 530. There are 164,000,000 in operation in 
America -over 60 per cent. of the world's total, and of these 
39,000,000 are TV sets. -F. J. C. 

Our next issue. dated May. will be published on April 18th. 
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A VALUABLE ACCESSORY FOR THE EXPERIMENTER 

OR SERVICEMAN By H. M. Thomson 

FVERY television experimenter needs a general 
purpose test meter in addition to specialised 
equipment, and the following details concern 

a useful instrument for either television or radio. 
The meter has a sensitivity of 2,000 ohms per volt, 
with an accuracy of 2 per cent. on the D.C. ranges 
and 5 per cent. on the A.C. ranges. Resistor testing 
is covered in three ranges of 0.05 ohm to 5 ohms ; 

2.5 ohms to 100 ohms ; and 200 ohms to 20,000 of ms. 
The two low ohm circuits operate cs, the shunt system, 
while the high ohm circuit is of the series type. The 
adjust ohm potentiometer of 0 -200 ohms is used to 
zero -set all resistance ranges by means of suitable 
switching arrangements. 

A neon circuit is incorporated to provide a means 
of testing condensers for leakage, continuity, and an 
indication of their value. The range covered is 
approximately 0.0005 1iF to 0.1 /iF ; leakage can be 
detected up to 20 megohrns. Resistors between 
20,000 ohms and 5 megohms can also be checked for 
their values, but a separate scale or chart will be 

required. 
The neon circuit also provides an A.F. source for 

the testing of L.F. stages in radio receivers. The neon 
!!amp used is an ex -A.M. 10E/327, but any similar 
type can be used. 

The basis of the testmeter is an ex -A.M. 500 micro - 
amp moving -coil meter with a scale length of 21in., 
and was manufactured by Ferranti Ltd., Ref. No. 
IOA/7736. The resistance of the meter is 75 ohms, 
but this value was brought up to 100 ohms by adding 
a " swamp " resistor of 25 ohms in series with the 
meter. Apart from making a round number on which 
to base further calculations, the " swamp " resistor, 
which is made of Eureka resistance wire, swamps any 
change in resistance of the copper wire coil of the 
meter due to temperature variation. 

75n. I/5" 32 SWG DCC Eureka 
Swamp resistance 

300f2 ±2 

5Kf2 VP 

P/ 25f2 

Switch 

/5V 

/. Adjust VP for FS.D switch open 

2 Close switch. Meter should. read 375,uA ç 4 FSD) 
if PM is now 1OOf2 

3....1f meter reads high increase PI, if low reduce P/ 

4.... Should a /oon±2%. be available adjust meter for 

Fig. 2. .Adjusting the meter. 

The " swamp " resistor k made by winding I I Sin. 

of 32 s.w.g. D.C.C. Edreka wire on to an in,.ilated 
former. It is then connected in series with the meter 
and adjusted to give a meter resistance of 100 ohms 
(see Fig. 2). 

As with all ex- Government equipment, we regret 
that we are unable to give sources of supply, as 
stocks are limited. 

The Circuit 
A single potential divider is used for both A.C. and 

D.C. voltages. This is of a rather unusual destgn 
owing to the desirability of having a coincident 
A.C. ; D.C. scale. The potential divider consists of 
5 h'gh- stability carbon resistors with a tolerance of 

-2 per cent., and paralleled by condensers and 
resistors in series, the reactance of which reduces the 
D.C. value of the divider by 1.11 on A.C. volts. 
Condensers could, of course, be used alone in the 
parallel positions, but their salues would be awkward 
to make up to the required reactance and they would 
have to be of the close tolerance types which would 
add to the cost and size of the testmeter. The resistors 
in series with the condensers not only give greater 
accuracy, but they allow the use of the same value of 
condenser in all three parallel positions, and they 
protect the meter against damage should any of the 
condensers develop a leak. 

The A.C. voltage is rectified by a S.T.C. bridge type 
meter rectifier. 

25 -1olt A.C. Range 
As will be seen frone Fig. 1, a condenser is used in 

Tap board Meter 

Spring clip 

Pane/ 

Tag board 
held in 
place on 
the back 

of the meter 
by the spring 

clip which 
holds the 
meter in 

place 

Fig. 5.--How the meter is mounted. 
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this position in order to correct the non -linear charac- 
teristic of the rectifier which occurs on low A.C. 
volt ranges. 

As the impedance of this range is dependent on the 
value of the condenser, plus the resistance of the 
rectifier and meter. it will be seen that any change of 
rectifier will alter the total impedance of this range. 
For those constructors who may wish to use a 
different value of rectifier which they may have 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 407 

To bottom wafer safety of Range switch switch 
(Pole) 

To 
OZ F 

condenser 

A.C. /D.C. Switching 
A double -pole toggle switch is connected over the 

rectifier as shown in Figs. 1 and 3 in order to change 
over from A.C. to D.C. voltage readings. As will be 
seen, part of the rectifier is left shunted over the meter 
on D.C. ranges. This, however, has no effect on D.C. 
readings owing to the very high reverse resistance 
of the rectifier. 

The current shunts were made by winding the 
required lengths of Eureka 

To 514 and ç9KC2 resistance wire round high- resistor which /s wired 
between top aid bottom value carbon resistors and 
wafers Of ge switch soldered to the ends of the 

resistors. 
The switches used in the 

prototype were of the Yaxley 
wafer type. Selector switches 2 
and 3 and A and B in Fig. 1 are 
single wafers each of two -pole 
four -way, mounted one above 
the other on the same spindle, 
wafer A -B being to the outside 
or top. This arrangement saves 
space and reduces switches 
required. 

The range switch is a Yaxley 
two -pole 12 -way type. As double 

(b) switching is used in the range 
switch this prevents inaccuracy 
on the current ranges due to any 
slight resistance in the switches 
themselves. However, this does 

25 v. 
not necessarily apply to the 
lowest resistance range. It is, 

To /00m4 top T -'9Y -f t 250V and bottom wafers Merer /5V. 
of Range switch 

Fig. 3.- Details of the resistor mounting 

available, it will be necessary to recalculate the value 
of condenser required as shown here. 

Impedance of circuit is 
501.11 = 45,045 ohms 

This value is made up by adding the reactance of the 
condenser to the resistance of the rectifier and meter, 
but as this will be 90 deg. out of phase, it is necessary 
to apply the following formula : 

X ß/Z2 -R2 where X = Reactance required. 
Z = Impedance of circuit. 
R = Resistance of rectifier and 

meter. 
Inserting the values used by the author, we have - 

X= A/(45,045)2 (4,000)2= 44,850 ohms. 
A condenser with a reactance of this value at 50 cps. 
is found from the formula - 

106 =.071 mfd. 
2 3.14 50 44.850 

The use of a meter rectifier of lower resistance is 
quite permissible, as it will have a negligible effect on 
the other A.C. voltage ranges. 

An alternative to recalculating the condense - 

required for a change of rectifier would be to add a 
resistor in series with the condenser to make up the 
required total of the resistance in the circuit to 4,000 
ohms, i.e., with a I milliamp meter rectifier of 
approximately 1,000 ohms, a 3,000 ohm resistor should 
be placed in series with the condenser. The resistor 
should be fitted between the condenser and the range 
switch, otherwise the D.C. measurements will be 
affected. 

QC. To 99KC1 
resistor therefore, recommended that, if 

(lower wafer end) possible, the range switch should 
panel. be of the special high -contact 

low- resistance type of meter 
switch. These switches are more expensive than the 
Yaxley type, but they will give greater accuracy and 
long -lasting trouble -free service. 

Safety Factors 
It should be noted that a simple push type of 

switch is fitted in the negative lead, and the operator 
can then be ready to press this switch if there is 
any doubt as to the value about to be checked. On 
pressing the switch the current will remain cut off 

A view of the finished instrument. 
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until the switch is pressed once more. This switch 
can also be used to cut off the current before changing 
the current range, thereby obviating the necessity 
to disconnect the test prods from the apparatus being 
tested. 

An additional safeguard against damage to the 
meter is provided by shorting out the meter via the 
volt range switch should the selector switch be set 
to the wrong position. 
Resistance Ranges 

The resistance ranges consist of a high resistance 
range and two low resistance ranges. The high 
resistance range is a straightforward series circuit 
with a variable shunt adjuster. The current limiting 
resistor of 1,444 ohms is made up of 1,300 ohms 
2 per cent. tol. plus 100 ohms plus 22 ohms 10 per 
cent. As the 1,300 -ohm resistor used was on the 

HR 
VIN 
LP 

2 
Closed 
Open 

Closed 

Power 
input 

Sockets 

OAr 

¡ 
O 

ti 

3 
Open 
Open 

Closed 
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high side of its tolerance this gave the value required. 
The low ohm resistance ranges utilise the 100 

milliamp and 5 milliamp current ranges thereby 
obviating the necessity to make separate shunts for 
the low ohm ranges and also reducing the number 
of switch positions required. 

The same potentiometer used on the high resistance 
range is now made to operate as a series adjuster on 
the low ohm ranges by means of suitable switching. 
The 100 milliamp range covers 0.05 ohm to 5 ohms 
and the 5 milliamp range covers 2.5 ohms to 100 ohms. 
As it would be difficult to mark all the required 
resistance points on the scale a chart was made up 
which gives the resistance values opposite the current 
reading which will be obtained when testing resistors. 
The chart is given in Fig. 4. 

Construction 
The meter and all components are 

mounted on a piece of imitationVitrolite 
panel 8 ¡in. x Sin. 1 ¡loin. which is ob- 
tainable from shop fitters or hardboard 

_Close on D.C. 
Open on A.C. 

2Kí2 per volt 
Rectifier resistance 

4KO at SmA. 

/44412 
26Z/Tol 

I 
O7pF 

These resistors 
all 2 tolerance 

59 
KO 

X See to 

/2M1] 

V 
Ranges 

0-200f2 'AV 
300 
Kf) 

Lower Wafer 

Range Switch 

Top Wafer 

S/O 
Kfl 

S Mfg 

O 

INF 
500V 

TAP 
Test Prods 

Fig. 1.- Complete wiring diagram of the test meter. 

V 
Neon 

500 

RHR IOOmÁ . 

25mA. 
SnA. 

4 
SmA. 

250v. 

'IOOv 

25 v D.C. 

°5v D.C. 

Neon 
4C. 

Selector Switch Positions 
I Capacity and Open Circuit 
2 Leakage or High Resistance 
3 Audio and Volts 
4,. Low Resistance only 
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dealers, but paxolin sheet is quite suitable if preferred. 
An opening Sin. in diameter was cut by drilling a 

hole at any point on the scribed circle and 
inserting an " abrafile," which is then fitted to a 
hacksaw or abrafile frame. The holes for the switches 
are then drilled out, using a din. drill. The hole for 
the neon lamp will have to be cut out unless a ¡in. 
drill is available. Measurement details will be 
given in Fig. 6. 

meter and supported in this position by the wiring. 
The current shunts for 5 milliamp and 25 milliamp 

are mounted between the range switch and the 
negative line on the selector switch. A Vidor baby 
torch cell, No. V0011, is soldered in its position just 
above the neon potentiometer and is supported in 
this position by the wiring. All other resistors are 
wired between the switches. 

The completed unit was fitted into a cigar box, 
the lid of which was removed and the 
protruding ends sawn level with the 
top of the box. The box was given 
one undercoat of paint and finished 
in black enamel. All the paper on the 
box must be removed, otherwise the 
paint will not adhere to the surface. 
The panel markings were made with 
transfers. 

i 
High ohms Low ohms 

(100 mA shunt) 
Low ohms 

(5 mA shunt) 

Ohms Reading 
microamps Ohms Microamps Ohms Miicroamps 

200 441 .05 45 2.5 100 

400 395 .1 83.3 7 1 206 

600 357 .2 145 
I 10 250 

800 326 I .33 200 15 300 

I K9 J 300 .5 250 25 357 

1.5 K 250 - .75 300 50 417 

2 K 214 1 333 100 455 

3.5 K 150 2 400 

6 K 100 3 430 

10 K 65 5 455 

15 K 49 

20 K 35 

Fig. 4. -The ohm range chart, assuming th 
500 ¡rA meter used. 

The meter is held in place on the panel by the 
spring clip which is attached to the back of the meter 
by two screws. A tag board is now cut to size, as 
shown in Fig. 10, and the potential divider resistors, 
condensers and rectifier mounted and wired as shown 
in Fig. 3. The 2.3in. length of Eureka wire is 
soldered between two tags and is covered by a 
length of insulated sleeving. 

The tag board is held in place on the back of the 
meter by the two slots which slip under the spring 
clip holding the meter on the panel. See Fig. 5. 

The A.C. /D.C. toggle switch and the " push -push " 
safety switch are now fitted into their respective 
holes on the panel and wired as shown in Figs. 1 

and 3. 'Che neon, potentiometer, range and selector 
switches are now fitted in position. 

Wiring can now commence. It is advisable to 
remove the outside wafers of the range and selector 
switches in order to facilitate wiring of the inner 
wafers. All wiring should be of at least 20 s.w.g. 
and as short as possible and covered with insulated 
sleeving. 

The condenser for the 25 -volt A.C. range is made 
up of 0.05 ¡tF and 0.02 ¡r F wired in parallel and 
taped together with scotch tape and mounted under 
the tag board on the A.C. /D.C. switch side of the 

at a F.S.D. 

Calibration 
The 9.9 K9 resistor, shown in 

Fig. 1. was made by obtaining a 10 
KS2 carbon resistor of the older type 
which has no protective covering and 
is on the low side of its tolerance. 
A voltage of 4.5 is applied to 
the 5 -volt range of the meter and the 
resistor is then filed to increase its 
resistance until the meter reads 450 
microamps, this value being equal 
to a 4.5 volt reading on the meter 
scale. 

The 100 -volt A.C. range is cali- 
brated as follows, using the circuit 
shown. 

1. With Rx out of circuit adjust 
V/R for a meter reading of 470 
microamps. 

2. Switch off. 
3. Connect resistors at Rx be- 

tween " A " and " B " of from 1 to 
1.5 megohms until F.S.D. is obtained. 

4. When the resistor that will give 
F.S.D. is found remove the temporary connections 
and the V/R and solder this resistor into place on 
the tag board. 

Should a good A.C. voltmeter be available it could 
be used as a standard in calibrating the A.C. volt 
ranges. 

The mains voltage is now applied to the 250 and 
500 A.C. volt ranges and resistors of the approximate 
values shown in Fig. 1 connected in parallel until 

ASSUMING METER RES. OF 1009 

R 1 Wire I Length 

.59 100 32 s.w.g. 2.3in. 

2.049 25 D.C.C. 9.4in. 

11.19 5 Eureka 51 in. 

Fig. 5.- Shunts can be wound over 1 M9 1 watt 
resistors which are covered in sticking plaster. 

230 volts A.C. is obtained on the 250 and 500 volt 
ranges respectively. The approximate values of the 
parallel resistors are 2.7 megohms and 2.2 megohms. 

(To be continued) 

i ,. 
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EHT supplies for small tubes are always present- 
ing difficulties, the two major ones being : 

(a) Difficulty in obtaining sufficiently high 
voltages without involving undue expense. 

(b) Hum due to the supply being obtained from 
the 50 c s mains supply. 

The advantage which the magnetic constructor 
has in the form of line flyback EHT supply is not 
available to users of the small static type tubes - 
the VCR97 being the best known. The 2 kV or so 
required by these tubes in order to give a really well 
defined bright picture, if used for television, and to 
give a sharp image in oscillograph work, is usually 
obtained in one of two ways, from the mains or by 
some EHT generator. The relative advantages and 
disadvantages are listed. 

Mains Derived Supplies 
(i) Transformers. -These are very expensive, liable 

to break -down, and are heavy. The associated con- 
densers have to be large capacity and, therefore, 
again expensive. 

(ii) Voltage doubling circuits. - Once again the 
large high voltage working condensers are required 
and also the EHT is rather limited. From a 350 -0 -350 
mains transformer about 1 kV can be obtained. Voltage 
tripler circuits and doublers for higher voltages involve 
the use of higher, more expensive condensers and 
metal rectifiers. Valve rectifiers in the doubler circuits 
require highly insulated, separate windings for each 
cape heater. 

The advantages of mains- derived supplies are that 
they give a well -regulated supply and are easily 
built, but mains -derived supplies are dangerous. 
Their internal resistance is usually low enough to 
let at least 5 mA flow. If an accidental shock is 

received from a 2 kV supply at 5 mA it could be very 
!.erious- perhaps fatal. 

R.F. EHT generators are capable of producing 
very large voltages, such as the 25 kV as required 
by projection television tubes. They are not so easily 
built, but with a reasonable amount of care good 
results can be obtained. The available current is 
only about ¡ to 1 mA, and if a fairly heavy load is 
applied, as when receiving a shock, the voltage rapidly 
drops. Hence these R.F. generators are not nearly 
so dangerous as other types. Nevertheless 2 kV of 
EHT is to be respected at all times. 

A SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR 

ELECTROSTATIC TUBES 

By J. E. Tanner 

The unit described here is suitable for incorporation 
in a television receiver, oscilloscope, or for use as a 
bench high- voltage supply. 

The Circuit 
Two valves are used. in the original these were 

an EL81 Oscillator /Output (VI ) and an EY86 EHT 
Rectifier (V2), although any power valve, preferably 
with a top cap anode, may be used for VI, and any 
EHT rectifier may be substituted, as explained later. 
By suitably connecting the rectifier either positive 
or negative EHT may be obtained with respect to 
chassis. If metal rectifiers are used, either output 
may be obtained, but with vales it is rather more 
difficult to obtain positive than negative. This is 
because of the peak voltages NShich occur between 
the heater and cathode. 

Fig. I (A) and (B) involve no difficulty because 
the rectifiers can be connected either way round, 
but in (C) and (D) the valve heaters have to be taken 
into consideration. In (C) the heaters must be run 
from a separate, highly insulated supply, because the 
cathode /heater insulation of the valve will not stand 
the 6 kV or so peak voltages which will occur. The 
circuit in (D), however, uses the cathode down to 
earth, and hence the heater supply may be obtained 
from the common line. To overcome the difficulty 

To 
specially 
Isolated 
winding 

To 
common 

ater 
line 

Fig. 1. -H.T. generators utilising metal and ratve 
rectifiers. 
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found in (C) a valve of the EY51 or EY86 class may 
be used with the heaters run from a small winding 
of five or six turns of thick wire round the coil. This 
may cause too much load to be put on the circuit and 
a subsequent loss of voltage could occur, in which 
case metal rectifiers will have to be used. Because of 
the ease of operation for negative EHT the circuit 
with the cathode to earth is described here. 

Fig. 3.- Circuit using 

In this circuit the EY86 is 
hand when the original was 

Alternative valve types : 

For EL81 
6V6 for outputs not ') Or 

exceeding 2 kV / but 
807 ) to 
EY86 or any similar EY51 
EY86 
EY51 
VU120 

or any rectifier 
at about t mA 

a metal rectifier. 

shown because it was to 
being built. 

any large power valve, 
if single ended only use 

2 kV. 

type for positive EHT. 

which will handle 4 kV 
for negative EHT. 

Construction 
Construction and layout is simple, as can be seen 

from the diagrams and illustrations. The only points 
to watch are that the two secondary leads from the 
coil are kept well clear of the chassis and all other 
wires ; also the wires from the grid circuit should be 
wired up to allow easy reversal when setting up, 
similarly with the EHT overwind. Good, well - 
insulated cable should be used with all wires con - 
cerned with the coil and EHT circuits, except the 
H.T. lead and the grid winding. The peak R.F. 
voltages will discharge through normal thickness 
P.V.C. ; a good cable is the inner 
conductor from co -ax, after having 
removed the screening, etc. 

Power Supply 
Enough details have been given 

regarding the rectifier heaters and 
nothing further will be mentioned 
here. The unit requires H.T. at 250- 
300 volts at about 40 mA (according 
to valve). L.T. at 6.3 volts at .6 amp., 
and other voltages if required for 
rectifier. If the unit is to be used as a 
bench supply, the power unit could 
be built on the same chassis, but if 
the unit is being used in a piece of 
apparatus the power could he taken 
from existing supplies, providing 
there is sufficient to spare. A suitable 
power unit circuit is given. 

Coil 
The coil is difficult to wind with- 

out a wave- winding machine, and a 

suitable one can be obtained from Amos (Electronics) 
Ltd., High St., Fenney Stratford, Bucks. 

Setting Up and Testing 
When the unit is complete it should be checked, 

especially the wires from the coil --it is easy to cross 
over one anode and one grid coil wire with dis- 
astrous results. A 0 -100 mA meter is very useful, but 
if this is not available a small .1 amp. torch bulb 
should be wired in series with the H.T. line. Switch 
on, and if the bulb lights brilliantly or burns out 
switch off immediately and change over the wires to 
the grid winding. The bulb should only glow with 
moderate brilliance. Hold the blade of an insulated 

E,HT 
Winding 

Grid 
Winding 

IIÌICÍÌIIIIAIÌWIWÌÌ 

Fig. 2.- Details of the coil unit. 

i. JCZ 
Winding 

screwdriver near the anode of the rectifier, a large 
spark should be obtained. If not, hold the blade near 
the other end of the coil. If the spark comes here - 
reverse the wires from this winding. The spark should 
be obtained from the outside wire of the coil and 
from the rectifier anode. This avoids the insulation 
between the EHT and anode windings being put to 
undue strain. To check the EHT output a chain of 

A view of the underside of the unit. 
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10 1 MQ resistors should be put across the EHT 
output with a 0 -1 mA meter in series. Then : 

EHT output -= current in mA x 10,000. 

The unit should give up to 4 kV. if pressed, but 
3 kV. should be obtained 
easily. If insufficient or too 

Condéonser 
much EHT is obtained the 
condenser across the anode 
winding should be varied. 

To 
Coil 
Unit 

Ceramic 
To Fig. 5.- Details of the 

EY86 stand -off insulator. 
4node 

Stand -off Insulator 
Wring Connections 

To peak the circuit up, a 
variable condenser (2 x 
.0005 in parallel) can be 
connected and the 
value obtained which can 

to measured and the equivalent fixed value substituted. 
The condenser marked with an asterisk should be a 

\ cry good quality ale as it has to stand quite a large 
peak voltage. No trouble has been experienced with 
the 330 pF ceramic which was used in the original. 
Finally, the unit should be screened well, because the 
R.F. output is rich in harmonics and the fundamental 
lies near 200 kc /s which is the Light Programme fre- 
quency. If possible the circuit should be set up just off 
this frequency. Suitable screening would consist of 
an earthed metal box with sufficient holes to allow 

April, 1957 

ventilation. If the unit is to to used as a bench 
supply, a switch in the H.T. lead is useful as an on /off 
switch which does not necessitate continual switching 
of the heaters. 

Hz+250-300t 

c 1. 

Common 6.3V 6.3V LinE-------4.- 
Fig. 4. -Circuit of the unit., 

Scottish TV 
THE exciting prospects of Scotland's new medium 

of fireside entertainment -Scottish Television - 
can be sampled by visitors 
to 21 local Television 
Exhibitions during the next 
few months. In that time, 
Scottish Television, Ltd., plans 
to bring to each small town- 
ship in Scotland's transmission 
area --from Dunbar 
to Ayr and Dundee to 
Helensburgh -a foretaste of the 
new programmes which they 

oo/ can enjoy soon. 
,uF The major emphasis of the 

exhibition lies in the alternative 
programme which televiewers 
will see regularly, bringing the 
best in British, Continental and 
American entertainment into 
their homes. added to the distinc- 
tive Scottish flavour of 
programmes from Scotland's 
own television studios. 

Mr. Roy Thomson, con- 
tractor for Scottish Television, 
Ltd., under Independent Tele- 
vision Authority, told an 
audience in Portobello where the 
first exhibition opened that they, 
the public, Would decide the kind 
of programmes they would 
see (see also page 415). 

In each exhibition the latest 
television sets show, on alternate 
stands, the BBC and I.T.V. 
programmes side by side. This 
is made possible by 'the outside 
broadcasting unit, which will 
be used.during the exhibition to 
beam sample programmes. 

Stand -off 
Insulator 

Fig. 4.- -Top and bottom wiring details. 
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More Aboc t Aerials 
WHAT TYPE TO CHOOSE ? WHAT IS A POLAR DIAGRAM ? THESE AND OTHER DETAILS 

ARE DEALT WITH IN THIS ARTICLE 

By W. J. Delaney 

THE recent articles on aerials have apparently 
done much to clear the air, but still leave a 
number of points which need clarification. A 

typical request which we often receive is, " Can you 
gire me instructions for making a Band Ill aerial? " 
We have tried to make it clear before, that it is not 
possible for us in London to recommend an aerial 
for a viewer in, say, the heart of Yorkshire. Although 
we could state that he would need an aerial for a 
certain channel, the forni which the aerial would 
have to take often needs to be decided on the actual 

Fig. 1. -The polar diagram of a receiving aerial. 

building, as will be shown later. In order to make 
this quite clear it is necessary to understand a polar 
diagram. The Belling Lee company recently pro- 
duced a very interesting coloured film strip with 
recorded dialogue, for the use of traders and service 
engineers, and this makes the various features 
governing aerial design and use very clear, and by 
permission we include several stills from the film, 
and the following descriptions in this article. 

The first illustration shows a typical polar diagram. 
For such a diagram the aerial would be assumed to 
be in the centre of the four curved sections, and in 
the case of a receiving aerial it indicates the relative 
strengths of signal which are picked up. In this 
diagram maximum signals are picked up to the right 
and in various strengths over the more or less circular 
shape taken up by the right -hand section or lobe, 
whilst in a direction towards the top and bottom of the 
illustration a very much weaker signal would be 
received. At the rear of the aerial, that k to the left 

Fig. 2. -A typical three -element aerial and its polar 
diagram. 

of the diagram. only a very weak signal would he 
received, whilst at the points where the black out- 
line approaches the centre white dot the signal pick -up 
would he at its weakest. 

Now in Fig. 2 is shown a simple three element 
aerial with folded dipole, and the polar diagram which 
such an aerial possesses (dependent on the spacing of 
the cements and other factors, but ignoring the 
effects of near -h chimney; etc.) is shown below it 

Fig. 3. - cIAIL nt aerial and its polar diagram Fig. 4. - -5. nin'- e!etaent aerial and its polar ,ü 1,; .i i. 
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From this it will be seen that it picks up more or 
less equally over a large area in front but practically 
nothing from the rear. Fig. 3 shows a six- element 
aerial (four directors, a folded dipole and reflector) 
and this provides a polar diagram similar to the 
illustration in Fig. I, giving a very good forward pick- 
up and little rear pick -up with minimal positions to 
the right and left. 

Turning now to Fig. 4, the nine -element array 
pros ides maximum forward pick -up and no side 
pick -up, with a very small rear effect. 

Hg. 5. -A selective aerial and its effect on a true and 
reflected signal. 

Using the Polar Diagram 
It might be thought that there is little to interest the 

amateur in these diagrams and that they are only of 
interest to the technician, but let us see how one can 
make use of them. Signals on Band III are theoretic- 
ally shot along in a straight ray similar to a beam 
of light, and are deflected by buildings, trees, etc., 
whilst a hill, for instance, could divert the signal in 
such a manner that it could not be picked up by any 
form of aerial situated in the " shadow " of the 
hill. Now the signal which arrives at the aerial direct 
from the transmitter would be received before any 
signal ss hich had been reflected from any other source 
(due to the shorter more direct course taken), and this, 
of course, gives rise to the well -known " ghosts," 
that is a second image displaced slightly from the 

TELEVISION April, 1957 

main image, the actual displacement depending upon 
the point where the reflection took place and the 
amount of reflection. Sometimes., of course'part of 
the signal is absorbed by the reflecting body. Now 
take a situation where a reflecting body, say a large 
gasometer or similar structure is situated beyond 
the reception point. This would direct back to that 
point a reflected signal, and in the illustration on the 
left of Fig. 5, the main signal is shown coming dossn 
from the top of the illustration. whilst the reflected 
image is coming from the loser right -han corner. 

Fig. 6. illustrating how a different polar diagram 
would assist in maintaining signal strength and elim- 

inating a reflection. 

Now scith the particular aerial in use at the imaginary 
point the polar diagram is shoes n by the white elipses 
and if the aerial had been erected so that it was 
geographically correctly placed, or for maximum 
signal, then the reflected image would coincide with 
the lobe as shown and quite a good reflected image 
would be picked up. But, if the particular type of 
aerial is rotated slightly, so that it no longer points 
to the station, the reflection would fall in one of the 
" blind spots " and would not be heard, but notice 
that the main signal now also comes outside the 
main lobe, and thus not only has the " ghost " or 
echo been lost, but also the main signal. In such a 

case, therefore, one would hase to use a less directional 
aerial. Not, as one might think a more directional one. 

Look now at Fig. 6.: The left -hand illust ration shows 

Fig. 7. -Two alternative positions for an aerial on a 

roof and the positive and negative phases of a true and 
reflected signal. 

Fig. 8. -The effects on a screen produced by the different 
phases of the two signals. 
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the same situation as in Fig. 5, but the type of aerial 
now illustrated has nowhere near so great a forward 
gain and a much bigger forward lobe. The echo still 
comes in on the rear lobe. Turning now to Fig. 6 
(right) it will be seen that by turning the aerial to the 
same position as in the previous illustration, not only 
has the echo fallen in the blind spot as before, but 
the main signal will still be picked up almost at the 
same strength as before the aerial were turned. This 
illustrates the point, therefore, that the best aerial is 
not necessarily the one with most elements, and 
therefore the best aerial for any particular location 
depends upon the amount of reflection, its direction, 
and the strength of the original signal in that location. 

Phase Differences 
There is still one other point which needs explana- 

tion and this is illustrated by the last two pictures. 
The signal is constantly varying from negative to 
positive, and thus on the direct line as well as on the 
reflected lines these changes will be taking place. As 
the reflected signals travel a longer distance, apart 
from reaching the receiving aerial at a later time, there 
is a possibility that the phase of the signal will also be 
different. In Fig. 7 the direct signal is coming from 
the right and is indicated by the broker lines, the 
light and dark lines indicating positive and negative 
peaks. The reflected signal is coming from the left 
and is indicated by the solid lines. Now, o1 the house 
shown in the centre are two aerials at A and at B. At 
the point where the true and reflected signal cross at 

A, the signals are in- phase, that is, the two signals are 
each at their maximum strength and assist each other. 
The result would be that the two images would be 
more or less of equal strength and thus on your screen 
you would have a positive ghost image. Now only a 
few feet away on the roof, position B, the signals ate 
out of phase. This means that the signals will act 
against each other, or subtract, giving a negative 
ghost. These points are more clearly seen in Fig. 8, 
where a grey screen is shown with a white bar on it- 
an assumed transmission. At point A mentioned 
above, that is where the signals are in phase (upper 
point in Fig. 8), the positive ghost will produce a 
second white bar as shown on the left -hand screen, 
whilst where they are out of phase the negative ghost 
produces a black bar as shown in the right -hand 
screen. Thus, by moving the aerial on the actual roof 
only a few feet either way, it may be possible to find a 
point where a good signal may be obtained, whilst if 
it is ust placed in position haphazardly, a very bad 
ghost may be received. 

From the above it will therefore be seen that it is 
extremely difficult to, say what aerial is needed at any 
particular point, and as we have previously stated the 
best plan is to look around and see what general type 
of aerial is called for in the locality, and then to 
experiment, not only with the direction, but also the 
exact position and the number of elements. The two 
illustrations in Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the point that 
one house may need a different type of aerial from 
that used next door. 

Scottish Radio and 
Fr HE Exhibition, at Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, from 
1 May 22nd to June 1st, is the first ta be held in 

Scotland since the war by the manufacturers. (There 
have been two very successful exhibitions at St. 
Andrew's Hall organised by the dealers,with news- 
paper and BBC co- operation.) 

Before the war the Radio Manufacturers' Associa- 
tion (predecessor of the existing organisations in the 
radio industry), ran three exhibitions at Kelvin Hall - 
in 1933, 1934 and 1935. 

The 1957 exhibition will be the biggest radio and 
television exhibition yet held outside London. 

There will be about 55 exhibitors, including all the 
leading manufacturers of radio and television 
receivers (27 firms), six specialists in the manufacture 
of aerials, manufacturers of valves and cathode -ray 
tubes and components, and six well -known whole- 
salers or factors. Retailers are not eligible to exhibit, 
but the Scottish Radio Retailers' Association will 
have a large stand as a meeting place for its members. 

About 100 television receivers on the stands will 
be in operation almost all day, all capable of being 
switched from a BBC (Band 1)frequency to an I.T.A. 
frequency (Band 111). 

From the Radio Industry Council's sound -proofed, 
glass -walled control room, in which technicians and 
announcers will be seen at work, television pro- 
grammes will be distributed round the exhibition from 
six different sources -over the air from the BBC at 
Kirk O'Shotts ; direct from the BBC arena in the 
exhibition ; direct from the Scottish (independent) 
- television film -scanner : direct from the camera in 
the R.I.C. continuity suite : or from the R.T.C. film - 
scanner or caption -scanner. 

This is the Earls Court Radio Show technique, and 
it will be the first time that the Scottish public will 

Television Show, 1957 
see two television programmes being controlled 
simultaneously. 

The BBC's demonstration of the making and 
control of their sound and television programmes will 
be on a larger scale than ever before in Scotland. 
Occupying the partitioned -off space used for circuses, 
they will have an acting area of 100 square feet, and 
seats for 1,000 round it. Seven TV and three sound 
programmes will be broadcast from here -one each 
day -some going in the national network. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS APRIL ISSUE 
NOW ON SALE PRICE 9s. 3d. 

The April issue of our companion paper PRAC- 
TICAL WIRELESS which is now on sale features 
the conversion of an ex- Government Unit (the I.F. 
Strip Type 373) into an F.M. Tuner. Available at 
low cost, this ex- service unit can be converted fairly 
easily into an effective tuner for the new hi- fidelity 
transmissions on Y.H.F., and at a later date the 
paper will be describing an audio unit to match. 

A transistorised A.F. Oscillator is also described, 
whilst other constructional features deal with a 
Diode and Two Transistors Receiver ; an Improved 
Tape- recorder Reel Fixture ; Making a Low -1 

impedance Record play Head ; the " Modern " 
Battery Receiver ; an Easily -built Cross -over Unit ;' 
and a Compact Signal Generator. 

Other articles deal with Swinging Chokes ; Opera- 
ting Battery Receivers from the Mains ; Trans- 
mitting Topics (Pointers on Pi Tanks) ; Short -wave 
Section, and the usual features -Programme Pointers, 
On Your Wavelengths, Round : ne World of Wire- 
less, etc. 
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13.- TECHNICAL TERMS 

By F. J. Camm 

HAVING now dealt with the general principles 
of television transmission and reception, let 
us consider in greater detail some of the 

technical terms which have been used throughout 
this series. 1 will deal with them in alphabetical order. 

Afterglow 
This is a tern used to describe the emission of 

light from a fluorescent material after the exciting 
cause has passed away. 

Fluorescent material which has any very appreciable 
afterglow is useless for television purposes, for a 
cathode -ray fluorescent screen made of such material 
would emit light after the scanning spot had moved 
on and would thus result in a greater or less degree 
of image blurring and confusion. Material, however, 
which possesses a very slight afterglow is often 
decidedly advantageous, as it enhances the effect of 
" persistence of vision," and thus assists in the build- 
ing up of a clear image on the cathode -ray tube 
screen. 

The particular range of phosphors used on tele- 
vision tubes was explained in a previous article. 

Amplitude Modulation 
The term applied to the modulation system of a 

transmitter when the " carrier " wave has its ampli- 
tude varied or modulated by another waveform 
corresponding to the sound affecting the microphone, 
or variations in light intensity in the case of television 
picture transmission. The frequency of the "carrier" 
is not affected. 

Aspect Ratio 
The proportion of length to height of the raster in 

the television receiver. In the present British system 
this is 4 : 3. 

Beam Current 
The electron current of the beam arriving at the 

screen on the TV tube. 

Black After White 
A form of picture distortion in which dark objects 

are outlined on the right -hand side by a white line. 
In a simple form, picture sharpness is improved and 
the line is hardly discernible, but in extreme cases 
several lines will be apparent and spoil the picture. 

Causes are over -amplification of the higher 
frequencies. 

Blocking -Oscillator 
A type of oscillator in which oscillations are 

generated by the charging of a capacitor through an 
impedance followed by the discharging of the capacitor 
through another impedance, and used in conjunction 
with an electronic device to provide a scanning -field. 

Cathode Rays 
Name given to a stream of electrons which are 

emitted from the cathode, or negative electrode, of an 
electron discharge tube exhausted to a high degree 
of vacuum. They were first discovered by Sir William 
Crookes. 

In 1899, Sir J. J. Thomson showed that the cathode 
rays were quite independent of the nature of the 
cathode used for their generation, and that they were. 
in fact, nothing more nor less than a stream of 
negative electrons travelling with a high velocity. It 
is upon this electron stream in a cathode -ray tube of 
special design that many of the modern cathode -ray 
systems of television are based. 

Cathode -ray Tube 
An electrical device for giving a visual indication 

of the magnitude, shape, etc., of an oscillating 
current. It may also be employed to provide actual 
images of valve characteristics and /or other wireless 
data. It consists of a large glass tube which is conical 
in shape. The large end, or the base of the cone, is 
coated on the inside with some fluorescent material. 
At the point of the cone, or the narrow end of the tube, 
is sealed a cathode. A,short distance from this cathode 

Is fixed an anode. The arrangement so far, then, is a 
replica of an ordinary wireless valve, and it works on 
practically the same principle. If a negative potential 
is applied to the cathode and a positive potential 
applied to the anode, a stream of electrons will be 
shot off from the cathode, and will be driven with 
great force on to the anode. 

In the oscillograph a small pinhole is made in the 
anode, and the force of the electron bombardment 
drives some of the electrons through this pinhole. 
The tube is not completely vacuated, but contains a 
residuum of gas, and the gas tends to conduct the 
electrons which pass through the hole, so that a stream 
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of electrons passes from the anode down towards the 
fluorescent screen or plate. Immediately beyond the 
anode are two pairs of plates, one pair disposed 
horizontally and the other vertically. These are 
suitably connected to a circuit so as to form magnetic 
fields, or fields of stress between the plates, and these 
fields divert the stream of electrons. The fluorescent 
plate glows where the stream strikes it, and the size 
of the hole and all other internal details of the 
oscillograph have to be so designed that the spot of 
light on the plate is only a mere point. Various 
improvements on the above simple arrangement have 
been carried out. 

Coaxial Cable 
Term applied to a special cable for television land - 

line transmission and H.F. work. One conductor is 
placed inside the other, the outer usually being a 
screening cover. 

Continuous Film Systems 
Name applied to a system of film television trans- 

mission in which the object or scene to be televised 
is photographed on a cinema film. The film is auto- 
matically led to a developing tank and f-om thence 
to the television transmitter, where it is scanned in 
the wet condition. 

Contrast 
Term signifying the relationship between the 

degrees of light and shade in a picture or image, 
televised or otherwise. 

Permanent magnet 
focus unit 

Convergent Rays 
Light rays which converge or close in as they 

travel to an object. Rays of light which are focused 
from an object on to a television transmitter or a 
camera screen are convergent. 
Definition 

A term denoting the degree of sharpness with which 
images are projected by a lens, or other optical 
system, or are reproduced electrically in a television 
receiver. 

Deflection Coils 
Another name for scanning coils. 

Deflector Plates 
Name given to two pairs of metal plates which, in 

a cathode -ray tube, are fixed at right -angles to each 
other in the path of the cathode -ray beam. Their 
function is to deviate the beam of rays from its path 
in accordance with varying voltages applied to them. 
thus causing a movement of the spot of light on the 
fluorescent screen at the end of the tube. 

Dipole Aerial 
A form of aerial used for ultra- short -wave work and 

particularly for television reception. It consists of 
two short lengths of metal rod, vertically disposed on 
the same axis, with a space separating them. The 
transmitter or receiver is joined to the centre. A 
similar arrangement may be used for reception. The 
overall length of the aerial must be equivalent to 
one -half of the wavelength of the transmission. Also 
known as a half -wave aerial. 

Scanning cods 

Linea frame 
pre -set controls 

E.H.T. connecter 

Picture 
mask 

Line and trame 
timebases 

E.H.T. Power supply 
A typical home -constructor receiver, with essential parts marked. 

Contrast. 
brightness 

and 
volume 
controls 
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THESE are dual -band receivers featuring 
automatic picture control, flywheel line 
synchronisation and several other circuit 

refinements. 
An upright chassis is incorporated and generally 

servicing is extremely simple. Most of the valves 
are immediately accessible once the rear cover is 

removed, and the whole chassis may be removed 
by unscrewing the four fixing screws from beneath 
the cabinet and removing the front control knobs. 
To release these knobs, rotate the outer rim until 
the hole coincides with the grub screw of the inner 
knob. Slacken the screw with a fine screwdriver, 
remove the inner knob and pull off the outer ring. 
This, of course, applies to the brilliance and volume 
and the finer tuner and channel selector only. The 
preset controls are removed with the chassis. 

Without a doubt the most common fault symptom 
is loss of line hold, i.e., the picture runs into lines 
and cannot be locked horizontally. 

In almost every case this is due to the PCF80 
(V24) changing its characteristics and varying its 
cathode emission. A new valve must be fitted, since 
other valves of this type in the receiver will have 
been in use for some time and will probably exhibit 
the same symptoms. 

The \ alve manufacturers have stated that the 

future issues of this type of valve will have more 
stable characteristics. 

No. 29. -THE PYE V14 AND V14C, ETC. 

By L. Lawry -Johns 

The fault almost always first shows as a loss of 
line hold when the receiver is first switched on. 
The picture can at first be locked with the horizontal 
hold control, but on a change of programme, or when 
changing from one channel to another, the picture 
will pull sideways and the control will again require 
adjustment. As this control has a limited range, the 
preset horizontal hold control can be adjusted to 
lock the picture, but this will only be a temporary 
cure and it will not be long before the hold becomes 
critical again and pulling is evident as before, prior 
to the picture being lost completely. 

Also it will be noted that contrast is lost as the 
hold is lost. This is due to the automatic picture 
control circuit being dependent upon the line circuit 
frequency, and once hold is restored the picture 
will again resume normal contrast. 

Hence, as soon as the horizontal circuit becomes 
troublesome, no time should be wasted on checking 
other parts of the circuit. -Instal another PCF80 
in the V24 position and if this doesn't cure the 
trouble, try another one ! 

It is sometimes the case, however, that the PCF80 
is not at fault and then other components must be 
checked. These should include the Metrosil (cathode 
circuit V24) and the M3 clipper diode in the control 
grid circuit of V24 (pin 2, pentode control grid). 

Frame Scan 
The next most common fault is perhaps non - 

linearity of the frame scan, i.e., the top and bottom 
of the picture are not evenly presented. The top is 
probably extended whilst the bottom appears to be 

crushed and a black bar is obvious at the lower part 
of the screen. 

To a certain extent this symptom is quite normal 
after a period of running and is due to rising 
temperature inside the cabinet. To check upon this, 
remove the rear cover so as to allow better ventilation, 
whereupon the symptoms should not be so obvious. 

V/7 V29 V24 V/4 V/3 VI V2/ V/9 VS V2 V20 V26 V27 V/2 VI/ 
Th,2rmistor 

Tuner Unit 411 
VI arn+' V2 

PCL83 CPT 

8pT 800 TOOpF 
PF PF 1 

Figr. 1. -The heater wiring for the Pye models dealt with here. (A list of the valves will be found on page 420). 
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However, if the lower part of the picture is compressed 
to a point where severe distortion of the picture is 
obvious, check the setting of the vertical linearity 
and height controls and then suspect the PL83 (V20) 
mounted just below the mains input and fuse panel. 

Tube Faults 
The usual tube defects such as an Al to control 

grid or control grid to cathode short are to be 
expected, and for the benefit of new readers it is 
proposed to touch upon this subject briefly. 

When first switched on, allowing the usual three 
minutes for the PY81 cathode to reach operating 
temperature, the picture may appear quite normally 
(or may not appear at all). After an unspecified period 
the screen may flash up bright a few times and the 
picture will fail completely. Upon inspection it may 
he found that whilst the tube anode cap is connected 
there is no EHT, i.e., no high voltage at the anode 
cap or the EY86 EHT rectifier. 

As soon as the anode cap is removed from the 
tube, the EHT vigorously comes to life and will 
spark to practically anything near the Cisconnected 
cap, including one's hand ! Although the shock is 
not lethal, at the same time it is not pleasant and the 
distance that the spark will jump is sometimes 
surprising. 

With the cap replaced the EHT once more fails. 
indicating that at least a partial short- circuit is 
present in the tube. It is common practice to write 
off the tube when this fault occurs, but this is not 
at all necessary. 

There is more than one way of overcoming the effect 
of the short which is normally caused by the 
rather high voltage present at the first anode of the 
tube not the final anode to which the EHT is applied) 
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at tag 10 of the tube socket. It is quite often possible 
to reduce the Al voltage by removing the lead from 
tag 110 and connecting a fairly high value resistor 
between the lead and the tag and another between 
the tag and chassis. Various values around 1 or 2 
megohm may be tried in order to produce a reliable 

92n 

To EY86 
Top Cap 

C92 

Fig. 2.- Details of the EHT components. 

picture at the maximum brilliance. A more certain 
way of overcoming the defect, however, is to remove 
any connection which may be made to tag 7, the 
pins being counted clockwise from the locating slot, 
spaces being counted as pins even where these are 
not fitted, and then rewiring the tags as follows. 

Remove lead to tag JO, solder to tag 7. Remove 
lead to tag 2, solder to tag 10. Place a short length 

of wire from tag 2 across to 
tag 11 (thus shorting the grid 
to the cathode). 

Preset Line Hold PCF'80 Line Fssc. 

VI 

Height or 
Vert. Amp 

P63 

P74 

Frame or 
Vert. Lin 

Mains 
I ut 
P9 

V2/ 

V. 

0 

Ov2 

P/7 

Vision Limiter 
or White Spot 
Suppressor 

C84 
C22 V24 

Vu Via 

inside 

Coaxial Sensitivity 
Socket 

O 13 

ViT 

c 
CS/ 

-**--V/5 raie! 

Fig. 3.-- General details of the layout. 

Advance the brilliance until 
a raster (or picture) is visible, 
adjust the ion trap magnet on 
the rear of the tube neck to 
maximum brilliance and ad- 
just the brilliance and contrast 
to form the most satisfactory 
picture. If this is done care- 
fully very little loss of bril- 
liance will be noticed although 
the brilliance control will have 
to be further advanced than 
hitherto. Now it is possible 
that the EY86 may not have 
survived the heavy current 
demand of the shorted tube 
and this may have to he 
replaced before a satisfactory 
picture will be obtained. 

Condenser Shorts 
If it is found that upon 

removing the tube anode lead 
in the first place that EHT is 
still not present, check valves 
V24 (PCF80), V26 (PL81) and 
V27 (PY81). A common fault 

2 is a short between the elec- 
trodes (screen grid to control 
grid) of the PL81. A perhaps 
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less often encountered, but still common, fault is 
leakage between the sections of the triple unit elec- 
trolytic capacitor cans. 

As an example, C66, C72 and C22 are all sections 
of a common can mounted on the upper left side of 
the chassis (see Fig. I). The observed symptoms 
may be an expansion and contraction of the picture 
height as the picture content changes; this should 

P63 

P74 

P17 

C32 
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Bnghtness 
I 

Horizdntal Vertica/ Channe/ 
Hold Hold Selector 

Volume- Contrast Fne 
On /Off Tuner 

Fig. 4.- Details of the rear controls. 

not be confused with variation of picture size at high 
brilliance levels. This latter is usually due to poor 
EHT regulation and in mild cases is due to the 
inherent characteristics of the line output derived 
EHT system. In more severe cases change the EHT 
rectifier, which in these receivers is the EY86. How- 
ever, if the variation of height continues even though 
the brilliance is turned down, but is more pronounced 
as the contrast and sensitivity controls are turned up, 
suspect interaction between the 16 mfd. sections of 
the can containing C66, C72 and C22. Replacing the 
can complete will, of course, cure the trouble, but 
removing one lead and joining this to a separate 16 EiF 
(other end to chassis) may clear the fault, if the right 
lead is removed, of course ! 

Not for Fringe Areas 
These receivers cannot be regarded as highly 

sensitive, and the more complex VT4 or CTM4, for 
example, should be used in fringe areas. However, if 
the receiver has been performing well and a fall -off in 
sensitivity is noticed, necessitating an advancement of 
contrast and sensitivity controls, a check upon the 
PCC84 R.F. valve in the tuner unit should be made. 
Note that this loss of gain will be more marked on 
Band 111 than on Band 1. If the PCC84 is not at 
fault the remaining valves should, of course, be 
checked. 

On one or two occasions it has been noted that the 
PCC84 is responsible for a slight positive voltage 
appearing on the A.P.C. line thus rendering the 
contrast control practically inoperative. 

It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that all the 
valve heaters are in series, but it is of interest to note 
that the C.R.T. is not the last heater in the chain, it is 
in fact " above the tuner unit valves " and the 
PCL83 sound A.F. and output is the " final " heater. 

The fuse is an 850 mA anti -surge and a higher rating 
should not be employed. 

To enable the reader to identify the various valves 
the following table should be read in conjunction 
with Fig. 1. 

VI t --PY82 H.T. Rectifier. 
V'12 -PY82. H.T. Rectifier. 
V27 -PY81 Efficiency Diode. 
V26 -P181 Line Output. 
V20 -PL83 Frame Output. 
V2 -EF80 2nd Vision I.F. 
V5 -PCF80 Video Amplifier and Cathode Follower. 
V19 -ECC82 Frame Multi- 1ibrator. 
V21 -PCF80 Sync Separator and Flywheel Line 

Sync Amplifier. 
V1 -EF80 1st Vision I.F. 
V 13 -EF80 1st Sound I.F. 
V14 -EF80 2nd Sound 1.F. 
V'24 -PCF80 line Multi -vibrator. 
V'29- MW36 -24 C.R.T. 
Tuner i PCC84 R.F. Cascode Amplifier. 
Unit I PCF80 Frequency Changer. 
V17 -PCL83 Sound Output. 

(To be continued) 

The Growth of Television 
AT the end of December, 1956, there were 6,570,097 

television licences in force throughout the 
country, an increase of 648,077 over the figures at the 
end of June. The increases were as follows : 

England (excluding 
Monmouthshire) from 5,241,433 to 5,776,673 

Wales and 
Monmouthshire ... from 269,424 to 297,191 

Scotland ... from 365,646 to 440,401 
Northern Ireland ... from 45,517 to 55,832 

London Postal Districts 
The number of licences increased from 674,361 

to 709,511. The south -eastern district had the highest 
number of licences with 151,531, followed by the 
eastern district with 142,970 and the northern district 
with 125,156. 
Wales 

Of the Welsh counties, Glamorganshire had the 
largest number of licences with 163,744, and of the 
towns, Cardiff headed the list with 58,349, followed 
by Newport with 47,952. Aberystwyth and Blaenau 
Festiniog share the lowest positions in the table with 
99 and 101 respectively. 
Scotland 

Glasgow led in Scotland with 136,668, followed by 
Edinburgh with 57,178. 

Northern Ireland 
Belfast had 45,2l0 licences and Strabane had the 

lowest figure with 62. 
There are 99 towns and districts throughout the 

country where the number of combined sound and 
television licences exceed those of sound only -37 in 
and around London, 19 in the North West, 9 in the 
North East, 26 in the Midlands, 6 in Wales and 2 in 
the South West. 

This information is taken from the " Quarterly 
Return of Broadcasting Receiving Licences," which is 
issued by the Post Office. Copies of the return may 
be purchased at 15s. each by written application to 
G.P.O. Accountant -General's Department, Ledger 
Branch 11), 12 -15, Finsbury Circus, London, E.C.2. 
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Cossor kts 
In laying down their programme for the design and 
production of a range of apparatus in Kit Form, 
Cossor Instruments Limited have chosen as their 
" opening pair" two most valuable items of test gear; 
a VALVE VOLTMETER and a single -beam cathode- 
ray OSCILLOSCOPE. 

PRINTED CIRCUITS are utilised for built -in stability and 
reliability for both of these instruments. Bearing in mind the 
highly satisfactory specification /cost ratio of these instruments, 
and being aware of the instructional value in building them, the 
Laboratory or Service Department Engineer will certainly place 
them high on his list of essential purchases. 

Model 10441( Valve Voltmeter Kit 
Brief Specification 

D.C. Voltmeter 7 ranges: 1.5V- 1,500V Full Scale. 

A.C. Voltmeter 7 r.m.s. ranges: 1.5V- 1.500V Full Scaiie. 
7 peak -to -peak ranges: 4V-4.000V Full Scat. 

Ohmmeter 7 ranges: Allowing resistance measurement 
from 0.1 ohm -1,000 megohms. 

Dimensions 
Height 9} in. (24 cm.) Depth 44 in. (12 cm.) 
Width 5 in. (12.7 cm.) Weight 41 lb. (2 kg.) 

LIST PRICE £20 

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE 
Please write for fully descriptive leaflets 

COSSOR INSTRtiMENTS LIMITED 
The Instrument Company of the Cossor Group 

COSSOR HOUSE HIGHBURY GROVE LONDON N.S. 
Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (33 lines) Telegrams: Cossor, Norphone, London. Cables: Cossor. London. 
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RADIO SUPPLY CO. 'tlTUS' 
l'n.t 'l'erras t'.w.11. or ('.11,1). NO (.(),I). under £1. Postage 19 extra under £2. 

P. 9 nouer £5. 11pen lo oilier- 9 a.m. to 5.30 0.m. Sits, until 1 p.nt. S.A.E. ttitlt 
enquiries, please. Pull list 6d. ; TZade Hsi 511. 

R.S.C. TRANSFORM ERS BAWER 1 SET CONVERTER KIT 
All parts for converting any normal type Fully Guaranteed. of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v 

I nl erleayed and kí11)141 rd ed. 50 c +s. Supplies 120 v, 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma. Primaries 200 -230 -250 v. 50 e: s screened Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. 
TOP SIIROC7)IìD DROP THROUGH of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit 
260 -0 -260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ...16'9 4919, Or ready for use, 9.19 extra. 
350 -0 -350 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ...18i9 ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY 250 -0 -250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...234) ELIMINATOR. KIT. -All parts for the 
350 -0 -350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 3 a ...23.9 construction of a unit i metal -case 350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...29./9 51- 4: -2in.) to supply Battery Portable 
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully 
250 -0 -250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c mains. 

Midget type, 2; -3 -3ín. .. ... 17'9 Price, inc. point -to -point wiring dia - 
250-0 -250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 2619 grams. 3979. Or assembled and tested 
200-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, o v 3 a at 48/9. 

for R1335 Conversion ... .. ... 31' EX-GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP 
300 -0-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a... 23'9 CP STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER. 
350 -0 -350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23 9 10 -0- 100 -200 -220 -240 v to 5 -0 -7-415 -135 v 
350 -0350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0 -4 -5 v 3 a 33'9 or REVERSE. 801100 watts. Only 11 9, 425 -0 -425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3v plus 2,9 post. 

4 a, C.T. 5 v 3 a .. ... ... 49'9 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS EX-601.7717. CASE. Well ventilated black 
All with 200 -250 v 50 c's Primaries : 6.3 v crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14 

1.5 a, 5.9 : 6.3 v 2 a. 7;8 : 0 -4 -0.3 v 2 a, 7/9 . 
x 10 x 8_in. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY 

12v ,5,9; 7:11 . 6.3 v 3a, 8111. 6.3vó a, 1e19. CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS .3vI v6 OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR 
200-250v 0 -9 -15 v 1 I a, 11/9: 0 -9 -15 v 3 a. 16:9: AMPLIFIER. Only 9,9, plus 2'9 postage. 
0 -9 -15 v 5 a. 19 9: 0 -9 -15 v 6 a, 22,9. 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS EX -GOVT. VALVES (NEW) Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9 
Small Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms 

TRANSFORMERS 200- 230 -250 v, 
2,500 v 5 ma, 2 -0-2 v 1.1 a. 2 -0-2 v 1.1 a 

for VCR97, VCR517 .. ... ... 36/6 
SMOOTHING CHOKES 
250 ma5h50 ohms ... ... ...11'9 
100 ma 10 250 ohms ... ... . 8;9 
80 ma10h350 ohms ... .,. ,..' 5.8 
60 ma 10 400 ohms, 
SELENIUM METAL. RECTIFIERS 
G.E.C.300v250ma. 12:9 L120 3 9 : 

6'12 v 1 a F.W.. 4 11 : 240 v 50 ma, 4 11 : 
6112v2aF.W.,819: 6112v4a.14,9: 250v 
80ma, 7/9 t 6,12v6aF.W.,19:9: 6,12v 
10 a, 252. 

1T4 7'9 
lS5 79 
3S4 8'9 
6K8G 9'9 
6SJ7GT 8'9 
EF39 5;9 
6V6GT 
6U5G 

6K7G 319 6AT6 7/9 
6X5GT 7/9 EB91 8'9 
6L6G 119 EF80 8/9 
807 7'9 EF36 4/9 
12A6 7/9 ELM 3/9 
15D2 4/9 EL91 5'9 
25Z4G 9i9 K7'66 11/9 

6 9 35Z4 6/9 SP61 219 
32 MH4 419 MU14 88 

EX- GOVT. UNIT RDF1. -Brand new, 
cartoned. Complete with 14 valves, 
including SZ4G. Also mains trans. I..F. 
choke, rectifier, etc., etc. Only 29 6. 
Carr. 7 0. 

Dept. N. 
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2. 
S3IAI.1. l'1ffT I:I) MAINS TI :A \SF. 
Removed Inon New ex -Govt. unity. 

Primary 0- 200 -230 -250 y Secs 250 -O- 
250v60mA.6.:3v2a,5v2a. 
Size 31 x 4' s 

(70- AXIAL. CABLE lin. 
75 ohms 1436 ... 8d. s J. 
Twin -screened Feeder ... ... 11.1. >d. 
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.- 
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised ... 3 11 
150 ma6 -1Oh 150 ohms ... ... 69 
150 ma 10 150 ohms ,,. ... ... 119 
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms ... ... ... I2 9 
E.H. r. SShOO'l'IIERS 
.02 mtd. 5,000 v Cans es- Govt.). 2.11. 
BA'rl'En'- CHARGER KITS.-Consist- 
ing of attractive. Blue Hammer Case. 
Transformer. F.W. Rectifier, Fuse. Fuse - 
holder. Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits. 
For mains input 200 -230 -250 v 50 os, 6 v 2 a, 
25'9: 6v or 12v 2 a. 31.8 : 6v or 12v, 4a. 
538. Any type assembled and tested for 
6I19 extra6 . 

LS.('. t or 12 y' 
BATTERY CHARGER 
For normal A.C. mains 
input 200- 230 -2511 y 50 c's, 
Selector panel for 6 v or 
12 v charging. Variable 
charge rate of up to 4 
AMPS. Fused. and with 
meter. Well ventilated 
case with attractive 
hammer finish. (Ma ran- 
teed for 12 months. 
75' -. Carr. 3 6. 
'l'V, CABINET'S 
Handsome well-c. (instructed with walnut 
veneer finish. Size 181n. high, 20in. wide. 
13in. deep. Size of aperture 17in. 13:.in, 
Fitted Doors. For 15ín. or 17in. Tube. 
Limited number at only 
Plus 76 carr. 79/6 
BATTERY ((IA RGERS. -For maim 
200 -250 )7 50 e'a. Output for charging 6 v or 
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only 
25/9. Above ran also be used for ele''.' 
train power supply. 

4th Edition- greatly enlarged -of a standard work ... NOW READY 

Television 
Receiving 
Equipment 

By W. T. COCKING, M.I.E.E. 

The fourth edition of what may justly be claimed to be one 

of the most important British books on television. It deals 

comprehensively with television receiving equipment 

and gives many practical details and much design data. 

The. circuits of the television receiver are split into a 

number of sections and a separate chapter is devoted to 

each. Other chapters cover fully problems of design and 

servicing of modem television sets. The treatment is 

largely non -mathematical but formulae useful to the 

designer have been collected in appendices. 

454 pp. Illustrated 308. net. By post 31s. 6d. 

Completely revised - new chapters added - more valuable than ever 

Published for " Wireless World " 
Dorset House, Stamford St., 

London, S.E.I. 
from leading booksellers 
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The Amplification of Light 
IS THIS THE ANSWER TO BIG -SCREEN TELEVISION? SOME DETAILS OF 

MODERN 'ROGRESS IN THIS DIRECTION 

FOR some time now there lias been ccnsiderable 
speculation as to whether or not the cathode - 
ray tube is the real solution to television. A 

large picture in the home, say 21in., calls for a heavy 
and bulky tube which is quite expensive, or alterna- 
tively a projection set. and at last year's radio show 
the latter type of set was seen to be on the way out. 
One or two firms who previously specialised in this 
type of receiver had either ceased to exist or had 
discontinued this type of equipment. 

When it comes to colour the tube is a most com- 
plicated piece of equipment and as a result is very 
expensive. Some alternative scheme would, therefore, 
appear necessary, if colour television is to be available 
to everyone at a low price and able to give any 
desired size of picture. At the moment there appears 
to be no method which can be used and we must wait 
for some young inventor to produce something on 
completely different lines, but the amplification of 
light may be something which will assist in this 
direction. 

Experiments are taking place in both -he U.S.A. 
and this country, and recently a paper was read before 
the B.1.R.E. by T. B. Tomlinson, B.Sc., Ph.D., 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., of the Research 
Laboratories of the G.E.C., the title of which was 
" The Principles of the Light Amplifier and Allied 
Devices " and the following extracts are given with 
permission. The complete paper will be reprinted in 
the journal of the B.I.R.E. 

The paper first considered the necessary component 

parts of a light amplifying system and briefly pointed 
out the advantages of using solid stated devices. A 
system was outlined which consisted of a photo - 
conducting layer in series with an electroluminescent 
phosphor layer. . 

Optical feedback depends on the spectral emission 
distribution of the electroluminescent layer and the 
spectral response of the photoconductor. An amplifier 
with optical feedback such that the loop gain exceeds 
unity can be triggered by a light pulse and then 
remains in the light emittingcondition until the supply 
voltage is reduced... . 

A light- amplifier system, taking its, input power 
from an electrical supply must have two basic 
properties. These are : 

(a) Provision of the input light either as uniform 
illumination or as a picture ; in the latter case the 
device is also called an " image intensifier " and may 
be thought of as a multiplicity of units which amplify 
each picture element separately. 

(b) Sensitivity to incident radiation so as to control 
the amount of electrical energy converted to light 
radiation. 

It is possible to make a light- amplifier in which 
these two properties are combined in one material. 
Thus thin films of ZnS:Mn have been synthesised 
by evaporating Zn dust with a small percentage 
ZnC12 and MnC12 on to a hot glass substrate at 
500 -600 C. in an atmosphere of H2S. Such films 
luminesce when exposed to u v. radiation or X -rays. 
and the application of a high field across the film 

The American Light Amplifier referred to in this article. 
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results in an enhancement of the luminescence 
1" photo -electroluminescence "). Intensification of 
the image by the factor of 11 times (photon gain) has 
been achieved for low intensity u.v. excitation. The 
output light is yellow- orange : the amplifier charac- 
teristic is fairly linear, but the response time is slow 
varying from 1/100 sec. at highlight levels to several 
seconds at low levels... . 

An image intensifier in which the two basic pro- 
perties are provided by separate materials can be 

made from a combination of a cathode- luminescent 
screen and a photo -emissive surface. This system 
requires an evacuated envelope and is therefore bulky; 
it also needs high voltage supplies. En order to 
reproduce a picture, the photo- electrons must be kept 
to their appropriate paths and this requires a focusing 
system, usually provided by an enclosing magnetic 
focusing coil. 

A simpler construction is achieved in the " panel 
amplifier " which is made up of a photo- conducting 
layer superimposed on an electroluminescent layer, 
sandwiched between electrodes to which an alternating 
voltage is applied. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION April, 1957 

The Panel Amplifier 
The electroluminescent layer converts A.C. energy. 

The photoconducting layer is electrically in series 
so that the voltage appearing across the electro- 
luminescent layer, and therefore the light output, is 

determined by the incident light on the photocon- 
ductor. A low intensity image incident on the photo - 
conducting layer may lead to the reproduction of the 
image, at the increased brightness level, by the 
electroluminescent panel. 

In the dark regions of the incident image the dark 
current of the photoconductor is so low that only a 

small voltage appears across the phosphor layer in 
that region and there is negligible local light output. 
In regions of higher light intensity that increased 
photocurrent leads to a larger proportion of the 
applied voltage appearing across the phosphor layer 
with the consequent increase of output light 
intensity... . 

It would appear that no panel has yet been produced 
in this country suitable for display in public. No 
great effort has been put into the development of 
such a panel because of the uncertainty of its eventual 
suitability unless the maximum brightness level can 
be increased. R.C.A. have produced, by a complicated 
process, a 12in. panel which they claim has uniform 
resolution comparable in quality with commercial 
television pictures. 

A phosphor layer, 1 thou. thick, is sprayed on to a 

conducting glass plate in the normal manner. Next 
comes a thin (1 thou.) opaque layer of lamp black in 
Araldite. Above this is spread a thick current - 
diffusing layer of semi -conducting CdS. This layer 
is then machined to a thickness of 10 thou., covered 
with a thick layer of photoconducting CdS powder 
in Araldite and the surface again machined flat to 
leave the last layer approximately 14 thou. thick. 
The photoconducting surface is sprayed with silver 
paint, and then " V- shaped " grooves 15 thou. 
are cut into it at 25 thou. intervals. Thus the bottoms 
of the " V " grooves just cut into the current diffusing 
layer and the tops of the grooves are left as narrow 
lines of conducting silver which are connected in 
parallel as a common electrode. Light incident on 
the photoconductor causes a " surface type " photo- 

conduction current to flow down the sides of the 
grooves. This would cause the electroluminescent 
layer to be activated only in narrow strips, but the 
current diffusing layer serves to prevent this. The 
scheme successfully overcomes the difficulty of photo- 
conduction through a thick layer (of small capaci- 
tance), but gives one the impression of being difficult 
to manufacture on a large scale. 

Unless the previously mentioned opaque conducting 
layer is interspersed between the electroluminescent 
and photoconducting layers the light output of the 
former is incident on the latter thereby providing the 
optical feedback. This feedback might be used to 
increase the " gamma " of the overall system, but in 
the reproduction of a picture it is undesirable since 
the half -tones are lost. The feedback " ratio " will 
depend on the relative spectral response curves of the 
two parts. .. . 

Light Amplifiers 
The most promising use for this in the near future is 

for the intensification of X -ray images. Apart from 
the possible dosage reduction it also means that the 
radiologist does not have to become dark adapted 
before ;using the equipment. The colour and 
response time limitations arc not a disadvantage 
here. 

There is a possibility of infra -red conversion if a 
suitable photoconductor is developed (CdSe, CdTc). 

From the point of view of television, electro- 
luminescent panels are not so efficient as cathode -ray 
tube screens and, more important, the maximum 
brightness is considerably less. However, the 
advantages of a flat screen and much less bulk will 
encourage further work and we may yet see successful 
results but there are many technical difficulties to he 

overcome... . 

U.S.A. Experiment 
In America an electronic light amplifier which can 

increase by up to 1,000 times the brightness of 
projected light images, was demonstrated by R.C.A. 
scientists in connection with General Sarnoff's fiftieth 
anniversary in radio. The electronic light amplifier 
(an illustration of which appears on page 423) 
consists of a thin screen formed by two closely spaced 
layers, one of photoconductive material and the other 
of electroluminescent phosphor. Between these is a 
very thin layer of opaque material to prevent feeding 
back of light. The layers are sandwiched between 
two transparent electrodes and voltage is applied 
across the entire assembly. 

When an extremely dim light image falls directly 
on the photoconductive layer, it permits a correspond- 
ing pattern of electric current to flow through to the 
electroluminescent layer. Under the influence of this 
current pattern the electroluminescent phosphor emits 
light, forming a high- brightness image of the original 
picture. The photoconductive material acts as an 
insulator in the absence of light ; the electro- 
luminescent material remains dark until it is excited 
by an electric current. 

In the demonstration of the light amplifier, an 
image too dim to be seen clearly by the human eye 
was projected against the photoconductive layer on 
one side of a panel. On the other side of the panel 
the image formed by the light emitted by the electro- 
luminescent phosphor appeared as an extremely 
bright picture of television quality. 
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A Teievisor From Indicator 
Unit 62 

MAKING AN INEXPENSIVE RECEIVER FROM A POPULAR EX- GOVERNMENT UNIT 

WE are continually receiving enquiries for / television receiver designs which can be 
built by a beginner or experimenter, and for 

designs which can be built round certain ex- Govern- 
ment units. Some time ago (1951) we published 
details of a simple televisor built from the popular 
Indicator Unit 62, and although the Appropriate 
issues are now out of print, and the article has been 
reprinted in our PRACTICAL TELEVISION circuits, in 
view of the demand we are reprinting the necessary 
details in this issue. At the same time we must 
point out that we have no modification data to 
enable this unit (or the 62A) to be used as a straight- 
forward oscilloscope. This television receiver is not 
of the most up -to -date type, but is very cheap to 
construct and many readers are using it successfully in 
spite of the small picture. For the constructor's 
" den," for the bedroom, and similar cases, it will 
offer a very good alternative set, and may also prove 
very useful as a basis round which tc carry out 
experiments on vision or sound receivers, or even on 
timebases. 

The Indicator Unit 62 is built on .i two -deck 
chassis and provides most of the components for a 
vision receiver and timebase. The power unit is 
built on a separate chassis, as it thereby relieves 
the main unit of a great deal of weight and thus 
makes it easier to handle. 

The illustration on the next page shows the position 
of the main items, with the tube removed. The sound 
receiver is in the foreground ; on the opposite side of 
the chassis is the timebase, while the vision receiver 
occupies the upper deck in the background. The EHT 
supply is contained in the unit at the back of the 
vision receiver, being fed from a mains plug fitted 
on the back of the unit. 

Stripping the Unit 
When the unit is received it is advisable to check 

the tube, if, possible. under normal working conditions 
on a friend's televisor. If this is not possible, the 
filament should be tested and the base of the tube 
examined for looseness. Some of the dealers who sell 
this unit will change the tube if it is faulty. 

The tube can be removed by unscrewing the 
screw fitted at the bottom of the bracket which 
supports the tube holder : the bracket can then 
be drawn back. The potentiometer pane on the top 
of the chassis can then be swung back on its hinge 
by undoing its retaining screws, and the tube can then 
he withdrawn from the chassis. 

After removing the valves the whole of the unit 
should be completely stripped with the exception of 
the valve holders, the tube holder, the 0.0 ¡IF 2.5 kV. 
condenser (which becomes C75), the D.C. restoring 
diode and the associated resistor on the top of the 
chassis (these become V19 and R73), tht focus and 
the brilliance controls (which become VR9 and 
VR8), and the bleeder network (this becomes R76, 77, 
78 and 79). Do not remove leads from C.R.T. holder. 

Remove everything else from the chassis including 
the double -sided paxolin strip underneath the unit 
and the VR92 valveholder by its side. 

The valveholder (see Fig. 1) in V20 position -is 
removed and is replaced with a ceramic -based type 
for the EHT rectifier valve. The valveholder occupying 
the next position is removed for C78. The valve- 
holder in VI position is removed and is replaced with 
one of the EF50 type. Change the valveholder at 
VIO position with that of V9. Change the valve- 
holder at V13 position with that at Vii. Remove 
all the potentiometers from the top panel. Remove 
the front metal (double) panel. 

Finally, test all the condensers for leakage. This 
is important, as a leaky condenser can cause some 
rerI- puzzling faults, especially in the timebase. 

The First R.F. Stage 
The circuit diagram is given on page 429. It uses 

an EE50 valve (VI) and provides a good signal for 
feeding into the sound and vision receivers. LI and 

Mains Power 
P /u9 Pluq 
1-751 I-741 

CR. Tube 
Holder 

Aerial 
Plug It 
E.H. T. 

Transformer 

R 
7T 
R 

1 76 

79 7B 

LV LA 
Fig. I.- Layout of chassis top. 
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L2 are mounted under the chassis in the position shown 
in Fig. I. the metalwork being drilled so that they 
can be trimmed from the top of the chassis. (This 
principle applies to all the tuning coils.) Coil winding 
data is given on page 428. 

The various components can be grouped around 
the valve base, taking care to keep the leads short, 
and the metal screen 2in. by 2in. should be erected 
between this stage and the first vision R.F. stage. 
It will be found convenient to erect this screen after 
the components have been wired. The aerial con- 
nection is made on a Pye socket fitted at the back 
of the unit and a piece of co -axial cable is run front 
this socket to LI. The sheath of the cable should be 
earthed at both ends. 

The Vision Receiver (Fig. 3) 
This consists of four R.F. stages using VR65 

valves, which feed into the VR92 diode detector, 
whose output is injected into the VR65 video valve. 
Sound rejection is provided by L5 and L8. All coils 
are mounted underneath the chassis in a similar 
manner to L1 and L2. Screened leads to the valve 
grids (top caps) should not be used, but V3 and V5 
valve caps should be screened. 

Metal screens 2in. x 2in. should be mounted 
between each stage after the components in each 
stage have been wired. Keep all leads as short as 
possible and do not mount anode components near 
grid components. 

Anode decoupling components can be mounted on 
a paxolin strip fitted on the side of the chassis under- 
neath the valveholders. These components are: R5, 
C8, R8, CIO, RI3, C18, R17, C22, R18, C25, R23, C31. 

VRI forms the contrast control and is fixed on the 
front panel. 

V5a and its associated components, L9, R22, C30 
and L10, are wired directly on the tag strip, no valve - 
holder being used. 

The Timebase (Fig. 4) 
All valves are VR65s with the exception of the 

D.C. restorer diode (V12), which is a VR92. (Note 
there are two D.C. restorers in this unit, one in the 
timebase and one in the C.R.T. circuit.) V13 is the 
phase splitter, the signal for the C.R.T. grid being 
taken from the cathode resistor, R43. V14, the sync 
separator, follows and feeds the sync pulses to frame 
and line timebases. 

The line timebase receives its sync pulse from the 
condenser C58, which is made variable so as to obtain 
the best amplitude of sync pulse, for triggering the 
line oscillator. 

Both line and frame timebases use the Miller 
integrator combined with Transistron oscillator as 
sawtooth generators. 
V I5 is the line oscillator, 
its frequency being varied 
by VR3 which forms the 
" line- hold " control. 
Output of sufficient 
amplitude is obtained 
by paraphase amplifica- 
tion which employs V16. 
The output to the deflec- 
tor plates is taken from 
the anodes of these two 
valves via C60 and C61, 
which are 450 volt 
working. 

The frame oscillator 
(V 17) is similar in nature 
to V15, the only 
difference being in the 
component values. VR5 
is the " frame -hold " 
control and V18 forms 
the other half of the 
paraphase amplifier. The 
frame deflector plates are 
fed from C68 and C74, 
which are both 450 volt 
working. 

Components marked 
with an asterisk in Fig. 4 are mounted on the double - 
sided tag strip taken from underneath the chassis. 
It will be found convenient to wire up this strip 
before fixing it back in the chassis, leaving about 6in. 
long leads where inter -connection between strip 
components and chassis components are to be 
con(tected together. 

On the other side of the strip should be mounted 
the components for the sound receiver which are 
indicated in Fig. 5. 

Great care should be taken not to get the leads 
mixed and each 6in. length should be suitably 
labelled. 

Before remounting the strip, the valveholder for 

A t ie% of the set 

Fig. 3. -The vision section. 
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V I2 (originally removed from underneath the chassis), 
should be remounted towards the back end of the 
chassis (underneath). The strip can now be replaced 
and the wiring of the timebase completed. 

C54 and R44 are mounted on a small paxolin 
strip fitted underneath the EHT transforme - on the 

hack end of the chassis. 
The strip should be fixed 
right at the bottom, well 
:fear of the EHT leads. 

The connection 
between C54 and " A " 
(Fig. 4) should be made 
in coaxial cable, the outer 
sheath being earthed at 
each end. 

The height of the 
picture is controlled by 
varying the H.T. applied 
to the anodes of the 
frame timebase valves. 
VR4 forms the control 
and is one of the 25 
KLÌ potentiometers pre - 
viously removed -rom the 
top panel. It is shunted 
by a I -watt resistor, R83. 

The connection to the 
deflector plates and to 
the grid of the C.R.T. 
can be made by utilising 
existing wiring. 

The Sound Receiver 
Two R.F. stages using 

VR65s (V7 and V8) are transformer coupled. V9 is 
a VR54 and one half forms the detector, while the 
second half is used for noise -limiting. 

The output from V9 is fed into the first A.-=. valve, 
a VR65 (V10), which is R.C. coupled to :he 6V6 
output valve, VII. VR2 is the volume- control. 
Screened leads and valve caps can be used, though 
they should not be found necessary. 

tub.: mum ed. 

Note: Components marked wrth an aster,sk 
are mounted on the tag strp (see text )' 

From 
Visron 
Receiver 

C54 ', 

i 

t947R45 * 
946 

R49 

Trimmers TI, T2 and T3 should be firmly wired 
and fixed so that they are easily accessible from the 
side. The coils are mounted in a similar manner to 
those in the vision receiver. When mounting these 
coils it will be found that the best method is to wind 
On the secondary, bolt the former to the chassis, and 
then wirid on the primary. 

Connection between LI I and L3 (Fig. 2) is made in 
coaxial cable, the outer sheath being earthed at 
both ends. 

If the anode circuit of VII is disconnected while 
the valve is working, heavy current will flow is 
the screen and the valve may be severely damaged. 
It is, therefore, wise to permanently wire the loud- 
speaker transformer in the circuit, detaching it from 
the loudspeaker if necessary, and making connection 
between the transformer secondary and the speech 
coil \ia a plug and socket. 

EHT Supply 
The EHT transformer is mounted at the end 

of the deck containing the vision receiver (see Fig. I). 
It \x ill be noted that the positive EHT is earthed. 
The reason for this is to keep the peak inverse voltage 
from the transformer windings. When the negative 
is earthed we have on the second half of the A.C. 
cycle (when V20 is not conducting) the potential 
across C78 (2.5 kV.) added to the inverse voltage 
(2.5 kV.) which appears across the windings of the 
transformer. This is the reason for many early 
breakdowns in EHT transformers. 

Another benefit derived from earthing the positive 
is that the working voltage of the coupling condensers 
to the deflecting plates of the C.R.T. need only he 
that of the timebase H.T. 450 volt working condensers 
provide a good safety margin. 

One snag with this system is that the cathode and 
heater of the C.R.T. are at EHT potential and must 
be carefully insulated from the earth. This feature is 
catered for in the layout of the 62 unit, but it is 
important to bear the fact in mind when handling 
the televisor when it is working. 

All EHT wiring must he thoroughly insulated 

On Fiç6 

VR 

}?955 
6, 

C 953956s 

II 
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Fig. 4, -The timebase section. 
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LIST OF COMPONENTS 
RESISTORS CONDENSERS 

No. 
1 

2 
3 

Value 
100 !! 
2.2 K !! 
4.7 K !! 

No. 
43 
44 
45 

Value 
3 K !! 
1 M!! 
47 K !! 

4 5K!! 46 10 K !! 
5 1 K!! 47 100 K!! 
6 4.7 K!! 48 10 K!! 
7 10K!! 49 56 K!! 
8 100 K!! 50 120 K !! 
9 1 K!! 51 47 K!! 

10 4.7 K!! 52 4.7 K !! 
11 10 K'! 53 1M!! 
12 100 K !! 54 2.2 M !!, 
13 1 K!! 55 -56 K!! 
14 4.7 K!! 56 120 K !! 
15 10 K!! 57 100 K!! 
16 100 !! 58 100 K!! 
17 1 K !! 59 50 K !! 
18 1 K!! 60 33 K !! 
19 4.7 K !! 61 150 K !! 
20 15 K !! 62 5.6 M !! 
21 100 !! 63 47 K!! 
22 4.7 K !! 64 2.2 M!! 
23 1 K !! 65 150 K!! 
24 4.7 K !! 66 2.2 M !! 
25 47 !! 67 2.2 M!! 
26 
27 
28 

30 K !! 
1 K!! 
4.7 K !! 

68 
69 

2.2 M !! 
2.2 M !! 

29 10 K !! 70 100 K!! 
30 100!! 71 100 K !! 
31 4.7 K !! 72 100 K!! 
32 10 K!1 73 1 M !! 
33 100Q 2.2 M !! 
34 
35 

2 M !! 
4.7 K !! 75 510 K!! 

36 2.2 K !! 76 180 K !! 
37 10 K !! 77 470 K ! 
38 20 K !! 78 470 K !! 
39 150 !! 79 470 K !! 
40 1 M !! 
41 47 K!! 
42 4701! 
42a 10 K!! (2, 20 K Q 

80 
81 

82 

390 K !! 
1.5 K!! 
1.5 K !! 

1 watt in parallel) 83 25 K !! 

No. Value 
1 500 pF 
2 500 pF 
3 500 pF 
4 500 pF 
5 500 pF 
6 230 pF 
7 230 pF 
8 230 pF 
9 100 pF 

10 230 pF 
11 230 pF 
12 230 pF 
13 230 pF 
14 230 pF 
15 5 pF 
16 5 pF 
17 230 pF 
18 230 pF 
19 230 pF 
20 230 pF 
21 100 pF 
22 230 pF 
23 230 pF 
24 230 pE 
25 0.01 pF 
26 100 pF 
27 230 pF 
28 5 pF 
29 5 pF 
30 15 pF 
31 0.01 pi? 
32 0.1 pF 
33 0.1 pF 
34 230 pF 
35 8 pF 
36 500 pF 
37 500 pF 
38 500 pF 
39 500 pF 
40 500 p 
T1 

No. Value 
41 500 pF 
42 500 pF 
43 500 pF 
44 500 pF 
45 35 pF 
46 0.001 pF 
47 0.01 pF 
48 0.01 pF 
49 0.01 pF 
50 0.01 p F 
51 0.002 pF 
52 50 pF 25 v.w. 
53 0.05 pF 
54 0.01 pF 
55 0.1 pF 
56 0.005 pF 
57 0.2.5 pF 
58 0-75 PF 
59 100 pF 
60 0.01 p F 
61 0.01 PF 
62 50 pF 
63 60 pF 
64 100 pF 
65 0.5 pE' 
66 8 pF 
67 0.003 pF 
68 0.01 pF 
69 0.01 pF 
70 0.001 r/F 
71 0.001 pF 
72 0.01 pF 
73 0.5 pF 
74 0.01 pF 
75 0.03 pF 2.5 kV 
76 0.1 p F 500 v 
77 0.1 pl; 2.5 kV 
78 0.1 pF 2.5 kV 
79, 81 16 i 8 pF ( 450v 
80, 82 16- 8 pF 
83 500 pF 

T2 t 0-30 pF postage stamp type trimmers. 
T3 

All resistors watt unless otherwise stated above or in the text. Component tolerances - or - 15 per cent. 

Components should be combined or in series or parallel to make the utmost use of those in the 62 unit. 

POTENTIOMETERS VALVES : CIVILIAN EQUIVALENTS 

VRt -5 K!!, Contrast. 
VR2 -1 M !!, Volume. 
VR3 -1- M!!, Line -hold. 
VR4-25 K !!, Height. 
VR5 -2 M Framehold. 
VR6 -100 K!!. Shift. 
VR7-100 K !!. Shift. 
VR8 -100 K !!, Brilliance. 
VR9 -500 K !!, Focus. 

V R65-Mazda SP61. 
VR92-Mullard EA50. 
VR54-Osram D63. 

TRANSFORMERS 
EHT. 200 -230 volt input ; Output, 2,500 volts 3 mA., 
4 volts I amp. C.T., 4 volts 1 amp. C.T. ; H.T.- - 
200 -230 volts input ; Outputs. 350 -0 -350 volts 
160 mA., 5 volts 3 amps., 6.3 volts 3 amps., 6.3 volts 
6 amps. 

COIL WINDING DATA 
Ll L11 1 

L2) Primary 1 turn, Secondary 4k turns. LI2 Primary 2 turns, Secondary 4 turns. 
L3- Primary 4 turns, Secondary 4 turns. 
1.6-4 turns. 
L7 } 4! turns. 

L9 -5 turns. 

L13 
All above coil forms are gin. diameter. 

Secondary spacings approximately 2 mm. between 
turns. 

Wire gauge, 18 s.w.g. 

L89 turns 22 s.w.g. lin. forms. 

NOTE. -The above data refers to Sutton Coalfield (Channel 4). For Channels 3, 2 and 1 add 11 to 2 

turns in each case, except on primaries. Add half -turn on the primaries. For Channel 5 remove 1 turn ; 

leave primaries. 
L10, 50 turns 40 s.w.g. enamelled wire wound between cheeks kin. diameter spaced 1; 64in. apart mounted 

on a I M !! resistor. 
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In the prototype the wires were first covered in 
systoflex sleeving of sufficient diameter to contain 
the wire, and then covered again with another 
length of systoflex of larger diameter. 

Soldered terminations must be made with care, 
no stray ends being left to set up brush discharges. 

1 

V7 

R28C4344 

= 1 R32 

13 

TELEVISION 429 

connections to the cathode and anode of the valve 
must be reversed, and any wiring between the cathode 
and heater must be removed. 

C.R.T. Netnork 
Bias for the deflector plates is obtained from the 

Ç 
1 H r +3 

JJC50,t 
.s P56 

L' 
k 

Vo C53T - 
46 

4 R42 T 
L 

/Vote Components marked with an asterisk , a-e mounted on the tag strip (sze text) 

Fig. 5. -The sound 

C78 is mounted in the position shown in Fig. I 

and R75 wired directly to the top terminal of the 
condenser, its remote end being supported by the 
insulated strip mounted on the supports of the 
potentiometer panel. 

VR8 is already in situ and R75 is connected directly 
to it. R76, VR9, R77, R78, R79 will be found in situ 
and wired. R79 is earthed at one end and this 
connection is broken so that R80 can he inserted. 
C76 and R74 are wired across VR8, both com- 
ponents being supported by their own wiring. Care 
should be taken when fixing these two items so that 
they do not make contact with the chassis. or with 
the mu -metal screen of the C.R.T. when it is in place. 

The D.C. restorer V19 and associated resistor 
R73 are already in situ adjacent to the C.R.T. base. 
The wiring can remain as it is except that the 

Fig. 2. Circuit of the first 12.F. stage. 

Nr.- 

63V 

receiver section. 

timebase H.T. supply. The coupling resistors R66, 
67, 68 and 69 can be wired directly to the tube 
holder, R72 (2 watts) and R70 and 71 are mounted 
on the potentiometer panel. VR6 and VR7 forni the 
shift controls for centralising the raster. 

It should be possible to obtain even focusing oser 
the whole of the raster, but if this should not be the 
case (some tubes are temperamental), the deflector 
plates d I and 12 can he taken to separate shift 
controls. To do this disconnect R66 and 67 at their 
junction and limn each other ; connect two snore 
100 KS.? controls across the biasing network in a 
similar manner to VR6 and VR7. Connect the 
centre of one potentiometer to R66 and the centre 
of the other to R67. (This modification was made 
to the prototype as a refinement, though it was not 
really ncecssary.) 

Power Pack 
This is made on a separate chassis. It relieves the 

unit of a great deal of weight, though it is possible to 
lit it on the existing chassis, provided a transformer 
of suitable size can he obtained. If this is done it 
should be amounted underneath the chassis at the 
front end, below the bleeder network. Metal rectifiers 
will have to be used and the whole carefully screened 
from the rest of the equipment. A separate chassis is 
recommended for the reasons gis en. 

Tinnebasc H.T. is derived directly from the 
smoothing choke, while the sound and vision receiver 
supplier. are separated by the voltage dropping 
resistors R8I and R82. These resistors should be 
rated at 5 watts. It is wise to insert a fuse in the 
circuit as shown, because a complete breakdown of 
C79 would result in the loss of the 5U4G rectifier 
vale, V2I. 

The on..off switch can be incorporated with the 
volume control. 

No details of chassis construction are given 
because any* type which wil I accommodate the 
components will do. 

(Tu be continued) 
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No. 5.- COSSOR MODEL 947 

April, 1957 

DATA SHEETS) 
THIS is a 21in. table model designed for A.C. or 

D.C. mains operation. This is claimed to be 
the highlight of the Cossor range and is the 

first Cossor set to be built on the single -deck principle. 
Removal of the base gives immediate access to the 
underside of the chassis and the entire cabinet can be 
lifted clear in 90 seconds. Amongst other con- 
structional features which will appeal to the service 
man are a plug -in EHT rectifier and safety cover 
glass which is designed to slide out on the removal 
of only two screws, so that the face of the tube may 
be cleaned. 

Among the circuit features may be mentioned the 
positive " Syncrolock " control, which is a self - 
centring flywheel synchronisation device with pro- 
vision for immobilising the correction system whilst 
the Horizontal Hold is being set. The tube is of the 
90 deg. type, aluminised and provided with a com- 
pensated pre -focus circuit which allows maximum 
brightness without de- focusing. The speaker is of 
the round type, not elliptical, but only 5in. in 
diameter. The set is fitted with a 3- position Sound 
Interference Limiter, and a continuously variable 
Vision Interference Limiter. 

The cabinet, in polished walnut veneer, is provided 
with non -scratch Polythene feet and a stand is 
available as an optional extra. 

COSSOR SPECIFICATION 
6BX6 Sound I.F. Amplifier. 
PCL82 Audio- frequency Amplifier and Output. 
8A8 Sync Separator and Phase Splitter. 
12AU7 Horizontal Multivibrator. 
PL36 Horizontal Output. 
EY86 E.H.T. Rectifier. 
17Z3 Boost Rectifier. 
PY32 H.T. Rectifier. 

Physical Dimensions Model 947 
Height 221in. Width 231in. Depth 191in. plus 3in. 

Type 
21in. Table Model. 

Mains Supply 
A.C. /D.C. 200 -250 volts (A.C. 50 cycles). 

Consumption 
120/150 watts. 

Channels 
Channel selection by 12- position turret with Turret 

Touch Tuning. Supplied with coils for channels 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (BBC) and 8 and 9 or 9 and 10 (1.T.A.). 
Provision for coils for additional channels as 
they are allocated. 

Intermediate Frequencies 
Vision 34.65 Mc,'s. ; Sound 38.15 Mc /s. 

Valves 
7AN7 Cascode R.F. Amplifier. 
8A8 Frequency Changer. 
6BY7 Common I.F. Amplifier. 
6BX6 Vision I.F. Amplifier. 
8A8 Video Amplifier and Output. 
6AL5 Vision Interference Limiter and Auto- 

matic Contrast Controt:.Clamp Diode. 
PCL82 Vertical Time -base Blocking Oscillator 

and Output. 

Crystal Diodes 
M3 Cascode A.C.C. Clamp Diode. 
CG12E Vision I.F. Limiter. 
CGI2E Vision Detector. 
Q3/4 Vertical Time -base Interlace Diode. 
CG6E Sound Detector. 
M1 Sound Interference Limiter. 
D3 /2 /1Y Sync Phase Comparator. 

Cathode Ray Tube 
Cossor type 212K, 21 in. Aluminised Rectangular 

Type. 

Loudspeaker 
5in. 

Sensitivity 

Better than I 
Band I 

S Band Ill 

Aerial Input 
70/80 ohms unbalanced. 
Socket. 

Vision 
6311 V. 

126pß V. 

Sound 
201íV. 
40pV. 

Single co -axial Plug and 
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M THE "ESTRONIC" TELEVISION SECTIONS e 
716 BAND III CONVERTER 
ffl THE I.F. UNIT 

P 
03 This unit ennui 8 miniature all gla valve Ili 
ffl first two cf whiten aie common to soundand vision. t, i ? tP °7 

After sepa ration sound and vision are hl eni !iÌ M I separately at 316 and 17 me s r :pectnely j pp - 1¿t f s Vision is then detected and passed to two stages rit 1 i- 
t 

(j4 f Video ampl,hcation, and sound is deterred and ' t Ig 
Pli ., further amplifia by output salve t v p e EU.nt to give just over nun watt of high fi s delity ound. The circuit employs a variable peal: white clipper 

LO reduce vision nterference and the sound section 
r- of the audio deCrtor is used to limit sainad inter- . f leccn e. The ut it, which can be dn rrn by any Ioda y's be st vals r Ii rod III con standard 34;,17 n r s turret or othe l-u cr, is beautifully made and contained on n ,ca: sis ver tels attable fr yew 'l'.V, or size approx. Bin.y'thn v2m. money refunded. Cmnpleint readv9 

B 
'l'he unit with va ses made up, aligned ana sri r 

P operate. 49 :6 non mains or , 
mains, post and insurance S 6. 

ffl 
E1,71 THE ELPREQ E.H.T. 

GENERATOR 

THE POWER UNIT 1F 

inn -endril ,uup. valuer. ffl 
carie .0 ), power rom - pim enta. I r ion I.. rn i r titler.mmoolltulg 

is by a 3 llem -y choke. and Inn sr electrolytic son- Fil denscrs ensure freedom from hum suri a clean, prenne. i 
'P1w -- ballast resistor has ample lappings to c,nmpe risate 
l'or 11.'l'. voltage as well as healer current and a Ober - mìàtor protects the ì rouit. against, initial r- mirent surges, ruses are listed in the mains input, lead. There is a front con; roi rompeishig a doubts pole fil 
on off s Tien. this; is altar hed tu the sound volume 1T4 
coet.rol which. ell. hough nec part of 1. he power unir, 1i1 is fnrluded tu- the sinke of con, enience and symmetry. 1/4 The size of the inca. is I51in. x :lin. x tin. It is all wdrrd up and ready to work, price £3.5.0. 

THE TIME BASE CHASSIS 
This uses6 valses and innlude - - Tais unit eontahns three BVA -Ina roto r, 

valves. Output from r kV to 9 kV the focus magnet scanning ton trap. 
rectified with normal H.T. rail The line time base is of the It r, iii t. ,rug type 14 input but somewhat higher nut - employing an at to wound O.P.T. and efficiency ' 
nuts out be obtained with higher diode to provide boost voltage rn the line fly 
}LT. supply. Dimensions are back E.H.'P, transformer why h rives Atout 12.5 
6', x 41 x lin. Price 69.6, post, kV., the, frame time base is nurltivibr «tor type, , ñ r¡Ì 
packing, etc., 51-. 

using an Ennt 
144 The whole unit measures 15;ín y 61nt x ,n., tord the metal work includes tube support Ici chassis 
1j4 mounting a 14ní tube, hut to 21in tube nan be scanned but wilt require separate n, tesson^. Price for the unit with valves ready manse up and k Fil tested Is £12.150. 

.VOTE. -These three units, although carte separate and usable s, nuraitey, may also I ,joined together and then comprise u complete T.V. less only tuner milt r ind speaker r avallablc Kl if tequirrd,. Demonstrations at all branches- circuit diagrams, etc.. 3 6. O4 

This is a high fidelity unit which 
although moderately priced has a 
performance equal to the highest 
priced. Its stability is very good and 
extremely good results have been 
received with the simplest of aerials 
as far away as Eastbourne. The unit 
is made up ready to work and has its 
own power supply for A.C. mains. 
Demonstration at all our branches, 
Price 12 gas. or £1.12.0 down and 
ti payments of £2. Post plus in- 
surance 

THE "CRISPIAN" PORTABLE 
RADIO 

A 4 -valve truly mutable battery set with vary many 
good features as follows : Ferrite end aerials, low con- sumption valves superhet circuit. with A.V.C., ready - built and aligned chassis if required, beautiful two -tone 
cabinet covered with I.CI. Rexine and Tygan. Guaran- teed results on long and meditun waves anywhere. 
All parts, includ. ng speaker and (rabincl are available separately or if all ordered together the price is £7.15.0 complete or £1.1.5.0 deposit and 7 monti1y payments of 
£1, post and ins 3d, ready -built chassis 3l0- extra. In- struction bookie-, free with parts or uvallable separately 
price 1,6. 

BAND III 
AERIALS 

This is a I .save I 
M length, 3 element 3 valve I watt with Marouav 

array. Of all alloy response onse I cltc than 40 1,,803 
: 

,> I 

Mi construction. cthe C [ ti Control_ panel size 8 v 'in. y 
ae sal is c imp etely comes fixed In ha. si but is in- r d ä 

Fil assembled and toady tended lar made -ndcnt mountin jl 
MI' instant n-nmt- Separar e h sari treble mlrols C r lit fog in loft, bed - giving' fullest variatign of cut and Ìl room cupboard win- 

lift.. Separate. ;witch, absolurcry no stains runt. Remarkaldc M 

1 / \ \ 
I / / 

_ 
03 __ and postF.lackma. 

- 
..- ----- ffl 

THE OCTAVIAN 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 

dms Ir aire, etc. Price value at 7 gn -, of £1 deposit and i lindo r.ts ref £1, plus 8r 126. plus Post lit 
an insuraatce. 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD. 
Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, Sutton Road, Ea:lboprne, 

Personal shrtpre rs to one of these adole,,es, pleuse. 
266, London Ituai, 42 -46. S%indntiII Hill, lra2 -3, Plet Slreei, 

I 29 Shvntd fllt'1`11 Ind.. 249. I<ilhuru Iligb FP 
Phone tar CHO r1558 Phone RUISLIP 5783 P tone : hI IFl Eet "433 I Plr oe tr ARChway Ìr1Á3 Rua 1, Kilbu 

Hall day. \Vednesday. Hall clay', Wednesday. Halt day-, Saturday. I Halt day, Thursday. >IAlda Vale Al. 492 lB 

® fflfflfflffl& EBEBERwEBwgEB&& EE+ EEIbffl& fflfflfflfflET+ fflFTiELZiEtIZEBEESEBfflfflEIífflffifflEMMffi1Z +LT+ffl&ffieo1_ mgi ® ® ® ® ®E1Ibffig 

i 
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r - Tot a smooth 

-, extended response cut ve 

You need a PH I LI PSI 
dual -cone 

loudspeaker 
Made in Holland 

The special dual -cone 
construction of Philips 
high fidelity loud- 
speakers ensures a 
smooth response over 
the entire audible range, with efficiency 
and transient response of a high order. 
The spatial distribution of acoustic 
energy is excellent - even at the 
highest frequencies. 

Both cones are driven by the 
same coil and magnet, resulting 
in similar sensitivities for high 
and low frequencies. The air gap 
has been made long and the coil 
moves in a homogeneous magnetic 
field at all times; a copper ring is 
incorporated in the air gap to 
keep the voice coil impedance 
constant over the whole frequency 
range. 

Your high fidelity dealer can obtain 
these loudspeakers for you. 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD 
E.L.A. and Musical Equipment Dept Century 
House Shaftesbury Avenue London WC2 

(re633A) 

Available in two sizes: 8" and 12" price 
6¡ gas. (tax paid) and 10 gns. respectively. 
There is also a single cone version in the same 
sizes: price £6.2.6 (tax paid) and £10.0.0, 
respectively. 
N.B. These speakers may be used on their own or with 

another suitable speaker, using a crossover network 

PHILIPS 

St. Mary's Electronics 
Radio - Television - Components 

18, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2 
Telephone : AMBassador 9795 

Ty TUBES 
12 in. 14 in. IS in. 17 in. 

MULLARD £S £6 L6.10 £7 

MAZDA £5 £6 L6.10 £7 

EMITRON £4.10 £6 £6.10 £7 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Also various other makes of tubes in stock. Terms 
3 months' Guarantee. C.W.O. P /P, Ins., 10/ -. 

Personal callers can see a picture. Special terms to 
the trade. 

All makes of Valves supplied to the trade. 
We also have a large selection of 

TELEVISIONS, all working. 9 in. from £6; 
12 in. S /het Set £15 ; 5 Channel £22.10. Carr. paid. 

Write, phone or call letting us know your require- 
ments. We will be pleased to assist, you. 

Please enclose payment with order. 

EDDY'S (Nonni.) LTD. 
172 ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM I 

OUTSTANDING BARGAIN ! 

B.S.R. 4 Speed AUTOCHANGE UNITS £7.18.11. 
Carriage Si- extra. 

VALVES 
ALL NEW & GUARANTEED. Postage 6d. a valve. 
IRS ... 
I S5 ... 
IT4 ... 
IU5 ... 
3S4 ... 
3V4 ... 
5Z4g ... 
615gt ... 
6K7g ... 
6V6gt ... 
All tested before despatch Many others in stock. 

Germanium Diodes, 1 / -, postage 3d. 
Relays 40 ohms, 4/11, postage 6d. 
Puretone Recording Tape, 1,200 ft. reels, 11/6, 
postage 9d. 
Fisk Solariscopes, 5/6. Enable the time to be known 
in any part of the world. Postage 1/6. 
I.F. Strips Type 373. 9.72 meg., valve line -up : 

2 EF92, 3 EF9I, and EB9I, with valves, 42/6 ; less 
valves, 6/6, postage 1/3. 
RF25 Units, with valves, 40 -50 Mc /s, 8/11, postage 3/ -. 
G.W.O. or C.O.D. only. No lists. Trade enquiries invited 

7/3 
6/11 
6/11 
6/11 
7/3 
7/3 
8/6 

3 /II 
2 /II 
6 /II 

I2K8g ... 
35L6gt ... 
807 ... 
EBC4I ... 
ECC83 ... 
ECC84 ... 
ECH42 ... 
ECL80 ... 
EF4I ... 
EF80 ... 

13/6 
8/11 
3/11 
9/11 
8/11 
11/6 
9/II 
9 /II 
8/11 
8 /II 

EL4I ... 
EY5I ... 
PCF82 ... 
PEN46 ... 
PLBI ... 
U25 ... 
UCH42 ... 
UF4I ... 
UL4I ... 
UY4I ... 

10/3 
9/11 
10/3 
5/6 

10/3 
11/6 
9/11 
8 /11 
9 /II 
7 /II 
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Television Licences 
THE following statement shows 
4 the approximate number of 
Television Receiving Licences in 
force at the end of January. 1957, 
in respect of receiving stations 
situated within the various Postal 
Regions of England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Leland. 

Toted 
London Postal... 1.429,343 
Home Counties ... 797,399 
Midland ... ., 1.125,950 
North Eastern ... ... 1,652,239 
North Western 966,740 
South Western ... ... ... 492.630 
Wales and Border Counties ... 376,493 

Total England and wades 6.240,794 
Scotland 456,773 
Northern Ireland ... 59,618 

Grand Total .. ... 6,757,185 

BBC TV in 1956 
'LURING 1956 the BBC Tele- 

vision audience grew rrom 
14,450,000 to about 17,500,000. 
At the beginning of the year the 
coverage of BBC Television was 
93 per cent. of the adult population 
of the British Isles ; it now 
covers 97 per cent. 

In the course of the year BBC 
Television viewers will have seen 
around 30,000 artists and speakers. 
This is the estimate based on the 
23,400 contracts sent out in the 
year. Some of the contracts were 
for groups of artists (such as a 
dance team) and for musicians. 

The Light Entertainment depart - 
ment vv ill have staged 565 " live " 
shows from the London studios in 
the course of the year, equal to 
320 hours of transmission. This fig- 
ure takes no account of the enter- 
tainment shows on film such as 
Hera Jeannie, Burns and Allen and 
the like, or of regional programmes. 

Astronomical TV Equipment 
r 1HE Pye TV camera designed to 
1 aid the special observation 

of Mars during its recent "close 
approach " to the earth has been 

transferred to The Radcliffe Ob- 
servatory, Pretoria, from Bloem- 
fontein, South Africa, where it 
had been used by the National 
Geographical Society's Mars expe- 
dition. The Radcliffe Observatory 
which was transferred in 1948 from 
Oxford, ohere it had been estab- 
lished fcr more than 150 years, 
ROW possesses a 74 -in, reflecting 
telescope which is the largest in the 
southern hemisphere. 

In practice the Pye television 
equipment operates in conjunction 
with any large refracting or reflec- 
ting telescope. The object of the 
equipment is to detect a greater 
amount of the light which has been 
collected by either the lens or 
mirror of the telescope. 

During the observations of Mars 

at the Lamont -Hussey Observatory, 
Bloemfontein, Mr. B. V. Sorties- 
Charlton, of Pye Ltd., obtained 
over 1,500 television 'photographs, 
which have been taken to America 
forexaminat ion by Dr. E. C. Slipher, 
a leading authority on the planet. 

Ferranti -Ekco Link 
-IERRANTI LTD. and E K. 

Cole Ltd. have issued a 
joint statement announcing dun 
arrangements have been made for 
E. K. Cole Ltd. to take over the 
marketing of domestic radio and 
television receivers under the 
" Ferranti " wade mark. 

A new company is to be formed 
and F.cko o ill make an early 
announcement to Ferranti dealers 
in regard to future plans. In the 
meantime, deliveries of the current 
range of receivers will continue. 

The Outside Broadcasting ur it made specially for Scottish Television, I.td., 
by Pye, Cambridge, seen in the Queen's Park. I(dinhurgh. It is valued at over (37,1100 and is the most advanced machine of this type in Great Britain at present. The unit is touring the S.T.V. reception area filming Meal scenes at d actib itics for transmission at a series of television exhibitions. 
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TV for Beginners 
BETWEEN 50 and 60 Tory 

M.P.s and candidates have 
gone through the television course 
at Tory Central Office, in Victoria 
Street, Westminster, London, in 
the last few months. The Central 
Office has a studio with a closed 
circuit TV on which the pupil 
can see himself perform. He is 
shown how to stand and how to 
talk into the microphone, and 
warned of the common faults 
made by beginners. The instructors 
are Brigadier Hinchcliffe and Mrs. 
Crum Ewing. 

vices, or on the general scene in 
the hall below. 

Smaller TV Camera for Calder Hall 
IN only four weeks a special - 

television camera has been 
designed and manufactured to 
enable engineers at Calder Hall 
to carry out extremely com- 
plicated inspection inside the 
pressure vessel of the reactor. 

The new camera has been 
reduced to under 3in. in diameter 
and 24in. in length, so that it can 
form part of a mechanical grab 
which will be lowered into the fuel 

Brigadier Hinchcliffe, in the sound -proof monitor room, and Mrs. Crum 
Ewing demonstrate the closed circuit TV used for TV courses at the Tory 

Central Office in Westminster. 

B.O.A.C. Try TV Announcements 
TV equipment will allow airline 

passengers using B.O.A.C.'s 
airways terminal at Victoria not 
only to hear the announcements 
being made by receptionist Miss 
Joan Bray, but also to see her on 
2lin. Pye TV receivers placed in 
various parts of the building. 

Miss Bray will be the " star " on 
an experiment by B.O.A.C. with 
closed circuit television. The 
Corporation will be deciding 
whether television can be used at 
airways terminals to " personalise" 
announcements and as a sales 
promotion aid. 

A camera is to be placed on the 
balcony of the main hall of the 
building so that it can be trained 
either on Miss Bray as she makes 
her announcements of flight depar- 
tures and arrivals and gives other 
information about B.O.A.C. ser- 

channels of the graphite core to 
remove possible obstructions. The 
focus for this particular camera, 
which carries its own source of 
illumination, is pre -set to the fingers 
of the mechanical grab before it is 
inserted in the reactor. 

For the purpose of obtaining 
the fullest information on the 
behaviour of fuel rods, which 
supply the heat for the power 
station, it has been found that 
television provides the most effec- 
tive method of routine internal 
inspection. Experience with 
cameras previously installed by 
Pye at Calder Hall proved so 
valuable that site engineers worked 
out modifications to extend the use 
of TV still further. In order to 
incorporate these modifications 
immediately, Pye technicians were 
asked to produce the new model 
as quickly as possible. 

The new camera is one of a range 
of more than half a dozen television 
cameras of different shapes and 
sizes which Pye has manufactured 
for special uses in industry. They 
vary from cameras with dust, heat 
and waterproof cases to units 
with remote lens changing and 
remote pan and tilt attachments. 

Britain Leads European Colour 
TV Research 
BRITAIN is carrying out con- 

siderably more experimental 
work on the development of colour 
television than other European 
countries. 

This was reported by two British 
delegates to the Radio Corpora- 
tion of America's conference held at 
Zurich during December to discuss 
the latest developments in TV. 

The delegates, Messrs. E. P. 
Wethey and J. Gifford, chief 
engineer and television engineer 
respectively, of Kolster- Brandes 
Ltd., Footscray, Kent. leading 
British radio and TV manufac- 
turers, joined TV technicians from 
France, Italy, the BBC, P.M.G. 
and other British companies, at 
this two -day meeting. 

Messrs. Wethey and Gifford said 
that developments in colour TV in 
America are taking place so quickly 
that British technicians cannot get 
components sufficiently quickly to 
keep up to date. They added that 
at the present time no colour tubes 
are being made in this country - 
only in the U.S.A. 

Programme of the conference 
included a detailed lecture and dis- 
cussion on the latest colour receiver 
circuits, and a demonstration of a 
colour transmitter and receiver. 

Incidentally, K -B's Mr. Wethey 
is chairman of the colour TV sub- 
committee of BREMA (the British 
Radio Equipment Manufacturers' 
Association). 

Tube Frauds 

FROM 
the U.S.A. comes news 

of extensive frauds with 
renovated picture tubes. It is 
stated that these are provided with 
forged code numbers and trade- 
marks and sold at a discount with 
a fake one -year guarantee to 
dealers who believed they were 
from the manufacturers. A Bronx 
serviceman is held on charge in 
connection with the fraud and it is 
claimed that the G.E. Company 
have lost about one million dollars 
a year and that the R.C.A. has 
also lost about the same. More 
than 30,000 of the tubes have been 
seized by the Bronx District 
Attorneys office. 
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-not when you fit 

SPEN CER -WEST 

PATTERN 
ELIMINATOR 

The SPENCER -WEST Pattern Eliminator has 
now been further improved so that a smaller 
Band I signal into the unit provides sufficient 
drive to enable complete neutralisation to 3e 
secured. The unit is very simple to fit and is 
provided with plugs and leads -it is orly 
necessary to plug in to complete the installaticn. 
Instructions and trimming tool are supplied free 
with each unit. Many thousands are already in 
use and there is no reason at all why you should 
tolerate pattern interference when receiviig 
the ITA programmes. 

Full technical data is available on request and the 

unit is available either from 

your dealer price 25/- or post 

free from the address below for 

i v 
(C.O.D. if you prefer) 

Whet the Experts say : 

e GORDON KING in Practical Television 
" Eliminating Breakthrough " says : 

" A perfect solution to the problem has been 
provided . . hitherto engineers and experimenters 
have often been obliged to abandon the simple 
add -on mode of conversion purely on the grounds 
of BBC breakthrough. Now, however, aided by 
the unit, conversions of this nature can be carried 
out with complete success. . . . 

The WIRELESS WORLD says : 

" The conditions of the test were so severe that the 
Band III signal could barely be detected through 
the Band I. It was too much to expect that the 
unit would remedy this, but it did in fact enor»wusly 
reduce the Band I signal. The balancing adjust- 
ments proved to be smooth and definite and the 
unit behaved exactly in the manner described by 
its makers ... there is no doubt at all that the unit 
will do what it is intended to do, which is to remote 
the pattera produced on a Band III picture by a 
considerably weaker Band I signal picked up by 
the receiver. . . 

WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL 
TRADER says : 

SPENCER-WEST LTD 
QUAY WORKS 

GT. YARMOUTH, NORFOLK 
Phones : 4794 and 3009. 
Grams : Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth. 

"... Spencer -West Ltd., who seen: always 
to have an original approach to the solution 
of problems associated with domestic tele- 

vision reception, have devised a means by which to 
eliminate the converter's principal weakness : break- 
through of ̀the Band I signal while receiving the Band: 
III transmissions. . . . 
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OSMOR VARIABLE Band I ATTENUATOR 
Balances reception of ITA and BBC in all areas and avoids constant adjustment of controls. The Osmor is the only 
variable attenuator that will reduce the signal exactly to the required level. Easily Fitted -just plug in. Reduction 
ratios variable 2 -1 to 10 -I. An Essential with all types of Band Ill Converters. 10 / -, plus 9d. p. & p. From your 
Dealer -or direct. 

BAND I FILTER 
Rejects BBC from ITA aerial and improves picture. Suitable 
for all makes. Fitted in 2 minutes. 10/6, including instructions. 

SWITCH -TUNED F.M. 
I Complete Kit for Switch- I 

tuned F.M. Tuner with 

IAutomatic 
frequency 

control available. 

ITA CONVERTERS LONDON LICHFIELD MANCHESTER 
A very efficient Band III Converter for all TV sets of any age (including TRF). Approximately 
one hour to build ! Will convert any Band III Channel to any Band I Channel. Station 
switching. A.C. or A.C. /D.C. Size On. x 211n. x Sin. Circuits, Wiring Diagrams and full 
constructional information, ready to fit inside your TV cabinet. 

Complete Kit 65/ Completely wired 80/- 
Both plus 2/- post and packing. 

FREE We keep right up to date 
in building the latest circuits 

published in "Practical Wireless," " Wireless 
World " and " Radio Constructor " and we stock 

the components specified. Send 101d. in stamps 

for circuits, fully descriptive literature together 
with coil and coilpack leaflets, component lists, 

chassis drawings and templates. 

ITA Band III 
CONVERTER KIT 
Complete with all components, including power unit, 
for construction of an efficient Bald III converter. 
Nothing else to buy. Circuit, wiring diagram, chassis 
templates and complete instructions, £6.19.0. 

Plus 2/6 p. & p. 

418 Brighton Road, South Croydon, 
Surrey. Croydon 5148 -9 OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. 

Dept. PTO, 

62A INDICATOR UNIT 
Containing VCR97 with Mu- 
Metal Screen. 21 valves : 

12 -EF50, 4 -SP61, 3 -EAR. 
2 -EB34. Plus Pots., Switches, 
H.V. Cond., Resistors. Muir - 
head S/M Dial. Double 
Deck Chassis and Crystal. 
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL 
CASES. 67/6. CARR. FREE. 

10/- : RF25. 121 IRF29, 
RF26. 25 / -. BRAND NEW 
WITH VALVES. Carr. 26. 

B.S.R. RECORD 
CHANGERS 

Very latest type "Monarch." 
3 -speed with HGP37 crystal 
turnover pick -up. Plays 
mixed records. Brand new and 
guaranteed. Listed at £16110- 

£7/19/8. carr. paid. 
B.S.R. 4 -SPEED 

Plays mixed records. 
£8 /15 / -. P/P 36. 

TRANSMITTER, 
RECEIVER 

(Army Type "17" Mk. II) 
This well -known R;T Trans - 
receiver is offered complete 
with Valves, High Resistance 
Headphones, No. 3 Handmike 
and Instruction Book all con- 
tained in wooden cabinet 
Frequency : 44.0 to 

61.0 Mc's. 
Approximate Range : 3 to 

8 miles. 
Variable Tuning. 

Power Requirements : 

Standard 120 v. H.T. -and 
2v. L.T. 

Ideal for Civil Defence and 
Intercommunications. 
59/6 BRAND NEW. 

Calibrated Wavemetcr for 
tame. 10 -. 

s, HARROW ROAD, 

TIIANSIST®ItS 
junction Type P.N.P. 

British Manufacture 

Red Spot. 800 Ke's. Audio Frequency ._ 10- 
Blue Spot. 1.6 Mc's. Mixer and Fre; Changer 15- 
White Spot. 2.5 Mc's R.F. and I.F. Amp. ... 20- 

All transistors are tested and Guaranteed. 
N.B. Red Spot is similar to Mullard OC71. 

PRE -SELECTED SEVEN TRANSISTOR PUSH-PULL 
PORTABLE SUPERIIET 

Just switch to your favourite Station. No tuning, no aerial or 
earth. Pre -select 3 stations. Complete with all components 
and seven Transistors. 7 x 4 Elliptical speaker. Teletron 
Superhet Coils and I.F.T.s. Powered by 7!. v. dry battery which 
lasts for months. 150 Milliwatts output. All the above with 
Circuits, etc. 

£91178. Carriage paid. 
Or with Matched Mullard OC72s (MO Milllwatts Output) and 
7 x 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 30 /- extra. 

Suitable Plastic Cabinet, easy to assemble, 18;8. 
Call and hear demonstration model working. 

"EAVESDROPPER " THREE TRANSISTOR PERSONAL 
PORTABLE. No Aerial or Earth Required Pre-selected 

2- station Receis er 
We can supply all the components for building the above set as 
ner " Radio Constructor " less Microphone for 7716. 
Complete with Acos mike 90.. Complete with min. Hearing 
Aid 92.6. 

TRANSISTOR PUSII -PULL AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
(150 Milliwatts Output) 

Build this Push -Pull Amplifier which is ideal for Crystal or 
Magnetic Pick -Up Amplification, Baby Alarm, Microphone 
Amplifier, etc. Powered by 6 volt Dry Battery lasting for 
months. Complete Kit of Parts including 4 Transistors and 
all Components with Circuit (less Speaker). £41101-. 

SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1957 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE 
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9 -6. THURS. 1 o'clock. 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL 
TRACER 

Complete Kit with 2 Tran- sistors, Components and 
Phones with Circuit. 4216. 

INDICATOR UNIT 
TYPE 182A 

Unit contains VCR517 Cath- 
ode Ray 6fn. tube, complete 
with Mu -Metal screen, 3 
EF50, 4 -SP61 and 1 5U4G 
valves, 9 wlrewound volume 
controls and quantity of 
resistors and condensers. 
Offered BRAND NEW (less 
relay) at 67!6. Plus 7.6 carr. 
" Radio -Constructor " 'scope 
circuit included. 

TRANSISTOR SQUARE 
WAVE GENERATOR 

Complete Kit with 2 Tran- 
sistors. Components and 
Circuit 25' -- 

MINIATURE I. F. !STRIP 
TYPE "373" 9 -72 MEG. 
Brand new miniature I.F. 
Strip size 10.in. x 2: in. x 
3in. high. Valve line -up 
2 -EF92, 3-EF91 and EB91. 
With circuit. 
Complete with valves 42/6. 

Less valves 8' -. 

F.M. CONVERTER 
UNIT 88/100 51c's 

Containing 6 valves -2 
6BA6, EB91, VR137, 2 -EF54. 
Two I.F. stages and separate 
local oscillator, graduated 
Vernier tuning. Just plug in 
to your radio and obtain good 
listening on F.M. Voltage 
required 250 v. .50M'A. and 
6.3 v. 2 amps. £719.6. 

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008 -9. 0401 
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NEWSREADERS 
THIS column has been "having 

a go " at the BBC -TV news 
for several months, comparing it 
unfavourably with the I.T.A. news, 
especially as regards the methods 
used by the newscasters. Perhaps 
the views I have expressed have 
not been without effect in adding 
to the many complaints -for the 
BBC has been making striking 
changes in their news presentation, 
bring their newsreaders closer to 
the camera, experimenting with 
the Teleprompter machine for 
cueing, and even inducing them 
to show the ghost of a sickly smile 
now and again. So far, so good. 
But the BBC will have to make 
more progress and give their 
announcers much more freedom of 
expression before they are able to 
reach the standard of Ludovic 
Kennedy, Robin Day and the other 
I.T.A. newscasters -all of whom 
seem to be more at ease and carry 
greater conviction than the best 
of the BBC men. Technically, this 
may be due to the latitude allowed 
the I.T.A. newsreaders to make 
minor modifications to their news - 
script, which makes it easier for 
them to read in their own par- 
ticular style. The I.T.A. News does 
marvels with the limited equipment 
at its disposal. It has now become 
so popular -and so important - 
that I think the I.T.A. should 
allocate more money for the 
purchase of newer and better 
apparatus -especially of TV 
cameras. Their image orthicon 
cameras still do not flatter -they 
tend to add years to the victim 
interviewed or to the newsreader. 

INVENTING A NEW TV 
PARLOUR GAME 

HOW nice it would be to invent 
some simple little gadget like 

a hair -pin, a zipp fastener or a 
collar- stud -and then to sit back 
in opulent luxury enjoying the 
royalties it brings in ! There must 
be few of us who have not in- 
dulged in such pipe- dreams. This 

UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE) 

TELEVISION PACK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS 

By Iconos 

kind of wishful thinking might still 
come tare, even if in a more utility 
and not -so- opulent manner, if we 
could invent a new TV parlour 
game programme which showed 
some likelihood of achieving popu- 
larity. Really good ideas in this 
line are worth a lot of money. 

" THIS IS YOUR LIFE 
NOTWITHSTANDING the fact 

that you and I may not care 
very much for My Wildest Dream, 
Double Your Money, Make Up 
Your Mind and the rest of them, 
there is no denying the popularity 
of these parlour game programmes. 
The professional viewer -poll organ- 
isations say so, and the advertisers 
on TV put their trust in their 
weekly scrutiny of the viewing 
public's habits. The great appeal 
of the Xane1 game cannot be said 
to arise from the 
fact that it is transmitted 
" live." A s a 
matter of fact, 
some of them are 
filmed or tele- 
recorded, and I 

am not aware that 
this has made any 
difference to their 
appeal -if t h e 
main icea of the 
programmes h a s 
caught tie viewer's 
fancy. some of the 
panel games are 
not strictly games 
at all. The only 
feature which 
brings them into 
this category is 
the fact that they 
have a master of 
ceremonies to 
pilot the train of 
events. Take that 
delightful BBC 
feature This Is 
Your Life. Here 

is an idea which 
has a n-ost power- 

ful appeal, particularly if the 
" victim " is a well -known per- 
sonality, able to hold his own 
with the M.C., and has a good 
memory. L'nder the skilled chair- 
manship of Eamonn Andrews, 
This Is Your Life has steadily im- 
proved. Latterly, there has been 
some emphasis on show business 
personalities, which naturally rank 
high in entertainment values. This, 
I think, is live television at its best. 

GRANADA PROGRESS 
SOUTHERN viewers will have 

noted with interest the steady 
increase in the number of Granada 
presentations networked into the 
Rediffusion and A -TV progrmmes. 
Their quality and slickness is 
steadily increasing, one of the best 
efforts recently being the full - 
length play, The Lion's .Share. 

Price movements being recorded at the Stock Exchange 
by means of a closed TV circuit. 
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The Granada domestic scene, 
Mir Wife's Sister, is mildly amusing, 
but suffers in comparison with 
the American domestic comedy 
TV series, which are pre -filmed 
and edited into a slickness that is 
difficult to attain on live TV. 
Technical values of Granada pro- 
ductions are of a very high 
standard. It is interesting to note 
that this organisation has extended 
its activities into the other extreme 
of the entertainment world ; it 
has taken over several music- halls, 
including the Metropolitan, 
Edgware Road : the Empress, 
Brixton : and the Chelsea Palace 
-all of which are now putting on 
first -class live variety shows in a 

new streamlined form. The Palace, 
Walthamstow, a fine large music - 
hall, that closed about a couple of 
years ago, has also been acquired 
by Granada, but still remains 
closed. Can there be any connec- 
tion between the building up of 
television star material at these 
Granada -owned houses and the 
programmes from Manchester ?. 

Or is it simply a case of bringing 
these suburban music -halls up to 
the standard of luxury and com- 
fort, coupled with first -class acts, 
which packs the London Palladium 
nightly ? Incidentally, the regular 
Sunday night A -TV programmes 
from the Palladium have not kept 
audiences away during the week ; 

if anything, they have increased. 
1 shouldn't be at all surprised to 
find that Granada, like A -TV, are 
blazing the trail for a revival of 
that somewhat faded British institu- 
tion -the music -hall. 

THE EAMONN ANDREWS 
SHOW 

IN the first Eamonn Andrews 
S /tool', this top -line commen- 

tator and panel game chairman 
tried his voice in song to the 
consternation of viewers. He neatly 

and boxer Freddie Mills. An 
exceptionally strong cast also in- 
cluded Ruby Murray, Frankie 
Vaughan and Ike Hatch, all of 
whom made sparkling contribu- 
tions to the musical side of the 
show. Ike Hatch, the dusky 

The Editor and Mr. Gardner, of Mullards, opening the film shun Nrhich was 
given in January at Caxton Hall. 

capitalised on this disaster in the 
second show of the series, in which 
he repeatedly guyed his own 
inability to keep in tune. The high- 
light of this show was a hilarious 
sketch about a teacher of singing - 
excellently played by Warren 
Mitchell -who was patronised by 
commentators Eamonn Andrews, 
Brian Johnston, Max Robertson 

A section of the audience at the recent film show at Caxton Hall given 
'hy Practical Wireless and this paper, in conjunction with Mullards. 

personality man from the old 
Harry Pepper sound radio shows. 
including the Kentucky Minstrels, 
put over some numbers with 
terrific pep -quite a relief from 
some of the male torch -singers 
who groan into the microphone. 
Freddie Mills played several parts 
which proved that he is an excellent 
light comedian as well as a heavy- 
weight boxer, with pleasing person- 
ality and a most genteel " cut -glass" 
voice. Eamonn Andrews domin- 
ated the show, however, and more 
than recovered the ground lost in 
the first edition. 

I.T.V. IN SCOTLAND 
`COTTISH TELEVISION LTD., 

the company which is to 
operate commercial television in 
Scotland from August, 1957, has 
taken over one of the most im- 
portant theatres in Glasgow, the 
Theatre Royal, in Hope Street. 

The usual apron stage and 
camera runways will be installed, 
vision and sound control rooms, 
property rooms and so forth. There 
is a parking ground at the rear of 
the theatre where mobile " travel- 
ling eye " trucks can be stabled_ 
The managing director. Roy 
Thomson, says that it will be one 
of the most modern and best - 
equipped TV centres in Britain. 
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1 To : George Newnes, Ltd., 66 -69, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.99, 
Send Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING. t will either return 
the work in 8 days or send 12s. 6d. deposit 8 days arter delivery, and you 
will then send nie the HANDY ENLARGER. Thereafter I will send 10s. Od. 
monthly paying £9 l2s. 6d. in all. Cash price in 8 days is f9 5s. Oi. 

NEWNES 

Radio and Television 
Servicing 

CLAIM YOURS NC W 

7 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION 
This is Newnes COMPLETE Radio & Television Servicing library 
-1,850 models including latest RADIO SHOW sets. - Here, at 
instant call, are all the popular models which you are ever likely 
to be called upon to service- including circuits and data difficult 
to conic by. It covers TV models to the LATEST 21in. 
13 channel receivers ; Band 111 converters ; radios, radiograms, 
portables, including latest VHF /FM and Transistor Models ; 

Car Radios -and in addition Technical ar.d Progress Sections 
to keep you abreast of latest servicing techniques. This UP-E-0- 

THE-MINUTE all- embracing set can pay for itself within a few days 
of receiving it -this is fact ! You can prove it to the hilt by 
claiming FREE Examination -post the coupon NOW. 

1,850 MODELS INCLUDING LATEST RADIO SHOW SETS 

0LE10SI0N 

SERVICING DATA for - 
Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, 
Baird, Banner, Beethoven, Bush, 
Champion, Cossor, Decca, Defiant, 
Ekco, E.M.!., English Electric, Fergu- 
son, Ferranti, G.E.C., H.M.V., Invicta, 
K -B, McCarthy, McMichael, Marconi - 
phone, Masteradio, Mullard, Murphy, 
Pam, Peto Scott, Philco, Philips, 
Pilot, Portadyne, Pye, Rainbow, 
Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D., Sobel!, 
Stella, Ultra, Valradio, Vidor. 

SERVICING DATA for - 
Ace, Ambassador, Armstrong, 
Banner, Beethoven, Berec, Bush, 
Champior, Cossor, Decca, Defiant, 
Eddystone, Ekco, Ever Ready, Fer- 
guson, Ferranti, G.E.C., Grundig, 
H.M.V., Invicta, K -B, McCarthy, 
McMichael, Marconiphone, Maste- 
radio, Motorola, Murphy, Pam, Peto 
Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot, Porta - 
dyne, Pye, Radiomobile, Rainbow, 
Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D., 
Roberts' Radio, Sobel!, Stella, Strad, 
Ultra, Vidor, Webcor. 

FREE ! NEWNES HANDY ENLARGER 
Just what you need to follow intricate circuits easily -stand it on any 
diagram and it enlarges every detail. Magnifies small print, too. There is 
one for you FREE and post paid on retaining Newnes Radio and Television 
Servicing after examination. Sent to you boxed and with lens polisher 
IMP IF YOU HAVE ALREADY APPLIED, HAND COUPON 

TO A FRIEND 

Name 

Address 
PI ice X where it applies. 

HouseOWNER I 

Occupation ( 

Householder 
Signature 

¡ 

LA mg with Parents 
(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21) 

RTV1Q 1 LAgine Address J 

GRTtr f -atilt 
6 VOLUMES 

1,850 
POPULAR MODELS 

3,400 & 
CIRCUIT, 

CHASSIS DIAGP.AM3 

OVER 3 y 500 PAGES 

PLUS 2 YEARS' FREE 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
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1Tin. £7.10. 14in. £5.10. T.V. TUBES 
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE 

We are now able to offer this wonderful guarantee, 6 months 
full replacement and 6 months progressive. Made possible only 
by improved high quality of our tubes. Ins. & Carr. 156. 
CONVERT YOUR 9in.. loin., 121n. set to 14in., 15in.. 1710. Our 
pamphlet is tree. and on many sets it costs only the tube to 
give you these giant pictures. SPECIAL OFFER 14ín., 15ín. 
and Thin. T.V. 'PUBES. £5. Perfect. See them working In our 
shops. I2in. 'î.V. '1'Uííí:3, £5. Shortage may cause delay 
enquire first. We may have alternative, and ran tell you delay 
if any. Ins. & Carr. 15 f) on all tubes. 
('Ii I;A l''r( BEK, Slightly faulty with burns or Cathode to heater 
shorts. Your enquiries invited. 

14" T.V. CHASSIS -£13.19.6 
Complete with tube and 
speaker. Modified ready 
working. Fully guaran- 
teed for 3 months. These 
are demonstrated to 
personal callers. LESS 
valves. As above with 5 
of the valves. 815.19.6. 
Or with all the valves. 
£19.19.6. Some delay on 
the latter. Ins., car,. 
Incl. tube. 25 -. 17 'Tube 
Rectangular on adapted 
chassis. LESS valves. 
£19.19.6. With 5 valves. 
£21.19.6 or complete with 
all the valves. £25.19.6. 
Plus 25 - ins., car r. 
FREE catalogue. 

SELF FEED SOLDERING 
6 "s 29/6 110 polt 

,101 
__dd ^ Made for the American market. c'. r (PT) 621/3 Romford Rd., Export or 

orders 
inv. port 

Complete 
ti 

131 

1/r cQ $_ Export orders invited. Complete in U'N`C Manor Park, London, E.12. 
- light carrying case. Reel of solder, . GRA. 6677 -8, 2791 - spare kits. Post and Packing 29. 

T.V. CHASSIS 

97/6 
Complete cha >ai,< by 
lamous mnl'r. Easily 
converted to I.T.A. 
R.F. E.H.T. unit Included. 
A.C. s'het. 3 separate 
units (power, s Vision, t base interconnected), 
8' P.M. speaker and 
drawings FREE with 
each order. I.F.s 16.5- 
19.5 m'es. ; Carr. & Ins. 
10 O. 

April, 1957 

CONSTRUCTOR CHASSIS 
SOUNDS. VISION STRIP. 45-. Tested working. Complete 
vision strip. LESS valves. FREE drawing. P. & P. 26. 
POWER l'A('K. 45' -- R.F. E.H.T. unit, tested working. LESS 
valves. FREE drawing. Ins., Carr.. 5: -. 
TIME BASE. 30'-. Tested working. Complete with focus coil. 
LESS valves. FREE drawing. P.P. 3.6 

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS 29/9 

6 volt 200 240 suit 45/- 

Including 8in. speaker. dial and knobs. 
5 valve s het. 3 wave band. A.C. mains. 
Complete, tested, guaranteed. LESS 
valves. Post and packing 4'6. 

8- P.M. SPEAKERS. 8; 9. Stocks can- 
not last. Let the lady of the house 
listen to that T.V. or Radio pro- 
gramme. P. & P. 19. 
('OIL PACKS. 3 9. 3 w band. includ- 
ing 2 gang cond.. pair 465 I.F.s Printed 
dial. P. & P. 2,3. 
MAINS TRANSFORME RS. 3'9. 
4 v. -4 v. heaters. 200 -250 v. prim. 
P. & P. 2'3. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 39. 
12 v. -4 v. Heaters. Prim. 100 -250 v. 
Ideal auto trans. P. & P. 2 3. 

BAND 3 LV. CONVERTERS 
12 month; 5uaraatee. 1,6 extra C.O.D. 

For i.T.A. London, Birmingham, Winter Hill, Emley Moor, 
Glasgow. Superhet or T.R.F. State B.B.C. 

ARE YOU SUFFERING from B.B.C. breakthrough ? 

All our converters now fitted with B.B.C. breakthrough 
pattern rejector. ALL fully wired, aligned and ready for 
use. ALL with power pack, knobs, aerial switching, 
metal rectifier and 2 valves 12AT7. Direct switching 
from B.B.C. to I.T.A. 
DON'T FIDDLE at the back of your set,' our converters 
have rubber feet to stand on top where you can reach. 

SURELY THE CHEAPEST? 

£3.11.6 (p2 /6)p 

With two knobs. Stove 
enamel grey hammer 
finish, slug tuning. 

OR metal cabinet, 3 knobs, fine tuning on 
front, and as illustrated, L4.7.6 (p. & p. 2/6). 
OR Walnut cabinet, or Lizard Rexine, L4.17.6 

(p. & p. 2/6). 
OR chassis, i.e., less cabinet, L4 (p. & p. 2/6). 
Chassis in Kit Form, 61/- (p. & p. 1/6). 
Variable Attenuator, 7/6 (p. & p. I / -). 
Aerial Splitter, 8/- (p. & p. I / -). 
Band 3 Aerials, mast mounting : 

3- element, 27/- ; 5 -E, 35/- ; 8 -E, 55/ -. 
Low -loss co -axial 8d. yard. 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
628, High Street, 
Camberley, Surrey 

Open Sots. to 5 p.m. 

GUARANTEED VALVES 
1335 
D1 
DAF91 
DF91 
DF92 
DK91 
DL92 
DL93 
DL94 
DL95 
E A50 
EB34 
EB91 
EBC33 
EB$80 
ECC33 
ECC35 
ECC81 
ECC84 
ECH35 
ECH42 
ECH81 
ECF82 
ECL80 
EC52 
EC90 

EF37A 
EF39 
EF41 

EF54 
EF55 

20 - EK90 8 - RK34 38 4D1 
2 6 EL32 6 6 RL37 5- 5U4 
76 EL33 171 SP13C 4 6 5Z4 
7 6 EL38 24- SP41 5-.6AG5 
'- 6 EL41 10 - SP61 5 - OAK'S 

$ 6 ELM 10$ U50 8'6 6AL5 
c,6 EI,90 7-U52 A 
^;6 EY51 11 6' 10 

86 
- 

6 
OAQ6 

M6 

7B EZ35 8'- UF41 10- 6AT6 
76 EZ4C 8-.UL41 10- 6AU6 
11- FC13C 4'61 UY41 8 - OBA6 
2/6 G2,32 8$ VP13C 46 6BE6 
6/_ H63 7'6' VR116 6 - 613E6 

10.- HL13C 46'VR150'30 ï 6 613147 
gr_ KT33C 8,6 VU111 2-'6BW6 
7/6 KT44 7'6 X65 10 6 6138 

7/6 KT66 12'6, OZ4A 6 6 6G4 
fr. KTW61 6' ILI 7 6 6G6 

11%-KTW63 7'6.1H5 86 6146 

10' PL81 1716' 1S5 i6, 6J5 
10 - P7.82 10'6 1TI 7,6..6K7 

9_ P]81 88 3A4 ^'d'6K8 
11- f Y82 3Q4 7 6 61di 

g - PCF80 1806- 3S4 6 61+7 
6 . PCF82 10'-,3V4 7 66Q7 

- 2C34 
g _ FCC84 116 2D21 76 I 

6SA7 
126 Pen46 8 6 2X2 4-16SH7 

6- 
10-, 
5 -I 

e s- 
EF80 8'6 
EF85 10: 6 
EF91 6ß 
EF92 5/6 
EF95 6;6 
EK32 816 

46 6SJ7 
8/- 6SK7 
8-6 681,7 
6'6 6SN7 
6ß 6SS7 
66 6V6 
6'6 6X4 
7 - 6X5 

12 - 8D2 
7 - 9132 

8B 12A6 
8- 12AH7 
8'6 12AT7 
8/8 12AU7 
8 6 12AX 7 

6- í2J5 
5/- 12J7 

2'6 í2K7 
5:- 1237 

-5'6 12SC7 
9 6 12SG7 

10 - 12SH7 
7.6 125,77 
8 6 12SK7 
7 6 15D2 
8 35L6 
7:6 85A2 

9001 

OS( ILLOS('OPE KIT 
Complete with 311n. C.R.T., 4 valves. 
power pack and all components. 
Full circuit and assembly instruc- 
tions supplied. For A.C. mains 
operation. 200 250 volts. 

£5.0.0 Post Free. 
Suitable set of 3 Test Prods (with 
crocodile clips), 2( -. 

832 
5763 
8012 

7/6 
7,6 
6/6 
7!66 

76 
76 
-6 
46 
46 

6 
6- 
9- 
9- 
26 
5- 
76 
8 ;6 
76 
76 
5- 

6 
4'6 
9- 

10- 
716 40,- 

66 
('-R: r.s 

VCR138 £1 
VCR511 £2 
(Plus 5 - P. 

& P.) 
___,. _ ________ 

1 I.T.V. Pat ern I laminator Colts. Reject most nterference 
caused by B.B.C. breakthrough. Easily fitted and complete 
with instructions. 5 -. post 6d. (State B.B.C. Channel.) 

Post & Packing 6d .,Free over U. C.O.D. 26 extra. 

LAWRENCE ELECTRONICSti 
15B, CIIIPSTEAD VALLEY ROAD, COULSDON, SURREY. 
t 1'Land'. 9075. Open Io personal callers on Saturdays only. 
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CO CE 
SI JARED CHANNEL INTERFERENCE 

SiR, -We note with interest Mr. B. L. Morley's 
notes concerning shared channel interference. 

The pattern eliminator unit, technical details of 
which were recently described by Mr. Gordon King 
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION, can be employed :o reduce 
or remove shared channel interference and we have 
received several reports describing its satisfactory 
use both for this purpose and for the removal of 
major interfering ghost signals. 

incidentally the stub which Mr. B. L Morley 
recommends as a filter should be open circuited 
at its end, not short circuited. It is also rather 
more efficient if fitted at a point on the aerial feeder 
approximately one- quarter wavelength from the 
receiver socket. -S. WEST 
(Spencer -West L t d.), 
Gt. Yarmouth. 

THOSE ADVERTS 
SiR, -Now that we have 

had a good run on 
Band III, I wonder if 
other readers feel as I do 
that, whilst not wanting to 
do away with the " com- 
mercials " some steps 
should be taken to control the form taken. Several 
of these are not only quite nice to look at. but also 
the speech is in keeping. On the other hand some of 
them are not only silly but the announcers shout 
as though that will make the viewer dash out and 
buy the product. Surely, it has the opposite effect, 
and brings the manufacturer into ridicule. Also, 
as 1 believe 1 have seen in your magazine before, 
if this practice should grow it will lead to the develop- 
ment of advert. killers as in the States with the 
eventual result that the viewer will not hear or see 
any of the commercials. By the way, do ary readers 
know of a simple "commercial killer "? The only 
circuits i have got in this connection call or six or 
seven valves. i do not, of course, want to go to the 
lengths of fitting photo -electric cells and use a torch 
as in the Columbia models. -B. BROWN (W.6.). 

STRANGE SIGNAL PICK -UP 

SIR,--Regarding 
the various solutior s which 

have been offered in this connection, whilst it 
is quite true that Police and other signals are often 
heard on the TV frequencies, there is also the possi- 
bility of shared frequency signals coming through 
under abnormal conditions. 1 have had two or three 
reports of this resulting in a form of ghost when the 
programmes were identical, and cross -talk when 
different programmes were being radiated. Also, 
due to these abnormal conditions which crise from 
time to time, American signals have been picked up, 
and break up the picture as with sound- break- 
through due to bad tuning. The effects have been 
noticed to vary in strength as aircraft pass overhead. 
-H. BAINES (Nottingham). 

UNIT CONSTRUCTION 
QIR; Referring to the article by W. T. Delaney 
ki in the. March issue, it is a great pity that a vote 
cannot be taken of the preference of layout in chassis 
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with 
the opinions expressed by his correspon- 
dents. All letters must be accompanied by 
the name and address of the sender 
(not necessarily for publication). 

construction, because judging by the talks I have 
had with fellow fans and my own experience, I feel 
sure that an overwhelming majority would be for the 
separate unit method. 

I am a maintenance electrician, being well used 
to dealing with intricate relays, etc., and know the 
trouble of trying to line up a sision strip mounted 
on a large chassis. So heaven help the poor chap 
with little in the way of instruments and little used 
to " live " jobs. 

Before closing, may I touch on the power unit 
I am greatly in favour of separate H.T. for timebases 
and sound and vision. So often are poor results in 
the sound and vision caused by hum from the time - 
bases via the H.T. line. The initial expense would, 

of course. be greater, but 
where the home con- 
structor is concerned I do 
think it would be repaid 
by ease of testing, etc.- - 

E. R. BROWNE (Watford). 

S1 R.- Referring to W. J. 
Delaney's article in 

the March issue, I feel 
sure that unit construction 
would solve what is prob- 

ably the chief problem of many home constructors 
of televisors, namely how to modify the televisor 
without causing an unwelcome interruption in the 
family's viewing. If all units were interconnected by 
plugs any unit could be replaced quickly and without 
the risk of dropping solder on the carpet ! The new 
assembly could then he tried out on Test Card C 
or some other transmission of no general interest. 
If the new picture proved to be inferior to the old, 
due possibly to a fault that could not be located 
immediately, very little time would suffice for 
refitting the original unit so that the set would be in 
working order for the next programme which the 
family wished to view. 

I suggest that designs of timcbase unit permitting 
the use of C.R.T.s of 12in. and upwards in diameter 
should be published, as many readers will wish to 
continue using their present tube. The following 
additional features, some of which may be included 
in the design as optional, appear desirable on account 
of the continually increasing number of viewers 
who live in a fringe area of either a Band I or a Band 
Ill transmitter : efficient, adjustable black spotter, 
flywheel synchronisation, gated A.G.C. and flyback 
suppression. 

Given a good design, many home constructors will 
make a televisor equal in performance and superior 
in reliability to the commercial article, in which 
inferior components mounted inaccessibly, dry joints 
and shoddy wiring are only too common. -W. F. G. 
JONES, B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. (Newport). 

I These are only a fete of the many which have been 
received on this subject, and it appears, therefore, that 
there is a real need for a unit type set, and experiments 
will therefore be carried out in this direction. Perhaps 
manufacturers of suitable home- constructor apparatus 
would get into touch with us on this subject.-ED. 

SPECIAL NOTE 
Will readers please note that we are unable 

to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex- 
government apparatus, or of proprietary 
makes of commercial receivers. We regret 
that we are also unable to publish letters from 
readers seeking a source of supply of such 
apparatus. s 
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Whilst we are always pleases! to assist readers with 

their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable 
to supply diagrams or provide instructions, for modifying 
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details 
for constructional articles which appear in these pages. 
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES 
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 449 
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal 
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope 
must be enclosed. 

PHILCO BT1840 /M 
Would you let me know if I could get a converter for 

I.T.A., also Wenvoe, as I shall be moving to Swindon 
shortly; also the type of aerials ? -J. Adams (Oxford). 

The 1840 /M can be easily tuned to Wenvoe 
frequency by adjustment to the aerial, R.F., and 
oscillator coil cores. These are at the far end of the 
R.F. chassis, the oscillator core being in the centre 
protruding through the chassis. 

The receiver converts well to Band Ill (I.T.A.). ; 

the choice of aerials depends upon the signal strength 
available in your locality. Your present aerial (BBC) 
will probably be effective in the Wenvoe area, but, of 
course, a Band III aerial will be required, and in 
your present area a high -gain array is desirable. A 
double four -element gives quite good results. 

COSSOR 918 
The last 12 months I have had this set overhauled 

and repaired three times by different dealers. My 
trouble now is that I can get sound but no picture. I 
have replaced the EHT rectifier SV61 and also the 
185B, without result. This is as far as my knowledge 
goes, as I am a novice regarding TV. I would like 
your advice. -Alfred S. Barber (Widnes). 

1f, when the brilliance control at the rear is 
advanced, no raster can be observed on the screen, it 
is likely that the EHT is absent. if the SV61 is not 
heated, ensure that the 6SN7 valve, almost in the 
centre of the chassis, has both its heaters alight. If 
this is in order, have the 7Y4 (behind the 185BT) 
tested and then test for H.T. at the anode of the 
185BT. If there is none present it is likely that the 
line- output transformer primary winding is open - 
circuit. 

PYE VT2 
My problem is that, on occasions, such as peak 

periods or when the electric stove is used, a black line 
2'. in. wide appears on the right -hand side of screen. 
Linehold and ampere controls will not cure. 

The mains supply is 240 volts A.C. By altering the 
voltage tapping on the set to the 200 volts tap I can 

cure the fault and get much improved all -round per- 
formance, but am I damaging the set in any way ? 

Lastly, on looking at the circuit diagram I see the 
5.6 K screen- dropping resistor has been changed to 
8.2 K (PL81 valve). Can you explain this, as I feel 
this has some bearing on the fault that has been happen- 
ing since the set was new ?-J. C. Davies (Mold). 

The correct value for the screen -dropping resistor 
of the PL81 is 8.2 K-2 in the VT2 and 5.6 KS2 in the 
V2. If the voltage setting is at present 240, it is surely 
possible to reduce to, say, 220 in order to achieve 
correct operating conditions. It would not be wise to 
leave the setting permanently at 200 if the mains 
input is normally above this. It would be as well to 
check valves PY82, PY81 and PL81. 

SIMPLEX MAGNETIC MODEL 
With your help I have overcome all my troubles but 

one in my Simplex Magnetic Model. 
It is the foldover at the top, and nothing that I can 

do can get rid of it. 
Briefly, I would like to fit a blocking oscillator. 
I have the blueprint of such a circuit, but being an 

amateur am not quite clear what the conversion 
would involve. I am not concerned with expense or 
trouble as this annoying fault is the only one which 
mars a picture, which for definition and linearity is far 
in excess of any commercial set 4 have seen. -William 
Herbert (Stirling). 

It is possible that the use of a blocking oscillator 
will still leave you with the same trouble. One point 
is that if this type of oscillator is used, then the frame - 
output stage must be adjusted to work with it. A 
blocking oscillator is essentially non -linear and 
correction is made in the coupling and feedback stages. 
Use a complete blocking oscillator with its output 
stage. 

Have you tried a 10 henry choke across the output 
valve's load resistor ? 

CO -AXIAL LEAD 
I have on hand a coil of co -axial cable which a friend 

tells me is ex- Government. This cable is brand new 
and seems to be much superior to ordinary types for 
sale. It is about tin. diameter. Will it be suitable for 
television (BBC), 75 -80 ohms ? -L. Ryan (Lancaster), 

The coaxial cable you have to hand will be satis- 
factory for normal BBC reception, but it is not 75 
ohms. We would not be inclined to use this type of 
cable, however, since it is rather difficult to lay and 
route, and will not give superior results to the more 
common, and easier to handle, 75 -ohm co- axial. 

PHILIPS 1115 
I have not a service sheet for this set so am 

pretty much in the dark as to positions. The horizontal 
hold is extremely critical. For quite long periods it is 
steady, then slowly the top of the picture leans to the 
right ; this creeps down until the whole picture is 
displaced, but the merest touch of the control puts 
it right, but any further improvement of the control 
in either direction upsets the picture completely. 
-T. I. Jibson (Marske -by -Sea). 

One of the two ECL80 valves is most likely to 
be causing the horizontal hold trouble. The left 
side of the chassis (viewed from the rear) is that which 
carries the timebase valves, etc. The first ECL80 

(Continued on page 445) 
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C.R.T. I89LATION TRANSFORMER 
Type A. 1-AAv leakage windings. lintio ! : 1.25 
giving a 25% hoot on secondary. 

v., 10;6; 4 v., 108; 6.3 v., 10.8; 10.8 y., 
106 ; 13.3 y., 30,8. 
Ditto with mains primaries, 12,6 sash. 
Type B. Mains input 2.2o 2Ií volts, Multi 
Output 2, 4, 6.3, 7.3, 111 and 1:3 Volts. Input 
Ria two taps which increase oat put volts by 

and 55% respectively. Low capacity, 
suitable for moot Cathode Ray Tithes. \ \-ith 
Tag Panel, 21'- ew:h. 
Type C. Law capacity wound transformer for 
pue with t \rolt 'Pubes with failing emission. 
Input 220¡410 volts. Output 7'71-2l'7'3 

ilts at 2 amps. With ''log Panel, 17'8 each. 
NOTE. - It ia_ es: setzt al to use is primary 
types o T.V. recel vers haying series- 
connected heaters. 

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. :al, Sil, 70 pi.. 9d. 101 pi. 
130 pf., 1 3 ; 2511 id., 1:6 ; 300 pi.. 750 pi , 1:9. 
RESISTORS. All values. 111 ohne, to 10 meg. 
} w., 4d. ; ¢ w 8d. ; 1 w.. 8d.: 2 1' -. 
HIGH STABILITY. I w., 1 ",,, 2.' -.1 referred raises 
15,0 ohms to 111 meg. 

at t) WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS (l' ld watt 125 Dhuis- 111,x110 ohms 
15 wt 1,6 

at tg /_ 
15,000 ohms -50,000 ohms, 3 in, 1'9 ; 10 w., 2/3. 

12;6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE 
1,200 ft. on standard fitting, 7" Plastic 
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12 6. 
Spools 5" metal, 1 6, 7" plastic, 4 3. 

FERROVOICE 1,200ft. Plastic Tape 25 -. 
O!P TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 50 mA., 4/8. 
Nnitimtin, push -pall 6 o. Tapped squall pentode, 3/9. 
L.F. CHOKES 15,151 H. 00 05 tn4.. 5,- ; 10 H. 
120 niA., 10/8 : 15 H. 1S1r niA.. 12 8. 
MAINS TRANS. S:o- u -sso, so u, A., 6.3 y. tapped 
4 v. 4 a.. 5 v-. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 23x.11- 7.ì5l, 21/ -. 
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim:, 200 ;1311 v., 14.:3 y. It amp., 7 '6 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, I).3 c., J!. amp., 88; 
prim. 230 v. Sec. 14.3 v. 3 aunp., 10;6, 
COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. } s 12in. push 
fitting. 3I- doz., p. S p. 
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin. 8d.: tin.. 106. 
3in FORMERS 59378 mid Cans TV12. nisi sq. x 
2tin. and Six. sq. s 13iu., 2!- ea. , si ith cores. 
TYANA. -Midget Soldering Irosi. 700.740v or 
751175o v., 169. Solon Instrument In ni, 24/ -, 
MIKE TRANSF. Ratio SO : 1, 3,9 ea. ; last : i, 10,6 
MAINS DROPPERS. x Itiu. Adj. Sliders, .3 

P 7.111 01100. 4,3. .2 amp., 1.1,010 ohms. 4/3. 
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 051 ohms per loot, ,2 amp., lot 
ohms per fort. 2 -way, 8d. per foot. 3 -w11.y, 7d. per foot 
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. Olin., 17'8. 
31 n. Coalman.. 17/8. lin. x din. IGoodin:uw, 21/- 
31in. square. Elan., 21. -. ,. Elan, 22:8. 
5iiiu. Eastman, 11 luit..` R. r A., 30 /- 
TSL Tweeter, LS1175, 83. 12in. Plessey, 30/ , 

M.E. 2.5k. field, tapped O.P. traust., 24/6 
CRYSTAL DIODE, f4.tt.5'., 2 -. GEX34, 4/ -. 
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,111151 ohms, 16/8 pr 

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Sens, precision 
engineered. Size only 1¢ s 3,16in. Bargain 
('rice 8,18. No transformer required. 

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spool, 4,3 tin 
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 3115 pf. 
midget 11in. v 13in. s Itiu., 10. -. .00(13 Standard 

size with trimmers, 9f -; less , Bí-; ditto, 
,oiled. 2'8 I .111105 mid. 3 -gang, 

7i trimmers, 

SPEAKER FRET. EX panded Metal Silver, lí 3in. Olin., 2 :- 14i in. 3 
GOLD CLOTH. I rill. v 25 in.. 5,- _.Stn. v. Sdiu., 10'- 

VALVES 
All Boxe3 - 1 

ß 
New 8- Guaranteed 

8.6 58 1.A:d1 68 108 

I"f4 :Ir! .." .:.I.-, 12.477 
2.6 oh,; 12.41'7 

1:,1,1ip. 1-:114. ¡ 
x14711 EBW1 

Sl'riL 
I:IS;14 , I:I::'1 IiBF811 

0I'41 114112 El'LSn 
Eri r2 3 8 ar) EI'H42 II\ 40 ,I .K7 EF41 

, H 1( EPSO 
7 6 - 78 ' î.8 1ì1.41. 

dB1Ui ,;S'qi: 123E5) Et" 
u;\4 E1.:Y ' 

1:7,4m 
1413(' 

H4"It-A 111'14 
1L511 "I"i ni'' l'I.N2J P1.,.1 

SrII.fi,^1 dK7,:T rct.;J VP_':a 12107 
üPIII - 118 3:21 

I:V31 1-9J Pl.sl e47 
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1957 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES 
0.51'. 16 t.-30 tit. LATEST M1i1,L.1RD 
M.W. 2110 nn.- 350 m. ECII12, E441, IIBt41, 
L.W. S00 t -2,000 sit, ELOI, ELIO. 

12 month guarantee. 
A.C. 2001200 v. 4 -way Switch ; whorl- Medium- 
Long-liram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback 
4.2 watts. Chassis 135 s 33 s !tin. Wass Dial 
Ix c 41 it. horizontal or vertical available. 
2 Pilot l.1. tips, Four Knobs, Walnut nr Irony. 
Aligned and calibrated. Chassis isolated from 
1,a019. T.S.L. Tweeter Supplied Free! 

18 gns. Carr. k Ins., 4,'0, 

TERMS: Deposit £5.5.0 and six monthly 
payments of £1, 

AM /FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
Measurements (Sin. x bin. s - ,. high. Dial 
cut-out required only rat in. 2I in. i valve 
plus metal rect., gram. socket. piano kcy 
waveehun e, tune control, med., long and 
V. Ii.I,. w..vebands. Valve line -tip: Elv's.S. 
EC'HSI, ZERO, EABC80, EL41. Fur A.C. 
mains lut 250 e. I 

PRICE £18.19.8 1 'anis¢, In 0. 
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR BOTH CHASSIS 
"it,., 196- loin., 25/ -; Lin., 30 -, 

B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED RECORD 
CHANGERS 1957 MODELS 
Brand near and fully guaranteed 12 months. 

NOT JOB LINE REJECT STOCK 

Designed la play 16, 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records' 
7in., loin., 12in. Lightweight Xtal pick -up, 
turnover lead, two separate sapphire styli, 
for Staada'd and L.P., each plays 2,000 records. 
Voltage 2(0,250 A.C. 

OUR PF ICE £8.15.0 each, Post Free. 
Terms : Deposit £5 and 5 monthly payments 
of £1. Space required 14in. x 12!ín. 5in. 
above and 3in. below. 

TRANSISTORS 
JUNCTION TYPE 1RED -SPOT) 

For u-e n Rehlist %ultral. !. Signal Tr :a,-rrs, 
laical Station Receiver,, Oscillator:. Transistor 
Voltmeter:, Microphone Pre -Amplifiers, etc. 

BRITISH 10/_ each. Brand New. 
May be used in place of Mallard Oí'71. 

COLLABO AUTO -CHANGER RC531 for 7A 
r.p.tu. loi I. ami 12in. moulds. Brand Lew in 
maker's Moos 1 High impedamcc lightweight 
Pick-11p with sapphire needle, will (match ,my 
Amplifier or Radio. Less the half fusee. 

5 ;;ns. ('.aras 
orry 

amuNu i 11 
S O U 

ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACK. Replaces 
Battery-11,14, etc., Iì!1 v. plis le v. ee 41 in. s 
:iÿin. x 15151. 4 -pin Socket A.5'. 21m'2511 v 
PANONS MAKE. 1.101' PRI1'1:, ,il,-. (4114 
PRICK. 39'6. Ready for use. 
B.S.R. MONARCH. :1- spue,l Moral and `Turn- 
table oltl .selecting switch for 3:1. 45 and 7S 
r.p.11l. rec ur,ls. 1011-120 V. and 2nl 2511 v. A.1'. 

I 351 cps, Also B.S.R. MONARCH I,ightoeight 
Pi, -(crap w th Acon Xtal 151nlover heal. sperme 
Sapphire .soli fur L.P. and staaui:td records. 

V SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO . £4.12.6 post 2.0. 
T.V. PRE -AMP (MnMICHAEL. Tunable 
Channels to 5. (Will .4nlpliiy Output of v , lr 
Band 3 l'lnverter.) Midget size. High , 

n Ready for Ilse. 511.T. 200 v., L.T. 0.3 1, ut 

al p. required.) BRAND NESS, 25- each. 
MAINS POWER PACK for above, 25- roua. 
SUPERHET COIL PACK. 27:6. 7tiuinnlre 
size 2iin. x ^_nisi. x (Ain. HI/:H "Q" (lust 

rc1 t'o Is. Short, Medium, Lon;_, I. 
Soi hushing. Single hole fixing Irith c- 

.u11 

ec 
I Zion diagram. and circuit. 4115 lin 'i 1.1L 

TELETRON BAND III CONVERTER 
For London, Midland and Northern I.T.A. 

MARK I - 
I 

Suitable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Superbet. 
Read}- W0111141 ,oil -, I II O 1080 valve,, all 
components, pme'hc,l chassis 

, 

circuit diagram. 
wiring plans. I 'OM P1.141'10 KIT for mains 
operation 200-230 v. 4.1'. 53.10.9. 
Ac ABOVE less l'OSI ER PACK. Requires 
200 v 20 111.4. H.T. 6.3 y. .6 a. I..T. £2.5.0. 

Mark II eascode Si extra each Kit 
Mains Transformers to :,hove Spec. ... 108 
Min. Contact Reel. 250 v. 30 5,1A. ,,, 8.6 
B.B.C. /I.T.A. aerial ,'eu'.ouver Unit .., 7 8 I. 

Punched and drilled chassis 3.9 
, Larger chassis for Mains ]Indri 6:- I 

Teletrnn ('oilset w ill, it ana ... ... 15,'- 
1. Full plans and civil]: t .Irl;lils ... ... 66, 

Volume Controls 80 ('ABliE COAX 
Long spindles. tuna., nenii-air _spa.ed poli- 
ced I year. \l it get , I hens insulated. l in.lia. 
0,011 ohms to 2 Meg. Stranded core. 

941 No few. S.PAw. D.P.so. Losses cut 511"., . 3d, 
3;- 41- 49 ',FAN DARI) jrl 
Lin or Log Tacks. lin. Coat 8dyd. 

COAX PLUGS ... 1 - DOUBLE SOCKET .. 1 3 
SOCKETS 1 - OUTLET BOXES . 4 6. 
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. Bd. Ail or sua Whou,. 
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1' -. 80 ohms all. 
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre -yet Niu. 
T.V. Type. All vahw., 2: ohms to 30 K., 3- ras 
SO K., 4' -. (Carbon :,n N. to 210., 3/ -4 
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pote 21in. spindle. 
Values, 15111 ohm. 1 :et K., 5/6 ; 100 K.. 6 6. 
CONDENSERS. \,col ,toele. .1811 mtl. 7 kv. 
T.C.I'.. 5/6 : Ding, _a1 kV.. 9'6 ; 100 pi. to loo pi. 
Micas, 6d.: 717,1 h,1 :sir :, .1101 to sol mid., 9d.: 
.05..1, l ' - : . 2. 5 . 1 6 : 1 . , 1/9 ; .1,3 ín v., 9d.; 

Ipiun v., 1/3: 1 11.1. 22.0u0 volts, 4-. 
CERAMIC CONDS., :nun 1 3 pt. to .01 mid.. 10d. 
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 1110,,, 5 pi. to 351,1 
pi., 1, -; nun pi. Io ::1,511 pi., 1/3. DITTO I 

1..1 pi. lu :11111 in.. 1 9 ; SIS pu, Io .4,11510 pi.._2' -. 
I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair t 

465 Kra Slug tuning Miniature Can. 2 {in. I 
'in, x in. High Q and good bandwidth. 
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied. 
Wearite M800 IF 465 Kc.s 12/8 per pair. 

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES 
TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES 

11:311 I 2/ nun 25 v 2 o II, ,,N1 v. S 6 
2/450 a 2.3 s nn t. 4'6 Ir In :,on I 6' 
4 /4511 2 -' IL 10 :AO I - 'wean I 5 6 
AN :,o 2,3', 6: 32 'm2/350 I 4 6 
S'S0u I 219 CAN TYPES :17. 2/4.50 8.5 
IIl/4351 v. 3;8 P h i l , ' 3d. - tun - 
111/5110 4'- I n f.,n v 3 6 1',4 1,20 u '2 7 6 
527450 r 5.6 .- . 4 1011 . 0',11 07,51-. 
25/25 v. 1.9 r4:;:,o 
3uí2,7 

SB 128 
1,9 u' 1-' i 3 Ì,I100 +]; linl;g 

50;50 .. z/- Ix.l.- GIs. -1 6 
,crew' Base Type :, I2. S :,vox I., 3/- : 10:5011 I., 4 
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY- 
BACK VOLTAGES. K : : 23 2 kV., 5, -; Ka 411 :I 
kV., 7/ -; K3 43, ::.ti 1.V.. 7 6 ; K3/511 4 kV., 8, 
K3'1011 8 kV., 148. MAINS TYPE CONTACT 
COOLED 250 ,-..-.0 .0.. 8.6..3 In A., 9,'8. 
Conto \Vearitc, '' I " 1ype, 3'- each. Ostluo Mickel. 
'. 14 type wt Ì. 2 re, 4;- each. All range,. 
TELETRON, I.. ,t Med. TALE., with reaction. 3.8. 
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. W., 8/9 : M. o I,., 12 8. 
T.R.F. COILS 4 Ht pair. H.F. CHOKES 28. 
I ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Is s.w.g. I t I led. 

With 4 side, I ko...1 net 1 1 tt 
hot 21in, salt . , 4 I,., 411, s Si,, 5!9 : 

t 1 1 x 7 0 1 . , 6 , 9 : . 1 , 1 1 . . 14 c I l i u.. 10,6 ; 

!J 15 s 14in.. 128: Is . In :fin., 16/8. 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. ' li nr 12 
a 

It amp_ 8 9 : o a.. 1L3 : 4 a., 17 B. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped iLpnt 2isi 

,234 
v. for charging :n G., 12 v., 11 mop., 13 B ; 

t amp., I1; -. 
VALVE and T.Y. TUBE r,ptivalent hooks 51 -. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES. a . P. 2 - . D.P. 3,'6. D.P. D.1 .4 -. 
ACID HYDROMETER. New Es Elect. Viral cuk- 
able. Packed u moal ._ se 7 s 1 n., die., 4B. 
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. 
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer, long spindle ... ... 6 8 
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 -way. short spindle .. . 2 6 
2 p. 6 -way. 4 p. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3 8 
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle .. 3 8 
VALVEHOLDERS. Pax. Int. Oct., 4d. EF50, EA50. 
Od. B12A, CRT, 1 3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
9 pin, L -. MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct., Od. 
B7G, BOA, BOG, B9A, 9d., 57G with can, 1 B. 
VCR97, I/O, BOA with can, 2'6. CERAMIC EF50, 
B70, BOA, Int. Oct., 1 -, BIG with can, 1;9. 
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3'. lin. 

We have no connection with any other firm. Plesse address all Mail Orders correctly as below. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 33QENWHITEEHORSEedRD., WEST CROYDON 
page list 3d. 

Tel. T HO 1665. Buses 133 or 68 pass door. 48 -hour posta! service. P. & P. 1;-, t2 orders post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service I 6. 
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Volume Controls 
Lng. ratios. IO,000 ohms 
--2 Megohtos. 1w.ng 
spindles. 1 

guarantee. Midget tali r 
Nou 

type. 
So. M.P. Sw. D.P.Sw. 

3'- 4/- 4 9 
Linear Ratio, 1..000 
ohms -2 ateguhns. 
Lew switch. 41- each. 
Cosa plugs. 1/2. Coax 
sockets 1, -. Couplers 

.t 

9d. yd. 13. Outlet boson, 4,8. J 

TWIN FEEDER, sn ohms, 94. yd. :::0u ohms, 84. yd. 
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, So ohms. 113 yd. 
50 OHM CABLE 8d. per yd. din. dia. 
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pt -711 pf.. 9d. 100 pt., 
150 pt.. 1/3 ; 251, pf., 16 : rum pt.. 1/9. PHILIPS 
Beehive Type -it to S pf. or :t to 311 pf., 113 each. 
RESISTORS. -Pre(. values 10 ohms to egohme. 

CARBON WIRE WOUND 
20' Type. i w., 3d.: 5o. 25 ohms-1.3 
1 .. 5d.: 1 w.. Bd. ; 1 1x. 

( 
10.1x[0 1/8 

'., 9d. t :,w. ))) ohms 2¡- 
10" Type. 1 w., 94. : 0w. I 13,OÚ0- 1/9 

5 °0 Type. I w.. 1. -: 35.0oo 
IOw. t ohms 23 

WIRE -WOUND POTS. Ste. LAB. COLVERN, eto. 
Pre-Set Min. T.C. Type Standard Size Puts.2iin. 
K uurle.l Slotted Knob. Spindle. High Grade. 
All ve.tnes 25 ohms to 311 All Values. 100 ohms to 
K., 3f- ea. 50 K.. 9//- 50 K., 5/6: 100 K.. 618. 

Ditto Carbon Track WV EXT. SPEAKER 
Go K. to it Meg., 3, -. CONTROL 100, 3/-. 
CONDENSERS. -Mara or S. Mira. All tiret. values. 
:t pf. to Call pf., 6d. ea. ('emetic types,'_ _' 11f..5,000 
pf. as available, 9d. each Tubulirs, 43O v.. Hunts 
and '('.('.1'..1M111.í, pal, .111 nl..ut and .1, :Liu v.. 9d. 
,111, .0a, .1. 50Ov. Hunts. T('(', 1 : -. .25 Hands. 11. 
G Hunt,, 1/9. .I, I,.Nt v. T.C.C. Isimplexl, 3;8. 
,nut rt kV. T./'.C., 58. .001 20 kV. T.C'.C., 9:8. 
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS 
Iu " 5 pt. to sou pf.. 1-. Cue pt. to 2,00a pf.. l'$. 
1 ° 1.:, pf. to 501 pf., 119. 1.15 pl. to 1/1x01 Pf.. 2 / - 
STANDARD 3 WAVEBAND COIL PACK. Size 

s 21in. x t'in. depth. 4 pox. Switching. Long, 
Med., Short, (Iran,. Post -.ore coils prealigned for 
465 Kea. 1.F. Complete with trimmer. ready to use. 

A very sensitive and efficient ('oil Pack. 
Manufacturer's Surplus. Bargain Offer, 27.8. 
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS 1214.1 1.211v. or 2301250 

.). 25 watt instrument type. 21 - : .15 watt 
Pencil Bit Type, 2618 ; 65 war 11, .I flit TyZO, 

Conlprehensiye =tuck of sp.., . Citable. 

BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER -185 Mc /s -199 Mc /s 
Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions 

£2-5-0 post free. 
-A highly successful unit (11' World circuit), 
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget 
BVA valves, etc. Chassis size .7 x 4 x 2pilt. 
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most 
types of TA sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of 
parts 45' -. Blueprint 1;6, Power pack kit 30 -. 
Switch kit (Band 1 -Band 3 Ae. switching) 

6; 6 -all Post free. Wiring and aligning of 
above 20- extra. 
Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors 
from 7 6 per set. Indoor or outdoor dipoles 
with 5 yds. cable 13'9. Band 1-Band 3 cross- 
over filter unit. 76. Variable attenuators 
6 db -36 db, 7.6. BBC Bleak- through Filter, 
suitable for BBC pattern rejection, 8'6. 

80 (ARf,li COMA 
STAN ti.'. Rt) lin. dints. 

I'..Iythene insnlated. 
GRADE " A " ONLY 

8d. yd. 
SPECIAL Semi -air 
spa ed polythene. ß1l 

ohm Coas lin. diam. 
Stranded core. Losses 

RECORD PLAYER CABINET 
Cabinet size, 151 s ta' fit. slip.. with uncut 
noter board 13i s 151in.. £3.3.0. e:ur. 3;6. 2 1 -:doe 
-mpii llcr to tit ahnve, rein) o ired 01.'1 tested with 

141 M. speaker, 93.12.8, .arr. _ 

J 

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
3 WAVEBANDS 5 VALVES 

S.W. 16 m. -50 nt. LATEST MIDGET 
M.W. 21111 ru. -1/50 [n. BVA 
L.W. ß11p n. =Luton m. SERIES 
Brand new and guar. A.C. 200/250 v. 4 pos. 1V /C. 

öhort-Medinm-Lnng -Cram. P.U. socket. High 
Q dust core coil.. Latest circuit technique, delayed 
AY'C and neg. feedback. O/P 4 watts. Chassis 
siwe, 131 x al s 211n. Dad lutin. x 41 in. Hor. or vert. 
station names. Walnut or ivory knobs to choice. 
Aligned and calibrated ready for use. Sensitivity 
and Quality at Low Cost. 
Double wound mains trans. BARGAIN 91 ens. Carr. and ins.. 46. PRICE 
8 or Juin. speaker to match. 20'- and 25/ -. 
7 Valve De Luce. push -pull version, 7 watt output 
612.10.0. Can. h ins. 01 -. 

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS 
Latest Model CAS B.B.R. MONARCH. 4-speed 
Autochanger, 98.15.0, earn 4,6. COLLARD 
4 -speed Autochanger Model 11C458, 10 ans., 
earn. 4/6. As available. 

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.a.e. Plain, undritled 
olded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice fixing holes 

Strong and soundly constructed with 2lin. sides 
Tin. z 4iu., 4//6 ; 9in. x Bin., 5;9 ; lOa, z 7in., 1'9 
13in. z 9in., 818 ; 14in. z 11in., 101. 

BOXED VALVES ALL 
GUARANTEED 

110, 1T4 I,I'' ", 9 - ECI.SO 10/8 t'CI,M3 12;6 
7'6 DI: 9 - 111,41 10'811'I,s1 11/6 

155. 1,1 7 6 1 I .. 9- 1 l vu 10.8 1' 1.12 10/- 
TO. ;ii -I 8 - I, 1!..'"' El''i1 12,6 t'I,s3 1116 
574 96 961:1 ̂ .n 8'0 1.1,11 9,/6 
SATO 86 I. 1PI 6.6 ill.II 108 l'1 sI 9/6 
6K7 8/8 E/,, 11 106 bon'f 11611'141 81 
6K8 8'1 EH /:::, 86 IA.'I 106'1'2- 1110 
r,Q7 88 EC'C.s l 12 6' 1:1.:0 8 6 1 01'.11 9/8 
6S \7 8/8 EC'Fsl, 12 6 1:' /,so 8 6 1 .'11411 

64.6 7/8 EC'k'S_ 126 Mt 11 96 101 
11X4 7,/8 ECIt42 l'('C +1 10 6 I F'41 10'- 
Iix5 716 10 BI PC Pso 10 6 I 1.11 1016 

DAt'96 9/- E('Hs' 10.8' P('FC -' 10 6 l' Y41 816 

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET 
1115, 1T4. 155, 104 or 304. or 31.4 ... ... 27/8 
11K911. UF964 11AF96, DL96 ... ... 
I/KS, 61(7, 6117. /Vii, 5E4 or 1/X5 ... ... 35,- 
SPEAKER FEET. -Epanded Bronze anodised 
metal sin. x .. 2'3 ; 1 11n. c .. 3 -; 12in. x 
12in., 43 : 12M. s 16in., 6'- : 14in. x t'1in., 8/6, etc. 

BRDNISTORS. - CE I for .11. heater chains. 3/6. 
CZ2 for .11 /:.. ' ._.a ., 21. CZ3 (Pilot Lamp], 116. 

COPPER ENAMEL WIRE. -I ll'. 14 to 20 s.w.g., 
2'6 : 2'2 to 2s s.w.g.. 3 - ; 30 to 40 s w.g.. 3'8. 

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid.-10 oz. tin, 31. 
CHARGER TRANS. Prim.- 11'20p25o v ..sea. 6.9 
t...15 V. (for charging 6 v nil l'I ,.1. i..,:,., 13 6 

a ., 19,6; 4a., 22 6 ; Ga.. 238. 

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK 
Tubular Wire Ends 82+3213:/0 v. B.E.C. 5/8 

-,u 12 c. 11 Can. Types, Clips, 3d. ea. 
B +.N,'4B1 v. T.C.C. 4/8 

c., _ 151, v. 2'- S - 16/45u v. Hunts 5/- 
li 4 :m y. 141 ;4'. 2'3 ]6 r 16 +6,1150 v Old 
H Ono . Unb. 2'6 16 F16 :4a3.í v. T.C.C. 5/3 
S -s Gnu v. Dub. 16 16 +24 +8 351, v. 6/- 
8+10 450 v. T.C.C. 5:- 32135o v. 4_ 
1l1'45u c. B.E.E. 31 :32- 3'2/41/0 v. T.('.('. 616 
iiiäfro v. Dub. 4/- 60'350 v. T.U.C. 6/6 
11 ; -- 16 :450 v.T.C.C. 5/8 on - 10uí35u v. 1113 
2:350 v. Dub. 41- 60 t 23012 v. 12/8 

:12/:,011 V. 1),11,. 5/- 10)+2110'275 v 12/6 
ono : u: :350 v. B.E.C. 6/6 ;Llxlp n,id. O V. 3'0 
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY - 
BACK VOLTAGES. -K3'15 o kV.. 5/ -; Xrl.4n 

2 kV.. 619 ; K:3/45 3.6 kV.. 713 ; K3150 4 kV., 
7'9 ; I::I1100 s kV., 12/9. etc. 
MAINS TYPES. -RMI 125 v. 60 rnA.. 41 r RM2 
125 v. Ina m.4.. 4/9 ; RM3 l23 v. 120 n .0., 819: 
RM4 25u v.. 250 mA., 16, 
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for tin. Spindle. 
11 in. diam. Walnut r Ivory. Odd tilled. 16 
Standard engravings. 18 ea. Plain knobs to match 
above. itin., 10d. ea.. ]pin. dia., 8d. ea. Walnut or 
Ivory. tlit,.. 1- ea. ; lin., 9d. ea. l'ointer Knobs, 
Black with White Line, 9d. 
WEARITE "P" TYPE COILS. All ranges. 1 to 7, 

2/3 en Osmor Q series ('oils. Sing toted. All 
ranges from 3 6. Full muge popular Coil Packs. 

I.F. TRANSFORMER -465 ke /s 
Brand new es- manufacturer's midget I.F.T. 
size 21in. < jin- x lin. dust cur a . Litz tuning. g 
wound coils, High Q. Bargain utter, 716 pair. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -Malte in - 

Workshops to Top (:rade spec. Fully interleave.] 
and impregnated. RADIO AND AMPLIFIER 
TYPE. -250 r., lip rua. F. w. sec. 5 v. or 6.3 v. 1 a. 
rect. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. set Htrs., 211 -. ere. C.R.T. HTE., 
ISOLATION TYPE. -Lox leakage with or oithout 
'° sec. boost voltage. Ratio 1 : I or 1.25. it v.. 

1016: 4 v.. 10 /8 ; 6.3 v., 108: 13.3 V.. 10/6. 
Ditto with mains primaries 200/'150 r.. 12'6. Specials 
to order. 
L.F. CHOKES, -10 H. 65 ma.. 5:- : 15 H. 100 ma.. 
10/8: 10 H. 120 ma., 10,/8 : 20 H. 150 ma., 15'6 ; 

Simples 10/8: Sonndu..aster, 101. 
EESIN MULTICORE SOLDER 60/40 grade. 10g.. 
3d. per yd.: 16g., 4d, per yd.: alb. 2'6. 
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. Sin. Cedes.. 1718 ; 

tetes.. 18'8: 7 x 4in.. (oodmatix' Elliptical. 
18/6: xis. Elac., 20,- loin. R. and A., 251 -: 
!'Sin. Plea v 35'- : Coo, lnmi n Heavy Duty, 
Andi,,n.. 511. 15 ohms. 5 p.c.. 85'- : :t 4 in. Elac.,17 /6. 
SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE, et'., 1,100ít., 30' -, Long 
playing. I,SOOft. eis, 95 -. Paper tape. good 
goal L21111f,,. 12'6. Reels only, 5in., 3'8. 7in.. 13. 
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -.0(m5 pf. 
Midget. 6'6 ; .0003 mid. Standard sloe with feel. 8/8. 
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. - 
6 or 12 V. 11 amps., 8 :9 ; 3 a.. 15.6 ; 4 a., 1816 ; 

6 a., 24'6. 

F.M. TUNER UNIT (87 me s -105 me s by 
Tasonl: As tested and approved by Radio 
Constructor. Complete Kit of parts to build 
this modern highly successful unit, drille.1 
cho.ssis and .l.B. dial. coils and cans. 4 BVA 
miniature vN vew and oil components, etc.. for 
.dy 26.10.0 p'!st. free. SUPERIOR TYPE 
(:LASS DIAL.-- ('alihrated in 3100 and edge 
lit by 2 pilot lamps. 12'0 extra. 
Illastmted haudbunk with full detail., 2 - poet 
free. 

TRS RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (Est. 1946) 

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY (THO 2188) 

50 yards Thornton Heath Station. Buses 130A, 133. 159, 166 & 190. 

Listed above are only a few items from our very large stock. Send 3d. stamp today tor Complete Bargain List. 

Hours : 9 a.m. -6 p.m., I p.m.Wed. OPEN ALL DAY SAT. 

Terms: C.11.(i. or C.0.1'. Kindly mol -e et,el,res, I'. O-s, err., portable to T.11.0. Posh Pack i,rg nut to VA. 711., 1 lb. 1! 1, 316. 16, 51b, 2. -, 1Ofb. 3/6 
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on the right side of this is the sync separator, line 
clipper. To the left of this, in the centre of the 
chassis, is the line oscillator. Both valves are suspect. 
Occasionally a resistor associated with the centre 
valve can cause the same effect when its value changes. 

COSSOR 933 
1 wish to clean the glass front, which has become 

very dirty on the inside. Can you advise me on how 
to remove the tube as the makers have not put this on 
their service sheet -only how to remove chassis? 
-F. Hawkins (Staines). 

To remove the C.R.T., first lay the cabinet face 
down on a soft surface. Remove the two 4BA bolts 
located at the back edges of the cabinet securing the 
focus gantry bracket to the side of the cabinet. The 
C.R.T. unit may then be removed. Take care not to 
damage the aluminium foil on the inside of the 
cabinet. 

MARCONIPHONE VT59DA 
Can you identify the trouble in my set ? It has 

sound but no vision. The C.R.T. is blank, although 
the heater is alight. There is a slight spark at the 
anode of V12(U151) and the anode of VI11N152), 
but there is no spark from the C.R.T. anode even 
when disconnected from the C.R.T. 

I have checked the continuity of the windings of T3 
and found then O.K., and the U151 has just been 
replaced. -D. MacBeth (Motherwell). 

This symptom is indicative of failure of he line 
timebase. Make sure that the N152 is in good 
order and check that it is in receipt of anode and 
screen voltages. If the valve becomes very hot, 
suspect lack of oscillator drive signal (check line 
oscillator stage), or shorted turns in the line output 
transformer. This latter fault may not be revealed 
by a simple resistance check of the windings. 

TRANSMISSION DETAILS 
1 wonder if you would be good enough to let me 

know the following : 

1. The television waveform with front and back 
porch pulse periods chiefly. 

2. Is the black 35 per cent. modification or 30 per 
cent. ? 

3. Are the active picture elements still 377 x 377 x 
3 

or 388 x 388 x 
3 

? 

4. Is the back porch the beginning of a line or is it 
the front porch or negative leading edge " Does 
flyback take place during 10 m.s. line pulse ? -H. 
Poolock (Sale). 

From zero carrier amplitude to black level k 30 per 
cent. of the peak carrier amplitude. 

The number of lines effective in the picture is 
188.5 for each frame, and 377 per picture. 

At the end of each line the modulation falls to 
black level and remains there for 1.5 to 2 micro- seconds 
(front porch) ; it then falls to zero and remains there 
for 10 micro- seconds (line sync). Then it rises again 
to black level and remains there for 6.5 micro- seconds; 
the picture signal then re- commences. The line 
flyback occurs during the line sync pulse. 

PYE FV 1 

On adjusting the frame hold control, the height of 
the picture varies considerably, necessitating constant 
alteration of the height control when picture is unsteady. 

Since the BBC started transmitting from Crystal 
Palace I have had a very grainy picture, and I can only 
just distinguish the 2.0 Mc /s bars on Test Card C. Is 
it necessary completely to re -align the receiver for 
single side -band working or is there a short cut ? 

Is the A.G.C. system described in the October, 1954, 
issue of ' Practical Television " (page 202) suitable ? 
This circuit only gives control on one I.F. stage, and 
my receiver has two controlling I.F. stages. Would it 
be practical to make one only a controlling I.F. and 
the other fixed ? Also, is sync sep.. etc., F.V.1 suitable 
for conversion in this way ? VI and V3 (as per A.G.C., 
etc.) will be the existing EF8Os in my set. Are the given 
values suitable ? -D. E. Andreoli (Ramsgate). 

We would advise you to check the capacity of 
CI4B (12 pF) connected from the " top end" of the 
frame hold control to chassis. We would also advise 
you to readjust the oscillator core slightly. This is 
the second core from the right side above the station 
selector screws. 

A.G.C. may be applied to the final vision I.F. 
amplifier control grid circuit from the sync separator 
stage. 

VIEW MASTER 
I find that since fitting a View Master converter to 

my View Master TV that I cannot get a clear picture 
without a loud hum on the speaker and the sound 
going very faint. If I adjust C18 to get the sound 
without the brim, I lose the picture. The I.F. amplifier 
is O.K., as I have had this aligned by a friend on a signal 
generator, so the fault must be in the converter, but 
we are at a loss to find the trouble. Can you please 
advise us ?-R. Squires (Birmingham). 

Interference of the type you describe may occur 
close to a transmitter where the swamp signal is so 
great as to cause cross -modulation in the first valve. 
This can be overcome by fitting an aerial attenuator. 
We suspect, however, that it is your 1.F. amplifiers 
which have been incorrectly aligned and you will 
probably find that if re- checked that the separation 
between the vision and sound I.F.s is not 3.5 Mc /'s. 
We suggest that you carry out these checks and, if 
necessary, re -align the sound I.F. amplifier. 

H.M.V. 1816 
When the brightness control is advanced beyond a 

certain point, the screen begins to turn black. This 
effect happens when there is a picture on or when 
aerial is disconnected. The effect on the picture is to 
make it like the negative of a photograph. Voltage 
check on cathode of tube gives 70 volts ; on tube grid 
67 volts. Then when brightness is advanced to bring 
picture or raster brighter, the black begins and grid - 
volt goes up to 90, cathode still at 70 volts. Test meter 
used, Taylor 88A. The tube heater is run from a 
multi -ratio transformer on 25 per cent. boost. On 
switch -off a very brilliant spot appears which takes 
quite a time to die away. --S. Dovey (Abercarn). 

The U 151 EHT rectifier should be changed. if still 
defective, check the video amplifier 5.6 K!? load 
resistor (the reading of 70 volts on the cathode of the 
C.R.T. is the lowest reading which should be recorded 
and something like 80 -85 volts is more normal). 

BUSH MODEL TV24C 
On switching on the sound comes through in the 

normal period, i.e., two to three minutes . .. about on6 
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minute later the screen brightens, giving a blank, bright 
raster showing the flyback lines. This state of affairs 
continues for any period from five to 20 minutes, then 
the picture will appear, and this is of good quality, I 
may add, and sometimes remains so for the rest of 
the evening. On other occasions it will flick off and on 
all the evening. The sound is unaffected 

I have fitted an isolating transformer since this fault 
developed, but this has had no effect on the fault. 1 

have also replaced the two EB91 valves. -A. W. Powell 
(Via Warrington). 

We would advise you to alter the tube base wiring 
as follows : 

Remove Al lead from tag 10 and insulate. Remove 
grid lead from tag 2 and solder to tag 10. Short 
empty tag 2 to tag 1 I with short length of wire. Pins are 
counted according to the spaces, not to the actual 
number of pins fitted. 

R.G.D. 1455T 
The set is working O.K., but I cannot centre the 

picture. Also it has a faint white line running down 
the centre. -R. Brown (Coventry). 

The picture- centring adjustment is located upon 
the focus magnet assembly. It is a small lever capable 
of side to side and in and out movement. 

Some slight adjustment to the ion trap magnet may 
be necessary if some brilliance is lost as a result 
of the adjustment. 

COSSOR MODEL 937 
The above set has given excellent pictures until four 

weeks ago, when switching on no picture but lines 
appeared. I have to adjust the horizontal control each 
time I switch on to get a picture. Also, when picture 
appears you get three or four pictures slipping into one 
another horizontally. There is very little adjustment 
on the control, but once set, picture is O.K. until 
switched off and then on again. I have had a dealer 
to see it ; he has replaced the two rectifier valves and 
seems to have tested the other valves, but to no effect. - 
R. Ed. Williams (nr. Wrexham). 

The V13, line -phase detector 6AB8 should be sub- 
stituted. If this does not cure the effect, check the 
line oscillator 12AU7 and then change the 2.2 MQ 
resistor which is associated with the horizontal hold 
and the grid circuit of the 12AU7. 

ULTRA V8 -15 
This is giving me trouble with the picture definition ; 

also, when switching on the set, it takes 20 minutes 
before the picture comes to its full brightness. When 
switching on the picture just becomes a dull glow. 
When I turn the brightness or contrast up the picture 
becomes out of focus and grey. 

The set is three years old. Do you think it is a tube 
fault ? At present the contrast is on a little more than 
the brightness, giving a decent picture. Have replaced 
the 6K25 that was faulty. -F. R. Mills (nr. Doncaster). 

We would advise you to change the U25 EHT 
rectifier. This is mounted inside the right -hand 
screened section and requires soldering into position. 

EKCO MODEL TC268'I 
It is very noticeable that when dark or black parts 

of picture subjects such as black hair, dress suits, 
black horses, any dark parts of anything moving, a 
blue penetration is very noticeable on these dark 
parts, but usually only when moving. On a test card 
it isn't seen. It quite spoils a good picture. 

My 21in. tube is about 2in, on each side " out of 

focus " ; is this not more than one should expect with 
this size tube ? -S. V. Bancutt (Shripney). 

We can not, unfortunately, suggest a remedy for 
either of the imperfections you mention. A slight 
adjustment to the focus lever may help to provide 
better definition at the edges, but this should not 
be done at the expense of the centre point of optimum 
focus. 

We are not too clear about what is meant by a 

" blue penetration " on moving objects. The effect 
could be due to the chemical make -up of the tube 
face. but we would advise you to call in your dealer 
to observe it and ask for his comments. Also, if 
possible, ask if you can examine the displayed 
picture on a similar receiver, in order to obtain a 
comparison. 

MURPHY V.200 
A month ago my set developed a short to earth on 

the E.H.T. condenser C39, causing the picture to go 
off. On replacing this I found that my set worked 
perfectly apart from the first 15 minutes after switching 
on, when severe line displacement to the left would 
occur. I suspected the sync pulse separator valve 20F2. 
I had the valve tested and was told it had an inter- 
mittent control grid to earth short. The valve was 
replaced only to find the severe line displacement 
lasted for only five minutes this time. 

Checking the anode voltage of the above valve, I 
found that on the anode pin there was 160 volts. 

Would it be possible, therefore, for the anode load 
resistor to have gone high or for the EHT rectifier 
EY51 to have suffered because of the breakdown of C39. 
-P. Garth (Leeds, 7). 

We would suggest that you replace the screen 
dropping resistor of the sync separator (I MI ?). 
If the line displacement continues and is accompanied 
by de- focusing, suspect heater /cathode leak in 
C.R.T. If there is no de- focusing, check sync feed 
capacitor to 20F2 control grid. 

MURPHY TV V250 
This set was purchased in October, 1955. 
A new EHT rectifier was fitted last spring. Now 

there are two disturbing faults : 

1. The channel selector switch : Picture and sound 
instability on Channel 9 only, especially after switching 
from Channel 1. 

2. C.R.T. : Low emission when first switched on, 
and lasting from one to five hours. Becoming worse. 
Any increase of brightness control produces the 
" satin " effect, but not negative image, during this 
" warming -up " period. Afterwards no trouble is 
experienced. When the low emission fault is seen the 
ion -trap seems not to function, i.e., switching off 
produces a " spot " in the centre of the tube face. 
-C. H. Tedman (S.E.6.). 

The unstable Band III picture is probably due to 
improper connection between the contacts of the 
turret tuner. It is quite a simple matter to check 
this since the desired reception will be obtained a 
little before or a little after the normal switch position, 
i.e., between the " clicks." Adjustment to the 
spring contacts will cure this effect. Alternatively, 
the effect may be due to the aerial system which 
doesn't appear to be lined up to a reliable signal 
source. 

The C.R.T. definitely appears to be failing and to 
preserve the emission as much as possible, ensure that 
the voltage selector is set to the actual mains voltage. 
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TELEVISION SETS ( EdRVICEr MANUALS/SHEETand 
S anted 

S.A.E. enquiries. W. -J. GILBERT 
(PT), 24. Fi-itliville Gardens. 
London. W.12. 

It. \'I LS : 4- per line or part 
SEVERAL EARLY MODELS, 9in. thereof, al erage live'Nord-, to line, 
Television, complete and mostly W nrul r 2 lines, Box Nn, 1 - extra. 

Adrertise meat. nur.t be prepaid working, £5/5/- each. carriage paid. 
l''. 

,td ad e..ed to Adrerti.ement TOMLINS. 127. Brockley Rise, Forest lta,. l'raetiral Hill. S.E.23. (FOR 5497.) Tory er Il ,,, e, Soulhampta rn St 
TELEVISION, 9in. models, £7/10/ -; 

strand. Loudon, IN.4 .2. 
12m, models, £15; all makes; work- EFFICIENT AERIALS. Test new way Mg: carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127, y 
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23. with an Aerial Cunent. Meter. 

GUARANTEED TELEVISION, 12in. 
models, first -class picture, 5- channel, 
£26 each, carriage paid. THE 
GRAMOPHONE SHOP,-19-21, Brockley 
Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23. 

TELEVISION, I2in. Televisions, 
£13 10/- each. carr. paid. TOMLINS. 
127. Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23. (FOR 5497.1 

TELEVISION AND TUBE BARGAINS. -12in. 5- channel T.V., tunable any- 
' where, from £18,10/ -; good emission 

S/H Tubes 112ín., 14in., 15in.. 16in., 
17in. I. £5 each; 12in. T.V., faulty, 
£7.10'- each; most makes. (Phone: 
Lzdbroke 1734.1 Call 1070. Harrow 
Road. London, N.W.10; 300 yds. from 
Scrubs Lane. 

5- CHANNEL TELEVISIONS : 12in. 
screen Ferguson 988. Ekco 161. etc., 
£25 c :sch. A good selection of I2in. 
T,'Vs (London: ̂ ̂ , 100'1, condition- from 
£15; 9in. from £7. Also 12in. T /Vs, 
slitçh I. faults, from £7, 9in. from £4. 
TYLER TELEVISION, 63, Lee High 
Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. (LEE 5979.) 

TELEVISION, 12in., 5 channel, turn- 
table anywhere, models for £25 each. 
carriage paid: guaranteed perfect. 
RYAN ELECTRICS. 134, Acre Lane, 
Brixton, London, S.W.2. (SRI 4533.) 

TELEVISION, IOin., London models, 
good working order, £7 each. car- 
riage paid. RYAN ELECTRICS. 134, 
Acre Lane, Brixton, London, S.W.2. 
( BRI 4533.) 

COMPONENTS 
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. 
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE. 
Bullington Rd.. Oxford. 
TELEVISION INTERFERENCE. Re- 
ceiver Filters, High -Pass E.5037, 30/ -; 
Low -Pass E.5031, 30/-; Composite 
Band I III. 49/6; Transmitter Filter 
E.5043 -80dB. 1kW, £6. LABGEAR 
(CAMBRIDGE) LTD Willow Place, 
Cambridge. 

I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £3/1916, self -contained, guaranteed. H.P. without fuss. Aerials from 14;6. Trade enquiries invited. G. A. 
STRANGE, Dept, P, North Wraxall, 
Chippenham. Wilts. ( 

HOBLEY, 109, Tho Drive, Welling- 
borough. 
ELECTRADIO. -Dual Wave Coil 2 6 
with cire-iit. ditto, plus Reaction 
Toning Condenser 3;10, Crystal 
Diode 1 6, tested 4 Transistor Set 
Circuit 1!3. .011 Transistor Com- 
ponents stocked. Post free. 
Broadlands Av.. Keynsham, Someset. 

WANTED 
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED 
for cash. State quantity' and con- 
dition. SADIO FACILITIES LTD., 
38. Chalcot Road, N.W.1. ( PRlmrose 
9090., 

ALL TYPES of new radio valves 
wanted, small or large quantities; 
cash paynent. R. H. S. LTD. tT), 
155, Swat. Arcade, Bradford, 1. 

WANTED, Valses EY51, 6CII6. 10F1, 
PL31. KT61, 6FI, FW4 500, 20D2, 
20F2, 10P14. Prompt cash. WM. 
CARVIS LTD., 103, North St., Leads, 7. 

FOR SALE 
I, R TUBES, good quality. recond., 
14in. £i, 17in. £7, guaranteed 
6 months and 6 months progressive; 
12in. £4'10 ; -. 9in. £3/10' -; care. and 
ins. 10,' -. FAHEY, 38, The Oval, 
Sidcup. Kent. (FOOtscray 2314.) 

MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes, 
Enlargers. Binoculars. Microscopes, 
Projectors, or, in fact, anything 
that needs lenses. Then get our 
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov. 
Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 Sr 2, price 
2i6 ea. Also our stereo book, " 3 -D 
Without Viewers," price 7'6. Corn - 
prehensive list of lenses. optical, 
radio and scientific gear free for 
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH. Rayleigh 
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. 
TUBES.- Mazda 12in.. £4; 14in.. 
£4:10 /-; carr. 12!- extra. VCR 97. 
25/1 Emiscope 4,1, ideal for Oscil- 
loscope, 35.- Power Units, output 
250v. DC, and 6.3v. A.C.. 270 10 C s 
input, 45 -. Audio Amplifiers. 4 watt, 
with pcwer unit and m; : :(,clled 
Elliptical speaker, £5!10' -. COTS- 
WOLD ELECTRONIC SERVICES, 5, 
Windsor Rd.. Tetbury. Glee.. 

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio. TV, 5.000 
Models. Lists 1r. Enquiries s.a.e. 
TELRAY. 11, Maudland Bk., Preston. 

VALVES.-Any different 8 for £1 -- 
9001. 9002, 90'33. 9004, 9006, 6.0G3. 
6C4. 4D1, 8D2. VLT120, VU111, VU134. 
EB34, EA50. EF50, VR65, VR65A, 
VR66, VR116. KTZ41, MS /Pen, TT11. 
2C26, 12SC7. ;2ßH7. Fen46, VR56. 
Type 46 1 Wa'.kie- Talkie), with 1 TP25. 
9 /VP23, . 1 /HL2;3DD, 1,'QP25, I. ATP4. 
2 xtals, headset mic. satchels, aerial. 
65/ -. Indicators 62A, new. VCR97. 
12 /VR91, 2 VR54, 3'VR92, 4 LV118. 
55/- ( car'. 10 -(. Lamps: Projector. 
120v, 750w pre- focus. 15 / -; Flood. 
200/250v, 250w, E.S. Rd., 4,6; Stan- 
dard BC 25v, 62w; 35v, 25w; 40w: 
or 60w: 150w, 1' -. Flex Drives, 31in. 
long. /in. dia. ends. 3/6. 3 pin plug 
and socket (brass) on lyd. cable. 
3/ -, Throat Mics.. new. 2/6. Com- 
mand RXS. orand new, with valves. 
Med. wave, .52 -1.5 me /s, 97i13; 
1.5 -3.0 mc s.. 55; -; BC454, 3 -6 me 's., 
45/ (post 3; - . Condensers, vai'. 
spindled, ceramic. 15. 25 or 50 pfs., 
1/3; 75 pfs.. 1:6; butterfly, 25 pfs.. 
1 /6. Brand new RF.26, 27. 27,6 
(postage 2/61: RF24, RF25, 10 6. 
Metal Rectifiers: 600v, 30mA.. 6; -; 
500v. 500 mA.. 10!6; 240v, 30mA.. 
3/6; 1,000 v. 30mA., 7/6. W. A. 
BENSON (PT(, 136, Rsthbone Rd., 
Liverpool, 15. 

EDUCATIONAL 
INCORPORATED Practical Radio 
Engineers home study courses of 
Radio and TV Engineering are recog- 
nised by the trade as outstanding 
and authoritative. Moderate fees to 
a limited number of students only. 
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free. ' The Practical Radio Engineer " 
journal, sample copy 2 / -, 6.060 
Alignment Peaks for Superhets, 519. 
Membership and Entry Conditions 
booklet. 1 /, All post free from the 
SECRETARY. I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield 
Road, London, N.8. 

FREE I Brochure giving details of 
Home Study Training in Radio. Tele- 
vision and all branches of Electronics. 
Courses for the Hobby Enthusiast or 
for those aiming at the A.M.Brit. 
I.R.E., City and Guilds, R.T.E.B., 
and other professional examinations. 
Train with college operated by 
Britain's largest. Electronics organisa- 
tion. Moderate Fees. Write to E.M.I. 
INSTITUTES, Dept. PT28, London, 
W.4. 

LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT -we pro- 
vide practical equipment combined 
with instruction in Radio, Television, 
Electricity. Mechanics. Chemistry. 
Photography, tte. Write for full 
details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, .Dept. 
PT47. London, W.4. 

COILS T.R.F. M & L 4 ß pair Continental A M -F,M Gram 
Chassis COILS T.R.F. IRON CORE Complete with 3 Speakers, internal Dipoles 

M & L 5 6 pair and Magic Eye C- scutcheon -6 Valves and 
Rectifier. Variable Ferrite AE, Brand New, 

LOUD SPEAKERS 825.0.0. Including Tax. 

5" 17, 6 - 8" 19; 6 
Send S.A.E. for lists of Components, 

Kits, etc. 

BERNARDS ELECTRICAL 
INDUSTRIES Ltd. 

95', Kingsley Road, Hounslow, 
Middlesex. 

M.C.V., Farringdon Road, E.C.I 

RADIO AND TELEVISION 
COMPONENTS 
011 parts in stock for : 

Viewmaeter, Sound master, Toleking, etc. 
Easy Terms available. 

f.. /d. :;tamp (only) for Catalogue, 
JAMES H. MARTIN & CO. 
EINSTIIWAITE, NEWB't' IBRIDGFI, 

L'LVEItSTON, LANCS. 

LOOK ! T.V. SPARES 
('.10.1'. 151)1. \ (Ixt: TRANSFORMERS 
with mains It , and optional 25% t:oost. 
State voltage e, of O.R.T. 169 each. 
RANI) III .kI t:I V.S, 3 element indoor 
with director and folded dipole. 
2I'- each 
COAXIAL. c Alt1.P :. .Semi air spaced. 9d. 
yard. 
BAND I AND It 1.N1) III aerial coupling 
unit in waterproof metal box. 11;3 each. 
METAL. Itl.1" 1'151FIIß. Latest type 
equivalent to R314250 v. 250 mA. 19 6 each. 
CONDENSERS. 100 200 mfd 275 v. wkg. 
I hn. dia. metal can, with clip. 11 6 each. 
TERMS. C.W.O. P. & P. up to il, 1. -, up to 
£2, 1;6; £3 and over post free. 

WALTON & LUNN 
243a matm.he.Ier Road, l'mintou. 
Manchester. SW/ 1229 
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THE PLAYER'S GUIDE TO NAVY CUT 

A leader among the 
great tobaccos of the 
world. Unchanging 
in quality, unique 
in flavour, slow - 
burning and very 
economical. 
2-oz airtight tins 9/7 

This singularly smooth tobacco, is lighter 
to look at and a trifle milder in flavour 
than Player's Medium Navy Cut. 
2-oz airtight tins 9/7 

Superb leaf compressed in a coil of rope, 
slowly matured, and cut the traditional 
Navy way; the Admiral of the Player's 
Fleet. 2 -oz airtight tins 9/9 

All available in 1-o, pickets 
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COVENTRY 

RADIO 
Component Specialists 

since 1925 

We have now trebled the 

size of our premises in 

order to supply a larger 

range of Components, Amp- 

lifiers and Hi -Fi Equipment. 

Send your enquiries to : 

189 -191 Dunstable Road, 

Luton, Reds. 

New Telephone No.: 
LUTON 7388 -9 

9 
90000Q004 i0000000000 

FIRST -CLASS 
TELEVISION and 
RADIO COURSES . 

GET A CERTIFICATE! 
After brief, intensely interesting study 
-undertaken at home in your spare 
time -YOU can secure your pro- 
fessional qualification or learn Servicing 
and Theory. Let us show you how ! 

FREE GUIDE 
The New Free Guide contains 132 
pages of information of the greatest 
importance to those seeking such 
success compelling qualifications as 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds 
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio 
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert. 
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.), 

E., A.M.I.Mech.E., 
Draughtsmanship (all branches), 
etc., together with particulars of 

our remarkable Guarantee of 

SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of this 
invaluable publication. It may well 
prove to be the turning point in your 

career. 
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER 

.150,000 SUCCESSES 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING 

(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN, 
LONDON, E.C.I. 

NEW-MAX 
ELECTRONICS LTD. 
TUBES. Reclaimed and guaranteed 
Cathode Ray Tubos 12ín., £5 : 14in., 
£5: 15ín., £7.10.0: 17ín., £7.10.0. 
Heater Cathode Tubes half- price. 
P. & P. 10' -. Just arrived ; brand new 
fully guaranteed Brimar C.17 F.M. 
Tubes. £15.15.0. incl. p. & p. 

500 TV. SETS. Always in stock 500 
H.P. repossessed TV sets - all makes 
and sizes, spares, valves, test equip- 
ment, etc. 

COMPLETELY REBUILT TUBES 
All types. makes and sizes. Carrying 6 

months' written guarantee. Indistin- 
guishable from new. Remarkable 
money -saving offer. 

9" ... £6. 0.0 IF ... £12. 0.0 
10" ... £8.10.0 14" ... £11.10.0 
12" ... £9. 0.0 17" ... £14. 0.0 
Pirate add 10,- p. & p. to above prices 

Tor orders by niai!. 

TAPE RECORDERS. All makes 
carried in stock ; 5 rolls of best 
quality tape with each machine. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

SOUND MIRROR. Brand New 
with mike and I reel of tape. Originally 
listed at 70 gns. Our price £36.0.0, 
incl. p. & p. 

220, Edgware Rd., London, 

W.2. Tel. PAD. 5607 
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Wews 
New Audio Output Valve- -the 
G.E.C. KT88 
A NEW1 audio output valve, the 

KT88; with an anode dissipation 
of 35 watts, has been introduced by 
the General Electric Co. Ltd. This 
valve is a higher -power version of 
the familiar KT66, although it is 
smaller in size. it does not replace 
the KT66, but is complementary to it for output 
powers in excess of those readily available from 
existing KT66 circuits. 

An example of the usefulness of this new valve for 
public address equipment is that at a supply voltage 
of 500 volts, with auto -bias operation, the available 
power output is 50 watts or twice that obtainable 
from a pair of types KT66. At a supply voltage of 
560 volts, with fixed bias operation, output power of 
100 watts is available. 

The KT88 has a larger cathode, allowing for a 
higher mutual conductance, and a more modern type 
of construction permitting the use of higher anode 
voltages and dissipations. It is designed Or use 
mainly in a push -pull circuit and will operate satis- 
factorily as either a triode or a pentode. In the ultra - 
linear (UL) circuit satisfactory operation is obtained 
with the screen grids connected to tapping points 
including from 20 per cent. to 40 per cent. of the 
total turns of each half -primary.- G.E.C. Ltd., 
Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

Revised Price for G.E.C. 14in. TV Rcceiser 
THE General Electric Co. Ltd. announces that 

the price of its 14in. table television receiver, 
(BT.1252, is now revised from 63 gns. to 57 gns. 
including P.T.). 

Previous Previous 
List Price P.T. 

B.T. 1252 £47 2s. 2d. £19 Os. 10d. 
14in. table Alelt' List Very 

model Price P.T. 
£42 12s. 5d. £17 4s. 7d. 

G.E.C., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2. 

Philips New 17in. Table Television 
A NEW 17in. table TV receiver, the 1772V, has 1i been added to their current range by Philips 

Electrical Ltd. It is styled in line with pre "ailing 
public taste and completes the " family " of Philips 
14in. and 17in. TV models. It incorporates automatic 
gain control on sound and vision and sells at 73 gns. 
(tax paid). Supplies are available ex- stock. 

Specification 
Mains voltage : 200 -250 v. A.C. (50 c /s) or D.C. 

Consumption : 150 w. Picture Size : 14 x 101 ins. 
ENT Voltage : 12 kV. Focusing: Pern- anent 

the T5rcu9e 
Magnet (Magnadur) Speaker. 
5in. round. Channels: Coils 
fitted for Channels 1 -5 (Band 1) and 
Channels 8, 9 and 10 (Band 111). Main 
Controls : Concentric on /off volume 
and brightness controls. NEW ERA 
turret tuner switch ssith concentric fine 
tuning control. Pre -set Controls: 

Height, width, horizontal and vertical hold, contrast 
and interference limiter. C.R. Tube MW43/64. 
Valves: EF80 (4), ECL80 (3), PCC84, PCF80, EBF80, 
PL8I, PY8I, EY51, EB91, PY 32. One crystal diode 
óA70. Cabinet size : Height 21 in. Width 19ín. 
Depth 17in. Price : List £54 I Is. 8d. Plus PT 
£22 is. td. -Total 73 gns.- Philips Electrical Ltd., 
Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 

Ediswan Mazda Transistors 
THE first complete range of metal clad transistors 

to he released in this country is now being 
manufactired in the new Ediswan Transistor 
Departmmnt. 

The rigid construction of these transistors 
incorporates a strongly welded metal to metal seal, 
which renders them completely impervious to moisture 
penetration even with high humidity at high 
temperatures. 

A highly important advantage of the all -metal 
" top hzt " construction is the excellent thermal 
conduction which can be obtained through the metal 
envelope thus enabling full use to be made of a 
" heat sink." This heat dissipation is particularly 
important for power output transistors since, in the 
absence of sufficient heat conduction, the temperature 
may rise continually, resulting in " thermal run 
away." 

Ediswz.n Mazda are manufacturing a complete 
range o transistors under the following type 
numbers : 

Ty pe Appl icat ion 
XAIOI ... ... T.F. amplifier 
XA102... ... Frequency changer /oscillator 
XBIO2... ... Intermediate L.F. stage 
XB103 ... ... Intermediate L.F. stage 
XC100 Series ... Matched pair for push -pull output 
-Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd., 155, Charing Cross 
Road, 1W.0 ?. 

I IQ FEB ES ('Ol'PON I 

' This coupon is available until APRIL 21st, 1957, and I 
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the 
notice on page 442. I 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, APRIL, 1957. 
Il 

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED. Totter House. Southampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.I. 
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. Exmoor Street, London. W.IO. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : 
CORDON & GOTCH LTD. South Africa CENTRAI. NEWS AGENCY. LTD. Subscription tete including postage Ir,r 
one Snag : Inland 17e. bd., Abroad 16s. 6d. teanada Pis.). Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post. 
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TN E 
PRA I 

of 8rA OIQ TELEVISION 
ELECTRONICS 

AMATEUR 
S.W. 

MECHANICS 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

CARPENTRY, 
E 
tc. Etc. 

S-valu 3-wave . . .- : - ' 

suPerhet circuiL , 

COMPLETE 

XPERIMENTAL 
COURSES 

IN SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY a 

NEV. ! . completely up -to -date methods of giving instruction in a 

wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for 
scli- study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff. 

NEI. experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched 

on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to 
each student for personal and indi:idual tuition throughout the course. 

In the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are 

supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers, 
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete 
design and servicing of modern ccfmmercial radio and television 
receivers. 
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or 
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own full - 

time or part -time business, these practical courses are ideal and may 

be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day for a free 
Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever. 

The only Home Study 
College run by 
a World -wide 
industrial 
organisation. 

Factories 
¢.' . at Hayes. 

INSTITUTES 

SUBJECTS [ ¡ °-O ' 
INCLUDE - 
RADIO SHORT WAVE RADIO 

TELEVISION MECHANICS CHEMISTRY 

PHOTOGRAPHY ELECTRICITY WOODWORK 

ELECTRICAL WIRING DRAUGHTSMANSHIP 

ART, etc. 

COURSES FROM 
IS'- PER MONTH r 

FILL IN COU ON 
' FOR 

Pq/içpyax 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 138X, London,W.q 

NAME ......, 

ADDRcSS 

...._ AGE _._...... 
Wunder 21 BLOCK 

CAPS 
PLEASE 

am interested in the following subiect(s) with /without equipment 

APR 57 We shell no: worry you with personal visits 
lur 

-Part of Hia ilrfa tev Voice " it1arcossiptioae , etc.. etc. 
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TRANSFORM ERS 
We supply all types, and if we haven't got it ,.e can 
usually make to specification. Mains transformers, 
Line output, Frame oscillator, Line oscillator, Smaker 
output, C. T. Transformers with boost tap, isolating 
transformers, etc., etc. Electrolytic condensers all 
T.V. types, Volume, tone and contrast controls. 
Electronic equipment of every description. ì.A.5. 
pie 'se with. all enquiries. 

HO1A/ORTH 
51 POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD, 2, YORKS 

Tel. 37030 

451 

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
SCANNING COILS, 6; 10 kV. and 13, I S kV., R.F., 
E.F{,T. UNITS, E.N.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T. UNITS. 
COIL KITS FOR " P.T." BAND III CONVERTERS 

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75) 

HAINES RADIO ítdf, 
Queensway, Enfield, 

Middlesex. 

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS, 

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE, 
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP 
WIRE, ANGLE, C44ANNEL, TEE 

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD. 
15, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I. 

SLOane 3463 

Works : 

36, ROSEBERY AVE.. LONDON, E.6.1. 
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester, 

Birmingham, Leeds. 
No Quantity too Small " 

ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOGUE No. 10 

6d. post free (U.K. only) 

56 pages, over 2,000 items, 135 photographic 
illustrations and technical data on brand 
new guaranteed components by leading 
manufacturers. 

SOUTHERN RADIO & 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 

SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH, 
SALISBURY, WILTS 

Telephone : Downton 207 

TELEVISION COMPONENT 
SERVICE 

Replacement components available for 
the popular home constructor designs. 

Catalogue available on request. 

J. T. FILMER Maypole Estate) 
Bexley, Kent. 

Tel.: 8exleyheath 7267 

OSAFOR l'lIN \- L'7t'IY1RS. -:411 ' 
nels. For all TV including T.R.F. I 

to wire, highly efficient ci cuit 
anteed no breakthrough or re-r81 
Kit, £3'5 -. Ready wired. £4 - 
free. F.M. 1^l']ICRS. --Ja ' 

eablllt,y tuned. Complete u 
£18127, post free. T.S.I.. verni. tuns,:. 
sell-powered, li valves. i,ta3Ic -e \1 
£17 10 -. post I lee. 

T01111s C.W.O. ]` =t : 

1 

í- 
l'11E ELE( "l'RONII s11 Pei) U.. 
29.9.elgh IUI,. Ilichou,. Lou.bul. .J 

.tIR AI'F, ('O- A \7 4l. (.161.4':. X080 
ohms. 7'36 new steadald she. Sul. per ycl 
70- per 111D yd. Reel. 
VOLUME ME CONTROLS. 1:.S. 2 10 ' S.P. 
4 - : D.P. 4 6. Special Offer : ,I meg. S.P. 
standard 'Size. long spindle, 2 9 1:I;F:('TRnI.\ TIC ('111UEAi$KRS. 450 
colt, 8 mid. 2.3 ; 16 mId. 3 3 : 32 mid. 4 6 : 

mfd. 6 3 ; 32.32 mfd. 613 : 50 mtO. 
l2 volt I O ; 25 mid.. 50 colt 1 9. All Bland 
New Stock.. Special Offer : 8 '8 mid., 350 oft 
Ì 'tl\I7ENNERS. Fully Tropicall.sed. 500 
-:: lt. 180, 250, 500, 1.600, 2,5011 M. 7t1...; .01. 
025, .05 mId. lid. :.1 mill. 1 2 ; .25 Reid. 
1 8 ; .5 luid. 111. Special Oiler : 1 of 
each of the above 'Condensers 10- -. NETERN. 500 micro -amps F.S.D. 31n. Dial, 
Marked 0-500 or 15 volt. 600 volt 15 -. 
'1121.11(:s IS,ON .R.EltlAltRi. Band III. 3.Ele -' 
ment 286 ; 5 Element 396 : 8 Element 
58 6. Beni I " H " Chimney Landed 70 - : 

X " Chimney Lashed 744: Single Dipole 
Wall Fixing 30 -. Also many oth ̂ r types nl stock -send us your requirements with 
S.A.E. slat we will quote by return. Only 
Aerialite, Wolsey, Lumex. enc. supplied-. 
no rubbish (Aerials cannot be sent C 0 D 1 

ryV 'l'ARLI:S: Walnut Veneer : 20' n 20- s 
24- High, Packed flat in carton. only (our wing nuts to assemhle. 72/8 l'7LI- S'l'.V. Al Ern .1/PIt(IVl?S : Complete 
with Adjustable Stand 6 gnu. 

<: I..A HAN1'I:RU 
0Z4 5:- IIBW6 7.6 ECC84 .1133C41 61- 
IA5 4'- 12A8 7-6, 12'6:U25 1419 
1LN5 4'- 120J7 7' -'EV51 11'8 PY81 
1R5 8 8 25L6 .74ES86 14 9 106 
2X2 5 - 25Z4 9.6!TCC84 F 
í1 "3 8 - 807 5 -/ 12 :6 !'Lß1, 13 6 
5Z4 0. 1625 61- 'EL84 919 EF80 9,1- 
8K7 8 6 PENto 6/6iDK86 .9.'9 EC1161 
6K8 9'6 ECL80 IDF86 9'9 10.'- 6U50 6 - 11.101DAF96 9 9 EC:16 19 8 6CD6 19 G ECF82 :DL96 9 9 532.4 10.6 
6157 6.6 12/8 UCH42 92 7117 tI 6 
't eg'ms C'.F .O. or C.O.D. Postage. and Pack- 
ing per 1'r lye 641. Otherwise under £2 1 6 
£3 l'1 f 2 14 d 

r 
PU L L. I N tee, 100 

TEST METER 
AC 117C 10,00021N 

21 RANGES 
100pA to 1000V 

1,01 

FULLY GUARANI TEED 

SENT POST TRIM FOR a . 10 . O ANTI 
NINE FURTHER MONTHLY PAYMENTS 

OF :£1.4.6. CASH PRICE £12..11. 

FRttni RADIOC.RAFT LTD 
69.71 CHURCH GATE LEICESTER 
& 28 (HIGH ST NEWPORT 'PAGNEU. lacs 

TELEVISION 
SETS fer BBC[ITA 

I'4 1 s1 recept 
is goad .eoiidirion. Prices from L20 

A few cheaper models available 

WE WANT Record Players, Tape Re- 
corders. Radios etc, Good price, 
paid, We also accept the above 3s 
dart oschange on purchase; made. 

Open doily 10.30 to 4.30 p.m. 
1 Closed Thursdays. Phone : GERrard 2613 and post tree. 

M21ELECTRO - SERVICESI) &l 
LONDON 9 

' 

ÑYpheRADIO EXCHANGE Co. 

MAC 3155.1 London, W.C.2. 

IMPERIAL AM FM CHASSIS 
6 valve plus Recti- 
fier, variable ferrite 
AF, separase treble 
and bass controls. 7 
push buttons, Dup- 
lex -fly wheel tuning 
on all bands. Com- 
plete with 3 speakers, 
FM Dipols and magic 
eye escutcheon, 
ready oe use. 

M,C.V. 3 Farringdon Road, E.C.I CHA 4131 

r 
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TECHNICAL TRADING CO. 
COMMAND RECEIVERS, American. 34 -58 mc,s. 10 B7G Valves 
and 12A6 output, continuous tuning ideal TV sound, 45/ -. NEW 
CONDENSERS, 10 pF.-.5 mfd., our assortment, 50 for 6/6. 100 for 
12' -. SPECIAL BARGAIN 12 V. 4 AMP. RECTS.. 9/6 EA., 
£5 Doz. Iron Selenium Full Wave, heavy, compact. WIDE ANGLE 
TRANSFORMER KITS : (a) Line Trans. 14 Kv., ceramic base. 
EY51 mountings, ferroxide core. 17i6 with instructions. (b) Frame 
Trans. for ECL80, 9/6. (c) 250 ma 7H Smoothing Chokes, 7/6. COM- 
PLETE KIT AS ABOVE, 30' , Width Coils to match, 4'- ea. 
W/A DEFLECTION COILS matching above, 1718. W/A FOCUS 
MAGNETS, 12'6. ALADDIN FORMERS Un. with slug, 4'- 
doz. VISCONOL CONOS...002 mf.. 18 Kv., 419. DEFLECTION 
('OILS. Standard 35 mm., iron cored, 9'6. BOWLER HATS, 1 -. 
LOUDSPEAKERS. Top makes 7 x 4, 178. 611n. P.M., 10' -. Bin. 
P.M., 12/6. Ditto ex. EQPT, 7/6. 

r (iEIiES('OPE 16 mm. TALKIE PROJECTORS. L516 sound 
d silent push -pull amplifier, heavy 12£n. speaker, A.C. /D.C. 
I 110 250. tested, good cond.. £33. Very good tond., £38. 

TV TABLE l'ABINET.S. Less mask, brand new, boxed, 14ín., 19'- : 

17in.. 2216: 7/6 Carr. R IREWOUND PRE -SET POTS, 5000, 1 K. 
2.5 X'. 5 K, 10 K. 20 K, 25 K. 50 K. 2/- ea. AMPRENOL HOLDERS. 
Octal, Mazda, Novel, B7G, BOA, 6'- doz. BOG W /Screen, 1/6 ea. 
Tube Holders, Octal, 6d. Duodecal, 1 : -. 1 MEG. POTS D.P. 
SWITCH. 31ín. spindle, small type, 3;8. Ditto, lin. spindle, 2/6. 
RESISTANCES, ASSORTED, 1-3 w.. 4.70 -10 MO. 2/- doz., 10,- 
100. MIDGET CERAMIC' CONDENSERS. 10. 20, 50, 300. 1,000. 
3,000. 8/- doz. Midget 16 -16 350 v.. 3 / -. Midget 32-I 32, 250 v., 2/6 
Midget 8 x 250 v., 1 / -. Midget 100 mfd. x 6 v., 11 -. 60+100/350 v., (V-. 

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES, Famous make tested, 
general purpose, polarity marked, 10d., p. & p. 3d. 8/6 doz. 
post free. 1.000 ohms, 10 watt, wire -wound resistors 11 -. 

GUARANTEED RADIO VALVES, BOXED, 2411R. SERVICE 
5Y3GT 6'6 6833 9/6 6SK7GT 5/- 8071E) 3/9 HVR2A 6í- 
5U44 6/8 ß.35M 5/- 6SL7GT 6/6 807(AM) 5/- KT81 8,'- 
61.05 4/9 6J5GT 4/6 6SN7GT 5/9 EB34 1/8 P61 2/6 
6AG7 9/- 6.350 3/- 6V6G 6/- ECC31 9/- PEN25 51- 
6ÁK5 41- 6J6 5/- 6V6GT 6/- EF36 4/- SP41 2/6 
6B7 8/6 6J7G 6/- 6V6M 6/6 EF37 7/- SP61 2,6 
6BAG 6/6 6K7M 6/- 6X4 6/- EF37A 9/- SP210 3'6 
6C4 4/9 6116M 2/- 6X5GT 5/- EFE) 5/- T41 12 6 
6C5GT 6/6 6L6G 81- 709 6/- EF91 7/- U22 7.6 
6C6 5/6 6L6M 9/8 12A7M 8/8 EF92 5/6 U50 6 6 
6D6 5/- 6SA7 7/- 12A1J7 7/- EL91 4/- U52 8 "6 

6F6G 6/6 6SG7M 5/6 25L6GT 8/8 GT1C 4/- VR150 /30 3 9 
Postage 1/- in £1 (1,9 in £1 Speakers/Trans.). Min. 65 No C.O.D. 
100 TELEVISION SET BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT 

350/352, FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH 
PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP 

VALVES 

April, 1957 

SATIE DAY 
SER l'ICE 

All Guaranteed New and Boxed 
1,4y, midget, 1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 1U5, 354, DAF91, DF91, 11101, DL92. 

DL94 any 4 for 27/6. 
1A7GT 8K8GT 918 B36 19/6 ECH42 10/-IPCF80 7/6 
1C5GT 15i6 8L18 13'6 CL33 16/6 ECH81 8/- PCF82 11/6 
1H5GT 11 /- 6Q7GT 9/8 D1 3f- ECL80 9/- PEN46 6/6 
1N5GT 

18 
6SN7GT 7/8 D15 8/8 EF36 4/6 PL36 1618 

1E5 /8 6U4GT 14/6 DT7 6/6 EF37A 9/- PL81 11/9 
1S5 7/6 6V6G 7/- DAC32 11/- EF39 61- PL82 

6V6GT 7/6 DAF96 8/6 EF40 11/6 PL83 1119 
3TA5 6/6 7/- DCC90 8/6 EF41 9/8 PY80 

6X5GT 8/8 DF33 11/- EF42 121- PY81 
3Q5GT 9/6 8/- DF96 8/8 EF50 7/6 PY82 7l- 
3S4 7C5 8/- DH76 8/6 EF80 8/8 PY83 
3V4 8/6 7C6 8/- D1177 8/6 EF85 7/6 PZ30 18Ì 
5U4G 7H7 8/- DK32 12/8 EF86 1218 SP41 3/8 
5Y3GT 7/8 7S7 91- DK92 1E- EF89 10/- SP61 
5Z4G 9/- 7Y4 8/- DK96 8/6 EF91 8/8 025 17f6 
6AB8 
6AK5 

7/6 10F1 
12AT7 18/6 DLL3Ci 1516 É ,32 

5/6 
Ú 6_ ß/- 

6AL5 
6AM5 

6/6 
b/- 

12A U6 716 DL96 
12AU7 7/8 EABC80 

8/8 
7/9 

EL41 
EL42 

10/6 
11/- U404 8 6 

616 12AX7 9/-' EAC91 9/6 EL84 10/8 UABC8011 /8 
6ÁQ5 7/6 12J7GT 11/6 EAF42 10/8 EM34 10/- UAF42 10/6 
6AT6 12K7GT 8/6 EB91 6/6 EY51 10/8 UBC41 8/9 
(BA6 7/8 12K8GT 14/6 EBC33 7/6 EY86 10/8 UBF80 9/6 
fBE6 7/6 12Q7GT 86 EBC41 10/- EZ40 8/- UCH42 10/3 
613.16 7/- 12Z3 78 ERF80 9/6 EZ80 8/6 ÚF41 9/- 
6BR7 8/6 14S7 14'- EBF89 9/6 EZ81 10/- ÚL41 101 - 
6BW6 25L6GT 9 - ECC40 11/6 FW4'S00 10/- UL84 11 /6 
6BX6 7/8 25Z4G 98 ECC81 818 GZ32 12/6 Ú21 6F1 17 /8 25Z6GT 9.8. ECC82 7/8 HVR2A 6/6 14Ì- 
6F6G 6/6 35A5 111 -. ECCCI 9/- KT33C 101- UY41 8/6 
6FI2 
6F13 

8/6 35L6GT 9/8. ECC84 
17/6 35Z3 10/6 ECC85 

12/6 
9/8 

KT44 
KT63 

716 ÚY85 
W76 

10/6 
8/6 

6,16 5/6 35Z4GT 8i- ECM. 5/6 MÚ14 8 W77 5/6 
6K7G 6/ 35Z5GT 9/- ECF80 12/6 N77 X79 12/6 
6K7GT 6 /- 150L6GT 8/- ECF82 121 P61 3f8 Y63 
6K8G 7/9 80 8'6 ECH35 9/8 PCC84 8B Z77 8'6 

Postage 5d. per valve extra. 

READERS RADIO 
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL 

LONDON, N.16 STA. 4587 

OPPORTUNITIES IN -. 
TELEVISION 

,9 

144 pages 

re 
Television offers unlimited 
scope to the technically 
qualified. Details of the 
easiest way to study for 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B. 
Cert., City and Guilds, 
Television, Television 
Servicing, Sound Film 
Projection, Radio 
Diploma Courses, etc., 
are given in our 144 -page 
Handbook ENGINEER- 
ING OPPORTUNITIES" 
which also explains the 
benefits or our Appoint- 
ments Dept. 

We Guarantee 
" NO PASS -NO FEE " 

If you are earning less than 
{ 15 a week you must read 
this enlightening book. 

Send for your copy NO W -I REE'and 
without obligation. 

WRITE TODAY! 
British Institute of Engineering Technology 
237, College House, 
29.31, Wright's lane, 

Kensington, W.8. 
IET 

"VIEWMASiER" 
Printed Circuit Converter 

No Patterning 

or Breakthrough 

We can supply the com- 

plete kit of parts includ- 
ing valves, £5.0.0. 
Send for detailed list 
of this kit and others. 

POST FREE. 

Set of coils for conver- 
sion of Viewmaster 
receiver, £1 .0.0. 

AUDIO LTD. 
Tower Rood, London, N.W.10 

1957 EDITION 
THE 

RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK 

32'6. By The A.R.R.L. Post 1/6. 

RAPID TV REPAIR. By G. W. Heath. 
23/ -. Postage I i -. 

TV FAULT FINDING. Data Book. 
No. 5. 5 / , Postage 4d. 

TV CONVERSION FOR I.T.V. By 
C. E. Lotcho. 25/ -. Postage 9d. 

AMPLIFIERS DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION. By F. J. Comm. 
1716. Postage 9d. 

TELEVISION EXPLAINED. By 
W. E. Miller, revised by Spreadbury. 
12 6. Postage If -. 

TELEVISION ENGINEERS' 
POCKET BOOK. By E. Molloy 
and P. Hawker. 10 /6. Postage 6d. 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
RADIO. By F. J. Camm. 7/6. 
Postage 6d. 

The MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

of British and American Technical Books 

19 -23 PRAED STREET, 
LONDON, W.2 

Write or call for our catalogue. 

Phone : PADdington 4185. 
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m. 
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TELEVISION TUBES 
MULLARD 
COSSOR 
EMITRON 

MAZDA 
MULLARD 
FERRANTI 

12in. £6.10.0 

12in. £6.10.0 

12in. í6.I0.0 

14in. £7.0.0 

14in. E7.0.0 

14in. £7.0.0 

17in. E8.10.0 

17in. E8.10.0 

17in. £8.10.0 

MAZDA. I2in. only E6.10.0. I' Weeks Delivery. 

Ex 
( Stock 

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS 
14in. í5.I0.0 15ín. í6.I0.0 I7in. £7.0.0 
16in. Metal Cone f5.I0.0 I7in. Metal Cone í6.I0.0 
I4in. TRI4-2 E5.I0.0 

All Tubes plus 12/6 carriage and insurance. 

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE 
Terms to the Trade. 

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD. 
81, HIGH STREET . MERTON S.W.I9 

Telephone : CHERRYWOOD 3255 

BSR RECORD CHANGERS 
The new Monarch UA8 Four Speed Record 
Changer. Fitted with the ACOS Turn -over 
cartridge. Price £9.15.0. 

Credit Terms : Deposit £1.13.0 and seven monthly 
payments of £1.6.0. 

VIEW MASTER CONVERTER 
Complete kits available as follows : 

KIT A. -With new Mullard Valves. E8.18.0. 

Credit Terms : Deposit £1.6.0 and seven monthly 
payments of £1.6.0. 
KIT B. -With alternative valves. £8.2.0. Credit 
Terms : Deposit £1.4.0 and seven monthly pay- 
ments of £1.4.0. 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL. -2/6 plus 3d. 
postage. Price List Free upon request. 
SOUND /VISION CHASSIS Conversicn Kit. 
-Contains a set of ready -wound coils, resistors, 
condensers and heater transformer. £2. 

TV PATTERN & INTERFERENCE 
ELIMINATORS 

Spencer -West Pattern Removal Unit.-- n most 
cases this unit will greatly assist in the removal of 
patterning on the ITA picture. Complete with 
full instructions. 25/ -. 

Osmor Band I Filter. -For removing tie BBC 
Signal when it is being picked up by the Band III 

aerial. 10 / -. 

WATTS RADIO 
8, Apple Market, Kingston -on- Thames, Surrey 

Telephone : KINgston 4099. 

ARTHURS HAVE IT ! 
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES and C.R.T.s. 
METERS, Avo, Advance, Taylor and Cossor 
Oscilloscopes in stock. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix 
& Quad. GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro. 
Collaro TRANSCRIPTION UNIT 2010PX. 
LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale, WB. 
Tannay and leading makes. PICK -UPS and 
STYLI of most makes. TAPE RECORDERS, 
Grundig, Philips, Truvox, Playtime & Ferrograph. 

LATEST VALVE MANUALS 

Mullard, 10;6 ; Osram & Brimar No. 6, 5/- each ; 

Osram Part 2, 10 -. 

Postage 9d. each extra. 
PARTICULARS ON REQUEST. 
Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order. 

Est. 
1919 

PQOPS: ARTHUR GRAY. LTD 

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House 

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 
TEMpie Bar 5833;4 and 4765 

TELEGRAMS -" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON." 
CABLES -- TELEGRAY," LONDON. 
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iv PRACTICAL TELEVISION April, 1957 

I N S T R U M E N T 

Complete coverage with both FM and 

AM from 7.5 to 230 Mc /s... 0.01% 
accuracy at 5 Mc /s check points... Wide 
frequency deviation of signal for visual 
alignment at both Carrier and Intermediate 
Frequencies. These are lust some of the 
facilities provided by this up- to -the- 

minute -Advance- achievement Backed 

by a world -wide reputation for reliability. 
the Advance 63 gives the essential 

standard of critical accuracy demanded 

by today's- and tomorrow's -T.V. 
and V H.F Radio problems 

ON FUNDAMENTALS 

F AT CARRIER AND 
provides INTERMEDIATE 

FREQUENCIES 

CRYSTAL CHECKS to 0.01% 

AM at 10%8,30% 
MODULATION DEPTH f85 NETT 

PRICE 

IN U.K. 

Full technical details in Leaflet No. A36 

available on request. 

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD ROEBUCK ROAD HAINAULT ILFORD ESSEX TEL : HAINAULT 4444 
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